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PREFACE
The Tareq Rajab Museum in Kuwait acquired a magical textile of exceptional size 
a few years ago. Mr. Tareq Rajab, the internationally known collector of Islamic 
artefacts and Director of the Museum kindly offered me the possibility to study this 
interesting acquisition which looked like a large triangular banner. Upon closer 
examination it turned out that the textile contained the Sürat al-Fath and magical 
squares of different size which were composed of an enormous quantity of magical 
numbers. The lay-out of the inscriptions presented a stepped construction of eight 
layers which seemingly symbolized the Islamic Paradise. This gave me the idea to 
organize a Colloquium on Paradise an d  Hell in Islam. Participants were expected to 
deal with the subject from the most different aspects (art and archaeology, religion, 
history, literature, ethnography, anthropology, sociology, philosophy, etc.). Professor 
Géza Fehérvári, presently Curator of the Tareq Rajab Museum enthusiastically sup­
ported the concept and helped in the organization of the Colloquium which took 
place in 2002 in the historic city of Keszthely, situated on Lake Balaton in Western 
Hungary. The venue of the Colloquium was the Helikon Castle Museum, a beautiful 
18th-19th century baroque palace which housed an exhibition on Islam ic Arts in the 
18th-20th cen tu ries (on loan from the Tareq Rajab Museum). The Director of the 
Castle Museum, Dr. László Czoma was our excellent host and offered a very kind 
hospitality to the participants in an amiable and inspiring environment. The number 
of those attending the Colloquium was about 50 and nearly 30 papers were read. Mr. 
Tareq Rajab and his wife were also present and took active part in the scholarly 
discussions.
The present volume contains the first part of the Proceedings, 11 papers which 
cover a wide variety of topics. Patricia Baker, Sheila Blair, Jonathan Bloom and 
Rachel Milstein approached the subject from the aspect of Islamic arts, while Tome 
Klobe dealt with it in the Christian context. Theological and philosophical considera­
tions came to the fore in the contributions by Alan Jones, Miklós Maroth and István 
Hajnal. Giovanni Canova and Roberto Tottoli wrote about the folkloric elements in 
the descriptions of the Islamic Paradise and Hell, while Zoltán Szombathy turned his 
attention to the subject of afterlife as it was used in Arabic literature.
Finally, it is my sad duty to remember the untimely death of two good friends 
and colleagues, Patricia Baker and Duncan Haldane who passed away before the 
publication of their papers.
Alexander Fodor
FABRICS FIT FOR ANGELS
Patricia L. Baker 
London
Within Islamic painting the depiction of angels generally occurs in the context of 
temporal power and authority, of religious narrative and of the garden, both heaven­
ly and terrestrial. It is their wings which identify their inclusion within the pictorial 
composition rather than any distinguishing attire but, that said, it appears that while 
the Islamic artists employed the visual metaphor of luxurious contemporary court 
fabrics to evoke the image of heavenly splendour and magnificence, they were less 
inclined to dress these heavenly beneficent beings in types of garments too closely 
associated with the styling of court robes.
As is well recognised the Islamic painter was rarely overwhelmingly concerned 
with recording accurately, naturalistically and minutely every detail in his pictorial 
composition. Few depictions display such clarity of garment structure as certain early 
Qâgâr paintings, such as those formerly in the Amery collection (Falk 1972), which 
reveal the use of bias cutting, types of fastenings and braiding, seaming details as well 
as clearly portraying textile patterning and texture. Furthermore it is apparent that 
few Islamic artists perceived that it was a requirement in such depictions to reflect 
the accepted literary notions regarding angels. Arabic writers, such as at-Tabarl (d. 
9 2 3  AD) and al-Qazwïnî (d. 1283 AD ), described their immense size and stature with 
numerous wings, anything from four as possessed by Isràfïl who will sound the 
trumpet on the Day of Reckoning to four thousand as with Izrà il, the angel of 
death. One such wing could easily, we are told, cover a quarter of the earth s surface 
when unfurled. Little concerted effort is made by the artist to represent the scale of 
these enormous wings nor of the angelic body covered with saffron hairs, nor the 
multiple faces of these divine beings positioned at various places on their body to 
watch humanity1. Plowever, as always, there are a few exceptions, one of the most 
important being the first-half of the 15th century Uighur manuscript of the M ïrâg- 
nâmah  (Bibliothèque Nationale (BN), Paris, Suppl. turc 190,). In this work the angels 
are frequently depicted on a larger scale that the Prophet Muhammad and there 
appears to be a deliberate wish to convey a feeling of a distinct celestial world, 
peopled by such super-normal divine creatures, different from ordinary terrestrial 
beings.
1 MacDonald I960-; ERE IV, 615ff, which notes that 6 ib r i l  (Angel of the Revelation) possessed six 
huge wings each formed a i  100 smaller ones, bi- elsewhere as 1G00 wings covered w ith saffron hair; the
w in g s  o f  M ik a ’ i l  w e re  d esc rib ed  as b e in g  m ade o f g reen  em era ld , w h ile  fora » I h ad  fo u r faces, on  h is  head ,
chest, back and at his feet.
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There is also a matter of gender: the stories explaining the fall of the angels Hárüt 
and Márüt suggest that these beings possessed some masculine sexual feelings; indeed 
it was yielding to such emotions that resulted in their fall from heavenly Grace. But 
although theologians and philosophers agreed that angels could weep, feel annoyance 
and required nourishment (albeit with spiritual food and drink), the matter of their 
gender does not appear to have been much discussed, let alone decided. Such 
ambiguity regarding gender is reflected in a number of Islamic manuscript depictions. 
However, it must be said that our knowledge of the differences in male and female 
dress, especially of the early and medieval periods, in the Islamic Middle East is 
imprecise2, and identification of gender tends to be based on jewellery, hair-styling 
rather than specific costume details such as neckline, robe closures etc.. Those images 
showing angels confirming divine affirmation of temporal power, holding the royal 
baldachin or canopy over the head of the ruler, as in the frontispiece of K itáb al- 
A gan l, Mosul c. 1218-9 (Millet Kütüphane, Istanbul, F. Efendi 1566 fol.lr,), appear 
to depict female angels judging by the ear ornaments, hair-styling and garment 
neckline. Such figures are derived from winged Victories from the Classical 
Mediterranean world and Sásánid Iran, as at Taq-i Bustan where the female gender 
of the Victory angels is unambiguous. In the early 14th century 6 a m ic a t-taw drih  
(Edinburgh University Library, and the Nasser D. Khalili Collection, London), the 
angel dressed in a shoulder-less tunic, closely attending the birth of the Prophet 
Muhammad, should presumably be read as female (befitting in the role of mid-wife),. 
There are later similarly attired representations in certain Persian manuscripts, with 
their hair arranged in a top-knot loop; they are shown alongside other winged figures 
wearing sleeved robes, rather than the shoulder-less tunic, and crowns. Comparable 
dress differences are seen in, for instance, the 1539-43 Hamsa of N izami (British 
Museum Or.2265) and the Haft A wrang of 6 am i, 1556-65 (Freer Gallery of Art 
(FGA), inv. 46.12, fol.275a) and it is logical to suppose that the artist wished to show 
that the heavens were peopled by both male and female divine messengers. This 
inclusion of both ‘angelic’ genders is clearly suggested in a mid-16th century Persian 
album drawing ‘Garden of Heavenly Creatures’ (FGA, inv. 50.2).
Early Arabic literary descriptions of the dress, the colouring, their styling worn 
by angels are even less precise. The Qur’an (76:22) notes that the attendants in the 
gardens of Paradise will be attired in green sundus, a patterned-weave silk3. Mention
2 To draw a contemporary parallel: a casual observer unused to Western mores would probably fail 
to note, unless shown, that gender was signified in the manner and direction of closure in W estern men’s 
and wom en’s fashion since the late 19th century, as in trousers, shirts etc., as well as in small differences 
in the tailoring cut and styling.
3 Sundus is generally taken to be a form of sarnit, that is a draw-loom compound woven silk
(generally tw ill weave). Presumably the colour green alludes to costly luxury, as it seems there was only
one known single-bath vegetable dye giving a stable green colour, available in Iran and rarely found; see
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has already been made of the early 13th century frontispiece of the K itäb a l-agdnt 
manuscript in Istanbul with the two female winged victory angels wearing a style of 
clothing similar to those worn by the centrally-placed ruler and his attendants 
surrounding him. The depiction of the two recording angels in the 1280 cA gdcib  al- 
m ahlüqàt of al-Qazwini (Bayerische Staatsliche Bibliothek, Munich, Arab 464 fol. 
36r,) also suggests a heavy reliance on courtly garments with both Munkat and Nakat 
wearing turbans with, among the folds, a small calligraphic ornamental square and 
dressed in voluminous robes with tirdz bands on the dropped shoulder line, in the 
fashion of the then-defunct “Abbasid court bureaucrat or member of the prosperous 
bourgeoisie4. The honorific connotations of the tirdz band are well-known and need 
no further clarification in this argument5. But the depiction of the garment folds has 
suggested to some that the artist was thinking particularly of a moiré silk; this effect 
of a ‘watered’ textile was produced not by a specialist weave but by passing the 
finished cloth through heated corrugated rollers, so causing expansion and contrac­
tion of the yarn or filament. Such mechanism was described in connection with goat- 
hair mohair processing in Ankara (Angora) by both the mid-16th century Habsburg 
ambassador, Busbecq, and his travelling companion, Dernschwam6, and similar 
equipment is still employed in at least one silk-workshop operating in Margilan, 
Ferghana Valley (Uzbekistan) as seen by this writer. One royal Ottoman garment, 
said to have been the property of Selim I (d. 1520), has survived7 and it is known 
that such mohair-silk mixture cloth was greatly admired and exported to Northern 
Europe, eventually giving its European name ‘grosgrain’ to the English navy’s daily 
ration of rum (Andersen 1989:164). With this particular image, however, I agree with 
those scholars who argue that the artist drew his inspiration from established 
conventions of drapery representation as employed in contemporary Byzantine
W hitworth  1976:55. The most usual w ay of obtaining a green colour, before the introduction of synthetic 
dyes in the second half of the 19th century from Europe into the Middle East, was to double-dye the 
selected fabric, firstly in blue, usually indigo, and then in yellow . This meant production costs in terms 
of time, labour and ingredient were doubled and thus reflected in the final wholesale price.
C ertain ly their apparel shows no sim ilarity to Mongol court dress as depicted in some manuscripts, 
metalwork ^nd ceramics, and yet this manuscript was produced over tw enty years after the Mongol 
capture of the Abbasid capital, Baghdad. The angels’ dress is not modelled on that of an Abbasid 
theologian, but the closest parallel may be found in the apparel of male listeners to a theological oration 
as depicted in the 1237ms. M aqam dt a l-H a r ir i , Iraq (BN, Arabe 5847, fol.58v).
The most informative study on tiraz  is Golombek & Gervers 1977. A number of calligraphic 
ornamental squares, generally embroidered with gold thread or painted, presumed to have once been part 
of turban cloths are w ith in  the Textile Museum collection, Washington DC.(inv. 73.389, 73.52; 73.612); 
see Kuhnel 1952:L1.
French 1972:242-243; see also Babinger 1923:196-197.
It is held in the Costume Section of the Topkapi Saray Museum, Istanbul, inv. no .13/39.
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enamelled metalwork and paintings, rather than choosing to depict an actual 
contemporary fabric.
Contemporary Christian religious painting in the region or in neighbouring 
Byzantium may have influenced the Islamic artist in the projection of angelic wings 
and certain body postures but it appears that generally speaking the iconography 
employed especially in the Timurid, Safawid and Ottoman manuscripts from the 
second quarter of the 15th century had its antecedents in the east rather than the 
west. If one looks at the positioning and posture of the angels in such works as the 
1556-65 Haft A wrang of 6 ami (FGA, inv. 66.12 fol.l47a) (Fig. A8) and late 16th 
century Ottoman court manuscripts, angels descend from the heavens in the manner 
of Buddhist apsaras as represented in the numerous cave paintings of the Dunhuang 
complex (Fig. B) and other Buddhist cave shrines in today’s Xinjiang province, 
China9. The swirling, flying ribbons of these apsara figures, themselves often shown 
half-naked and ambiguous in gender, are often echoed in the Islamic depictions, 
where they have been translated into long, floating, undulating sashes around the 
lower waist or falling from full arm-bows (e.g. Fig. C, G) . As with the hair loop top­
knot, these dress elements owe nothing to the Western world.
In the case of the 15th century Uighur Micrag-nam ah  mentioned above, it takes 
no great leap of faith to accept that certain artistic conventions travelled from the 
eastern side of the Tarim Basin westwards into Central Asia and thence into the 
eastern provinces of Iran before and during the 15th century. However, the argument 
appears less tenable in case of 16th century Ottoman court painting, because of the 
vast geographical distances involved. Until that is, one considers the famous three 
albums (H. 2153, 2154, 2160) now in the Topkapi Saray Museum collection, Istanbul 
(hereinafter TSM)10. Elsewhere in this volume, Professor Sheila Blair discusses the 
influence of certain paintings within these albums on later work and I would argue 
that other images incorporated within the same bindings had similar impact on the 
work of court artists who adapted the ‘foreign’ imagery to demonstrate the ‘other- 
world’ of the Qur’anic heavens.
Among the pages of these albums there are several works derived from Chinese 
sources. It is unclear whether all or some are the work of Ottoman (or indeed 
Iranian) copyists or by Chinese hands although modern scholars are agreed these are
8 This and the other drawings accompanying this paper are the work of Andrew Smith, London. My 
grateful thanks to him.
9 These caves like those of Bezeklik and Khocho in the Tarim Basin region were frequented by the 
merchants and travellers undertaking the dangerous and lengthy trade routes (the so-called Silk Road) from 
the Chinese Empire into Central Asia or India and further west, from pre-Islamic times onwards.
10 These album paintings were the subject of intensive study by a number of scholars and their
findings published in Grube & Sims 1985. Some articles from this colloquy were also printed in I slam ic
Art, I (1981).
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not the products of the Imperial Yuan court ateliers11. It is certain that one album 
(H.2154) was collated, presumably in court circles, for the enjoyment of Bahram 
M irza (1517-49), youngest son of the Safawid shah, Ismacil  (r. 1501-24) but it is very 
probable that a number of the pictures in this and especially in the other albums, H.
2153 and 2160, were produced many decades before and had exchanged hands 
through military conquest. It is argued that perhaps they were part of the spoils 
seized by the Safawid armies from the Qara Qoyunlu royal library, whose military 
forces had in turn looted the Tim urid palace library in Herat, Afghanistan, in 1458, 
but their turbulent history did not end there. The albums, however and whenever 
collated, were then entered into the Ottoman royal inventories during the reign of 
Sultan Selim I (r.1512-1520), perhaps as an indirect consequence of the victorious 
Battle of Chaldiran, Eastern Anatolia, in 151412, with the exception of the Bahram 
M irza album (H.2154) which came into Ottoman hands later in that century, 
probably as a diplomatic gift. So a possible line of transmission and dissemination 
fi om the eastern provinces of Iran to the Ottoman capital of Istanbul may be argued.
Within these albums the three-quarter profile of the so-called ‘moon’face, so 
fashionable in Tang art circles, appears again and again but of course this concept of 
facial beauty had already proved irresistible to Islamic artists for many centuries. Of 
more importance for this brief study, once again among these pages one sees the 
floating ribbons, the hair loop, and the multi-layered garment structure with various 
sleeve-lengths consisting of a light-weight loose tunic top caught at the waist and 
falling in a multiplicity of loose folds to the lower hips, and a fullish skirt. Both the 
tunic and skirt folds, and the long floating ribbons tied in large bows give an 
impression of graceful movement (Fig. D). In the depiction of angels in the Islamic 
Middle East this imagery proved to be remarkably influential, as seen in the frontis­
piece of 1437 Hamsa of Hagu KirmanI, S iraz (Arthur S Sackler Gallery, Washington
D.C., Vever ms 586.0034), a early 16th century drawing ‘Angel with a lute’ attributed 
to Bihzad (TSM H. 2162, fol.7v), the 1534 Hamsa of N izam i, fol. 301b (H. 760), and 
the 1594-5 Ottoman manuscript Siyar-i N abi (Fig. C).
That said, there was also a tendency among some Islamic court artists to associate 
their angelic depictions with contemporary court fashion, incorporating for instance 
the so-called Chinese ‘cloud collar’ and ‘mandarin-square’ as worn by the angels 
kneeling in adoration before Adam (Fig. E) in the 1417 Herat manuscript M agmac at-
Watson 1985; Shatzman-Steinhardt (1985) argues that although there are strong elements of Tang 
dress, it is known that such imagery still had currency in late 13th/early 14th century C hina under 
Mongol/Yuan authority.
12 Cagman 1981. Bahram M irza  was appointed governor of Hurasan and H erat 1530-3, and 
thereafter was governor of the Western Caspian region, and of Hamadan; Soucek 1988.
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taw a r ih  (TSM B. 282), and by 6 ib ril in the 1594-5 Ottoman manuscript, Siyar-i 
N abi (TSM H. 1223, fol. 296a). Such dress decorations were introduced into the 
Islamic lands with the early 13th century Mongol conquering armies; one of the 
earliest textual references occurs in the dynastic history of the Chin Tatars (1115- 
1260) in a sumptuary edict restricting the use of the ‘cloud collar’ to members of the 
Imperial household in China13. Both collar and square were features of ilhanid and 
T im urid court dress in the Eastern Islamic regions, and a number of early 15th 
century naqqds designs have survived (Berlin Staatsblibiothek, Diez album)14 as well 
as one applique collar (Kremlin Treasury, Moscow, inv.TK-3117) (Fig. F).
This important item has been published a number of times, but unfortunately 
with very little information, other than the dimensions, the green silk ground 
material15, embroidered in gold thread and coloured silks. And the published 
illustrations yield little more. No details are given as to the embroidery stitch/es 
employed; it is probable but not certain that the metal thread is held in place by 
couching, as may be seen in certain 16th century Ottoman royal ‘honorific’ kaftans 
(TSM 13/738, 13/739) where the ‘basket-weave’ technique gives the decoration a very 
textural appearance (Tezcan & Delibas 1986: pi. 87 and 86). It has not been possible 
to obtain details regarding the nature of the gold thread on the Kremlin piece: 
whether it is of actual gold or silver-gilt; foil-strip; or wrapped on a silk core, on 
animal substrate or on bark. As scholastic opinion is still divided as to whether this 
item is T im urid produced in Central Asia or Safawid emanating from Iran, such in­
formation could be vitally important in discussion. We know it was usual in the 
Islamic world to wrap metallic threads round silk core whereas in medieval Central 
Asia and China gold on animal substrate or mulberry bark was generally employed 
(Wardell 1987), and albeit a century or more later in date, the 1710 Safawid court 
manual Tadkirat al-Muluk (Minorsky 1943:59) for instance carefully recorded the 
percentage of gold on silver (thread) permitted for honorific garments, according to 
various courtly ranks. It is probable that such cloud collars and indeed the ‘squares’ 
were not always embroidered separately from the garment construction, as with the 
Ottoman kaftan mentioned above and the Kremlin piece. Some manuscripts depic­
tions, such as an illustration dated c. 1300 (TSM, album H.2152, fol.60b) of a Mongol
13 Cammann 1963:165-166; see also Wittfogel 1949:236, and Bretschneider 1910: II, 195.
14 Pages from the Diez album are illustrated in Lentz 8c L ow ry 1989 (catalogue entries 90, 95-97) 
where they are assigned a dating from 1400-1450; Ipsiroglu (1964: pi XXX-XXXV) dated these drawings 
to the 14th century.
15 The detail that the ground fabric is green in colour is given in Pope 1938-39: p i.1017. The catalogue
entry (no. 116) in Lentz & Low ry 1989 is even less informative.
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/Ilhanid ruler holding audience16, suggest that the panels were embroidered onto 
the fabric before tailoring, or perhaps the ornament was woven in at the time of 
actual fabric production; examples of both processes are known in the Imperial 
Chinese context (Vollmer 1981).
In both 16th century Safawid and Ottoman depictions, the court artist employed 
another convention in dress detail to demonstrate the status of the heavenly messeng­
ers and attendants, that is by dressing the angels in the manner of high-ranking court 
officials with numerous horizontal rows of braiding down the front two garment 
panels (Fig. G). Such $aprast, made by tablet weaving, would have been immediately 
recognised by any court observer as an indication of rank and social status17.
Similarly the gold and silver decoration as featured sometimes on angelic dress, 
such as the robe of 6 ib ril bringing a sheep to save the sacrifice of Ismacil  by Ibra­
h im  in the 1583 Zubdat a t-taw drih  (Turk ve Islam Museum, Istanbul, ms.1973), was 
probably inspired by contemporary Ottoman court robes. At least one royal robe, 
late 16th century, decorated with stamped silver dots survives (TSM 13/19818) but 
of course the artist could have been thinking of embroidered motifs. Perhaps the 
clearest evidence of a close relationship with contemporary court fabrics is found in 
an album painting dateable to the last quarter of the 16th century, presently in the 
Souvadar collection. The angel holding a rose (Fig. H) is depicted wearing a figured 
outer robe, perhaps of silk brocade or cut velvet pile, of similar patterning (but not 
tailoring) to the outer garment worn by Sir Robert Sheriey in the 1622 Van Dyck 
portrait (Petworth House, UK), and an early 17th century fragment in the David 
Collection, Copenhagen (inv.13/1991) (Folsach & Keblow Bernsted 1993:115). The 
artist has given his angel undertrousers of diagonal-striped fabric but again the exact 
textile material and process are ambiguous. It is possible that the artist was depicting 
hand-blocked printed cotton, as briefly described by 17th century European travel­
lers19, for the fabric ground is shown as (bleached) white. However, fragments of 
Safawid silk brocade are known with similar broad diagonal stripes featuring floral 
motifs20 as are, of course, numerous examples of Qagar trouser ends of cotton
The robe of the attendant, bottom left w ith his back to the viewer, appears to have a central seam 
going through the decorated ‘square’; see Ipsiroglu 1971: pi. 23.
As in the 1610 Fal-nümah  (TSM, H.1703, fol.7r); see also the 1594-5 Siyar-i N ab i (TSM, H.1223, 
fol.98b) depicting 'A ll .
The garment is associated with Sultan Murad III, but the cut of the neckline strongly suggests it 
was a wom an’s robe.
19 For example, Tavernier 1682: I, 567, Chardin 1711: IV, 263-264.
20 E.g. Victoria & Albert Museum, T.963-1889.
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completely covered in small slanted stitch embroidery in similar pattern composi­
tions21.
If the Safawid artist depicted such heavenly beings in the styling and fabrics of a 
contemporary courtier, his Qagar counterpart preferred to show angels more in the 
role of court servant, dressed accordingly literally with their sleeves rolled up ready 
to attend and wait upon the important characters in the pictorial composition. Only 
their wings identify them as heavenly beings, and their gender is no longer in 
question; male angels are attired in the manner of male servants, the female beings 
as female.
In more recent decades, the artist in the Islamic Republic of Iran has turned to 
Western art for an appropriate model. The works of early Renaissance and also 
Baroque artists have been avidly studied especially by those commissioned to execute 
public art and graphics, both in terms of composition and figural treatment. At the 
same time, the official endorsement of the religious paintings of Mahmoud 
Farshchian, who is clearly strongly influenced by certain 19th century European 
works, which display an emphasis on drapery and romanticist detail, while retaining 
the ‘classic’ Persian painting conventions regarding composition, is encouraging other 
younger artists to explore these ideas. It does indeed appear that instead of looking 
east for a way of signifying a sense of the heavenly splendour of an ex-terrestrial 
world, which had been the established courtly convention for centuries, today’s 
Iranian artists’ feels of this heavenly beneficence can be best conveyed by employing 
occidental iconography.
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Fig. A. after detail from ‘The Gnostic has a vision of angels...’ Haft A w rang  of ö ä m i, Iran 1556-65, 
FGA, inv. 66.12, fol. 147a; M. Shreve Simpson, Sultan Ibrahim Mirza’s Haft A wrang.., FGA 1997, p .148.
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Fig. B. after detail from Cave 321, early Tang period, Dunhuang;
R. W hitfield & S. Otsuka, D unhuang, ca v es  o f  th e s in g in g  sands, London 1995, pl.92
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Fig. C. after detail from 'Muhammad & ö ib r i l ’ Siyar-i N ab l, Ottoman 1594-5,
1 SM, Istanbul, H .1223, fol. 296a; Zeren Tamndi, Siyer-i N ebí, Istanbul 1984
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Fig. D. after TSM, Istanbul, H.2153 fol,170r; I slam ic A rt 1 (1981)
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Fig. E. after detail from Hafiz-i A bru Magma.1 a l-T aw ärih , H erat c. 1417, TSM B.282 fo l.l6a
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Fig. F. after Pope 1981, XI, pl. 1017
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Fig. G. after detail from ms. Haft A w ran g  of 6 am i, Iran 1556-65, 
FGA 46.12 fol. 188a; M Shreve Simpson op.cit.
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Fig. H. after A. Souvadar A rt o f  th e P ersian Courts, New York, 1992, item 101.
ASCENDING TO HEAVEN 
FOURTEENTH-CENTURY ILLUSTRATIONS 
OF THE PROPHET’S MFRÂÙ
Sheila S. Blair 
Boston C ollege
Scenes illustrating the m icrd g, the Prophet’s ascension to heaven, are some of the 
most glorious in Persian painting. Single scenes illustrating the subject are found in 
various types of literature, ranging from such Persian classics as N izam i’s Hamsa to 
popular devotional works about the Prophet’s life such as the Qisas a l-anbiyd ’ (Tales 
of the Prophet) and biographies of his life such as the Siyar an -nabi. In all these cases, 
the ascension is merely one of many illustrations, but in addition there were at least 
two illustrated manuscripts devoted entirely to the subject of the Prophet’s ascension. 
Called M frdgndm a  or Book of Ascension, these works have multiple paintings 
illustrating several incidents of the journey. The more famous of the two 
manuscripts, transcribed in Uighur script, was made in the T im urid period1. The 
other illustrated manuscript was made a century earlier under the Ilhanids, Mongol 
rulers of Iran from 1256 to 1353. This essay surveys the illustrations from the Ilhanid 
copy and shows how the topic of the Prophet’s ascension to Heaven developed in 
the fourteenth century from a single incident in the Prophet’s life to an independent 
hagiography with multiple, large illustrations that served as models for the next 
several centuries.
Individual scenes depicting the Prophet enthroned are already included in some 
of the first illustrated manuscripts known from the Ilhanid period, and the story of 
the Prophet’s life was incorporated into several illustrated histories2. The earliest was 
the Gdmic a t-taw drih , the world history made for the Ilhanid vizier Rasld ad-DIn. 
This magnum opus was divided into several volumes: the first covered the history of 
the Mongols, the second treated the non-Mongol peoples of Eurasia, and the third 
was a geographical treatise that has not survived3. The Prophet’s life was part of the 
second part of the second volume. The text survives in one of the earliest manu­
scripts of the world history, an Arabic copy made under the auspices of the vizier 
himself in 714/1314-15 and now divided between Edinburgh University Library and
1 The manuscript was published by Marie-Rose Seguy (1977).
2 See Soucek 1988.
' See R asld  ad-DIn, 6 a m i ‘ vii-ix for a convenient overview of the organization of this complex
work.
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the Khalili collection in London4. The story of the Prophet’s life originally 
comprised some 30 folios, with 15 illustrations. The section on the Prophet’s 
ascension occupies just over two pages, including one illustration (fig. 1). It is the 
earliest known illustration of the subject to survive.
Like many illustrations in this section of the manuscript, the painting is a narrow 
strip (11 x 25 cms), which occupies the top third of the large page, the equivalent of 
12 of the 35 lines of the text block that measures 37 by 25 cms. The paragraph of 
text on the page before the illustration summarizes the story of the Prophet’s 
ascension. It ends by mentioning the angel who asks the Prophet to choose among 
three gold cups containing milk, water, and wine. The copyist, perhaps with the 
concordance of the author and patron who supervised transcription of this manu­
script, clearly wanted this particular incident to be illustrated, for when transcribing 
the preceding text, he narrowed the number of words per line, tapering the text into 
a V-shape that ends with the very words describing the three cups. The painting then 
falls at the top of the facing page, with the line of text just below the painting 
describing how the Prophet eschews the last two choices, opting for milk.
The painter’s simple composition adheres literally to the text. On the right an 
angel stands on a rainbow while emerging through a pair of doors representing the 
gates of Paradise. In the centre a second angel offers a gold bowl, evidently the one 
filled with milk. To the left is the Prophet, astride his miraculous steed Buraq. While 
the tripartite composition is relatively standard, the iconography is not. Buraq is here 
depicted with a spotted body, human arms, a human (and crowned) head holding a 
book, presumably the Qur’an, and a human-headed tail holding a shield and sword. 
The angels, who resemble those in another scene depicting the Birth of Muhammad 
(Edinburgh 29), wear strapless gowns that drape from a tied bodice and sprout wings 
that, unusually, grow along the whole length of their arms.
The unusual iconography suggests that the painter borrowed these figures, 
without complete understanding, from other painterly traditions, both eastern and 
western. The unusual gowns, for example, may be derived from Bodhisattvas and 
other figures in the Buddhist tradition, though the immediate source of the imagery 
is not known. Contemporary Christian manuscripts offer another rich source of 
imagery, and many other compositions in Rasid ad-Din’s world history that 
illustrate Muhammad’s life were adapted from Christian iconography. Sir Thomas 
Arnold showed that the depiction of Muhammad’s birth was adapted from a 
Nativity, with the three magi transposed into three waiting women and Joseph 
transformed in the Prophet’s uncle cAbd al-Muttalib (Arnold 1928:99 and pi. XXIII).
4 See Blair (1995) for a reconstruction of the original manuscript. The Edinburgh section has also 
been published by David Talbot Rice (1976), and the illustrations from the Khalili portion, once in the 
collection of the Royal Asiatic Society, have been published by Gray (1978).
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Priscilla Soucek went one step further, showing how both the composition and 
iconography of two other scenes from the Prophet’s life -  his encounter with the 
monk Bahira (Edinburgh 30) and his conquest of the Banü n-Nadir (Khalili Collec­
tion) -  were adapted from two scenes -  The Baptism of Christ and the Entry into 
Jerusalem -  in a manuscript of the Gospels made in 1294 and now in the Matenada- 
ran Library in Erevan. Copied by Yakob and illustrated by Khach’er at the Argelan 
Monastery in Berkri for a couple, Khelok and Pokhan, and their two sons Prosh and 
T uma, this manuscript is the earliest of a group produced in the Vaspurakan region 
of Greater Armenia (Soucek 1998). Unusual features of Buráq and the angels may 
also have been borrowed from Armenian Christian manuscripts locally available in 
Tabriz in the early fourteenth century, as religious difference was clearly no bar to 
iconographic pilfering. The unusual, and probably borrowed, iconography suggests 
furthermore that the ascension of Muhammad in the 714/1314-15 copy of Rasid ad- 
D in ’s Ö á m í a t-taw árih  is not only the first version of the scene to survive, but one 
of the earliest made.
By the next generation, ílhánid painters were called upon to illustrate many 
scenes of the Prophet’s ascension within a whole manuscript devoted to the subject. 
Unfortunately this manuscript has been dismembered and the text lost, but some of 
the illustrations were mounted in an album (Istanbul, Topkapi Library H2154) that 
was put together in 951/1544 by the Safawid chronicler and librarian Dust Muham­
mad for Bahram M irzá, brother of the Safawid sáli Tahmasp. Dust Muhammad in­
cluded eleven illustrations (or parts of them), pasted on eight of the 149 folios in the 
album (31b, 42a-b, 61a-b, 62a, 107a, and 121a)\
In addition to the full-page paintings, three pages contain scenes pasted together. 
For example, the upper parts of folios 61a and 121a depict scenes of Muhammad 
ascending on the back of an angel, while the bottom parts can be reassembled to 
illustrate the scene of the Muhammad at the tree of paradise. Likewise the top part 
of folio 121a can be joined to a strip of waves taken from another folio, 62a, and 
reversed. Clearly Dust Muhammad was not above cutting up images to make them 
fill the pages of his album.
In four cases (fols. 31b, 42a, 61b, and 121a) Dust Muhammad added labels to the 
illustrations, identifying them as the work of Ahmad-i Müsá. The Safawid chronicler 
told us more about this artist in the preface written to accompany the illustrations 
in the album6. Although some authors have viewed this historical preface as apocry­
5 Ettinghausen (1957) identified the eleven scenes: fol. 31b: Muhammad and Gabriel before a big 
angel; fol. 42a: Gabriel carrying Muhammad; fol. 42b: Flight over the mountains; fol. 61a (top): 
Muhammad at the Gates of Paradise and (bottom): Tree of Paradise; fol. 61b: cock; fol. 62a (top) waves 
and (bottom): bowls offered to Muhammad; fol. 107a: Conquest of a c ity; fol. 121a (top): Flight over 
waves and (bottom): Tree of Paradise.
6 Edited and translated by Thackston 2001:12-13.
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phal, close scrutiny of the albums shows that preface and illustrations form a unified 
whole, like a collection of threads or chains meant to illustrate a “realm of collected­
ness” (Roxburgh 1996). Preface and illustrations were meant to be examined together, 
and the preface helps to explain the pictures.
In the preface recounting the history of calligraphy and painting, Dust Muham­
mad added details about the artist Ahmad-i Müsà that help to localize the paintings 
and their manuscript. Ahmad, according to Dust Muhammad, learned the art of 
painting from his father Müsà and worked during the reign of the ïlhânid ruler Abu 
Sacid  (r. 1317-35), illustrating four manuscripts that passed to the royal Timürid 
library owned by Sultan Husayn M irzà, ruler of Herat from 1469 to 1506. The 
manuscripts must then have passed to the royal Safawid library where they were 
available for Dust Muhammad to peruse and even extract for his album. One of the 
four manuscripts was a Micrdgndm a  copied by Mawlànâ cAbdallah Sayrafï. One of 
the two most famous followers in the second generation after Yàqüt al-Mustacsimï, 
this calligrapher worked in Baghdad and Tabriz from 1310 to 1344 (Blair). Dust 
Muhammad’s preface thus allows us to identify these paintings as coming from a 
royal copy of the M irdgndm a  made in one of the ïlhânid capitals between 1317 and 
1335.
Dust Muhammad also praised the painter Ahmad-i Müsà as a master who “lifted 
the veil from the face of depiction, and invented the [style of] depiction that is now 
current,” that is, current in the early sixteenth century. Stylistic analysis confirms 
Dust Muhammad’s identification of Ahmad-i Müsà’s seminal role. Like the paintings 
in the Arabic copy of Rasid ad-din’s ù a m i  a t-taw drih , the paintings in the 
M ïrd gnàm a  are very wide (they all measure some 23-24 cms wide, on the same order 
as those in the Ù dm ï a t-taw drih). In contrast to the earlier paintings, however, they 
are very much taller, virtually the same size as the entire text block in the earlier 
history. They may well have been full-page images. The enlarged space provided for 
much larger figures, with a far greater emotional impact. It also allowed Ahmad-i 
Müsà to create far more exciting compositions. They move beyond the simple tri­
partite arrangements typical of the ù d m ic a t-taw drih  and develop three-dimensional 
landscape space using foreshortening and repoussoir figures.
We can see these innovations in the painting from fol. 62a of Bahràm M ïrzà ’s 
album (fig. 2). Pasted upside down at the top is the strip with waves that formed part 
of another painting with Muhammad’s flight. The rest of the page, measuring 30 by 
25 cms, shows Muhammad sitting in a richly decorated building with a m ihrdb  
behind him. Just behind him to the right in the painting is another figure almost as 
large as the Prophet and dressed in green and orange. To the left, a pair of kneeling 
angels offer the Prophet golden cups. Below, Buràq -  the only time he is shown in 
these album paintings -  is depicted with pink face and gold crown, gray elephant 
ears, and a reddish body outfitted with a gold saddle. Ettinghausen identified the 
scene as depicting the account of the seventh heaven in which angels offer
Muhammad three cups. It is thus virtually the same scene shown in the Cidmic at- 
taw a rih .
The biggest difference between the two illustrations of the same subject is the 
setting and the sense of space. Ahmad-i Musa set the scene in a building supported 
on four columns of gray marble. The receding lines of the arches supporting the 
dome suggest that the building was octagonal, and it may well have been intended 
to represent the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem. Muhammad is said to have ascended 
from Bayt al-Maqdis, and this city was often epitomized by the Dome of the Rock, 
as in a contemporary painting from a manuscript of al-B irun i’s A tdr al-haqiya 
transcribed in 707/13077.
Ahmad-i Musa also elaborated the action in the foreground, setting the audience 
in a circle seen from the back. This convention brings the viewer into the painting, 
which becomes a window into space. Typical of Italian painting of the Quattrocento, 
it occurs already in Persian paintings made at the beginning of the fourteenth 
century. Indeed, it is quite possible that Ahmad-i Musa had in front of him in the 
royal Ilhanid library the Arabic copy of Rasid ad-DIn’s Cidm i a t-taw drih , for the 
circular group appears there in another painting illustrating the Prophet’s life, the 
consultation of the Qurays (Edinburgh 35). This device was also incorporated into 
paintings in other royal Persian manuscripts made at this time, such as a scene of the 
mourning over the bier of Alexander from the Great Mongol Sdhnama made in the 
1330s (Grabar & Blair 1980: no. 39).
Earlier Persian manuscripts were not the only sources of inspiration for Ahmad-i 
Musa. He, like the painters of the Cidm i a t-taw drih , also looked to Christian 
manuscripts, finding in their illustrations models, for example, for his depiction of 
the angels. The angels in the MiWagnama, unlike those in Rasid ad-Din’s C om pendi­
um  o f  Chronicles, wear long-sleeved robes and have large wings striped in red and 
blue (fig. 3). They are much closer to the angels in contemporary Armenian manu­
scripts, such as a scene of the Annunciation (fig. 4) from a relatively unknown copy 
of the Gospels dated 1330 and now in Isfahan (DerNersessian & Mekhitarian 1986: 
196 and fig. 51). Copied by Kirakos, vardapet of Erzincan, at the monastery of 
Djghavna, it was illustrated by one Kirakos of Tabriz, who signed his name under 
the feet of the Virgin. The dedication mentions the merchant prince Vegen, who 
became religious and built, along with his brother Prince Pitchar, churches devoted 
to the Virgin and the convent of Deghdzanavank. It is not necessary that this small 
(23 x 16 cm.) manuscript be the exact model that Ahmad-i Musa used; rather the 
1330 Gospel now in Isfahan is typical of the school of Gladzor in the province of 
Siunik in Greater Armenia, best known from the splendid copy of the Gospels made 
there in the opening decade of the early fourteenth century and now in Los Angeles
7 Colour reproduction in Gray 1961:27.
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(Mathews & Wieck 1994:no. 36; Mathews & Taylor 2001). The gilt ground and type 
of flying winged figures used by Ahmad-i Musa also occur in pages^rom another 
large Gospel book made by T ’oros the Deacon at Tabriz in 1311 (Mathews & 
Taylor 2001:no. 31). This Gospel book remained intact in the Church of the Holy 
Mother of God in Tabriz until 1906. Many Armenian manuscripts were therefore 
available in Tabriz, and Muslim painters like Ahmad-i Musa must have consulted 
them, continuing to find inspiration for their scenes of Muhammad’s life from con­
temporary Christian gospels.
In addition to style, one needs to consider the function of the Ilhanid manuscript 
of the Micrdgndm a. What sort of text did these paintings illustrate? We are certainly 
dealing not with illustrations to a history, as was the case with the ascension scene 
in Rasid ad-Din’s C om pendium  o f  Chronicles, but with a full devotional text. Etting- 
hausen, who studied the album paintings closely, showed that they did not fit either 
the Arabic version of the M icrdgndma, now lost but known from early Western trans­
lations, or the Eastern Turkish text used in fifteenth century. This is clear, for 
example, from the scene of the celestial cock (fig. 5). It depicts Muhammad, under the 
guidance of a crowned angel, probably the Archangel Gabriel, observing an angelic 
choir gigantic white cock standing on a golden dais. This angel was in charge of 
counting the hours of the day and night in order to announce the hours of prayer 
and pronounce the tashih, which was then repeated by roosters around the world. 
None of the written versions mentions a choir. Furthermore, the cock was usually 
positioned between the earth and the throne of God, but here apparently stands on 
a polygonal dias.
The scenario becomes more mysterious when we consider the final image from 
this manuscript that was included in the album H2154 (fig. 6). To judge from style, 
iconography, and composition, such as the winged angel and the audience in the 
foreground seen from the back, it belongs to the same manuscript of the Micrdgndm a, 
but what scene it illustrates is unclear. It shows an angel presenting a city to a figure 
seated on a rug, surely to be identified the Prophet Muhammad as he is surrounded 
by a mandorla. But who are the two figures to his left, co whom he is gesturing? And 
who are the two further figures standing at the lower right? The composition and 
figures recall the scene of Muhammad appointing cA li his successor at G adir Humm, 
shown in the manuscript of al-BIruni’s Atdr al-baqiya made in 1307, probably at 
T abriz8. This would suggest that the two seated figures represent cA li and Husayn. 
It might further imply that the mysterious figure wearing a green robe and sitting
8 Illustrated and analyzed in Soucek 1975:103-165 and H illenbrand 2000: 129-146.
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next to Muhammad when he is offered the bowls (fig. 2) is also cA li, who is 
sometimes said to have accompanied Muhammad on his nocturnal journey9.
And what city is being depicted? It is polygonal, walled, bisected by three rivers, 
and dotted with three large buildings with minarets. Ettinghausen argued that the 
presence of a river excluded Mecca, Medina, and Jerusalem, the three cities most 
often associated with the Prophet. The riparian view, by contrast, makes possible an 
'dentification of Baghdad, Damascus, Cairo, and Constantinople, and on the basis of 
the curved course of the river and the shape of the minarets, Ettinghausen, following 
a suggestion put forward by Helmut Ritter, opted for the Constantinople, arguing 
that the scene represented an apocalyptic vision of the forthcoming conquest of the 
rnighty city long-coveted by Muslims.
This argument is not convincing. The conquest of Constantinople did not loom 
large in the Ilhanid mentality. To the contrary, the Ilhanids had diplomatic relations 
with the Byzantines, and the Ilhanid ruler Abaqa (r. 1265-80) even married an 
^legitimate Paleologue princes, Maria Despina. Abaqa’s grandson, who reigned as 
Sultan Ulgaytu, was baptized Nicholas and raised a Christian before he converted to 
various sects of Islam.
Furthermore, the action of offering the city does not necessarily imply conquest, 
hut rather presentation, and an alternative explanation for the scene is the presenta- 
llon of Sultaniyya, the new capital founded by Sultan Ulgaytu10. The Ilhanids, like 
the Yuan dynasty in China, founded their own imperial cities: the one established by 
Ulgaytu in the 1315s has mostly disappeared, but its layout can be reconstructed 
from texts: the inner city there was polygonal, walled, bisected by a river, and had 
at least three major building complexes (Blair 1986), as shown in the view by the 
sixteenth-century Ottoman chronicler Matrakci Nasuh11. This illustration too uses 
an architectural shorthand in which conventional features are repeated and stylized, 
hut many of the topographical elements are the same in both images. Incorporating 
a depiction of the newly-founded capital as a gift presented to Muhammad would 
symbolize the Ilhanids’ submission to Islam. Though Gazan had officially declared 
his allegiance in 1295, the Mongol court was slower to do so and many am irs did 
n°t convert until the time of Ulgaytu’s son Abu Sacid, the first of the Ilhanids to 
he raised a Muslim.
Contemporary Christian art, both from Byzantium and Armenia, can once again 
offer sources and parallels for the subject of a donor presenting a model of his 
foundation. Founders of churches and monasteries are often shown offering a model
’ Ettinghausen suggested the figure was Moses, whom the Prophet had met just before he was offered
cups in the European version of the story, but this suggestion does not seem like ly  to me.
10 I made this suggestion in Blair 1987:89.
11 Colour reproduction in Blair & Bloom 1994:fig. 3.
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of their work to an enthroned Christ or the Virgin and Child. Theodore Metochites, 
leading statesman at the Paleologue court who rebuilt the church of the Monastery 
of the Chora between 1315 and 1320, for example, is depicted this way in the mosaic 
set over the door leading from the inner narthex to the nave (fig. 7) (Underwood 
1966: II, 26). Armenian churches often had the donor(s) sculpted in relief on the 
façade, and the Virgin and child are often depicted seated on a fringed rug, as the 
Prophet is shown here (Manuelian 1996). In the ïlhànid interpretation of the scene, 
the single building has been transposed into a city, and the Virgin and child 
transposed into Muhammad and his family.
We do not have to imagine that Ahmad-i Müsà had been to Constantinople or 
Armenia to see such buildings. Portable objects provided better means for the 
transferal of iconography. These included not only books, but liturgical objects and 
even portable architecture. Maria Despina’s dowry, for example, included a tent 
intended for use as a church. In 1301, during the reign of Ulgaytu, a church was 
dedicated to St. John the Baptist in Maràga. We have no idea what sort of decoration 
it had, but we can imagine that, even if executed by ïlhànid craftsmen in the 
vernacular materials of brick and stucco, it must have had painted decoration derived 
from Christian iconography.
In sum, then, the scenes of Muhammad’s ascension from a copy of a Micrâgnâm a  
incorporated into Album H2154 in Istanbul open a window into the fascinating pot­
pourri of religious life in ïlhànid times. The paintings attest to the increasingly 
fervent veneration of Muhammad, and possibly his family, in the early fourteenth 
century. They also show the importance of Christian sources when Muslim artists 
were called upon to develop a new iconography to illustrate scenes that had apparent­
ly  not been illustrated  before in  the M uslim  trad ition . As EttingKausen pointed out,
“Thus, just as Dante’s D ivina C om m edia  initiates modern Italian and even all West­
ern literature, so do this Persian manuscript and the other work of the master called 
Ahmad-i Músa stand at the beginning of matured Persian painting and through it also 
of Turkish and Mughal miniatures. The historical parallel goes even further, because 
just as Dante was quite possibly influenced by Muslim ideas, so was Ahmad-i Müsá 
in turn stimulated by foreign concepts, Chinese and Western ones”12. Similarly, in 
the fifteenth century when artists at the court of Tïmürid court of Sàh Ruh wanted 
to illustrate another copy of the M ïrâgnâm a, they turned to outside sources, 
stimulated this time by models from Central Asia and beyond.
12 Ettinghausen 1957:378. The role of Chinese elements is a separate subject that needs to be pursued-
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Fig. 1. “The Prophet’s Ascension” from a copy of R asid  ad-D in’s C a m i a t- taw a r ih , 
made in 714/1314-15 probably at T ab riz . Edinburgh U niversity L ibrary, Arab ms. 20, no. 36
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Fig. 2. “The bowls offered to Muhammad in heaven” from a copy of the M trä gn ä m a  
copied by 'A bdallah Sayrafi, probably at T ab riz  ca. 1330, and later mounted in an album compiled by 
the Safawid librarian Dust Muhammad in 951/1544. Istanbul, Topkapi L ibrary H2154, fol. 62a
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'S- 3. “Flight over the M ountains” from the same ms as Fig. 2, Istanbul, Topkapi L ibrary H2154, fol. 42b
Fig. 4. “Annunciation” from an Armenian copy of the Gospels dated 1330. 
Isfahan, H oly Saviour’s Cathedral, New Julfa, ms 47(43)
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5. “The Celestial Cock” from the same ms as Fig. 2, Istanbul, Topkapi L ibrary H2154, fol. 61b
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Fig. 6. “Presentation of a c ity” from the same ms as Fig. 2, Istanbul, Topkapi L ibrary H2154, fol. 107a
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Fig. 7. Theodore Metochites presenting his church to the Virgin, 
mosaic set over the door in the church of the Monastery of the Chora, Istanbul
PARADISE AS A GARDEN, THE GARDEN AS GARDEN
Jonathan M. Bloom 
Boston C ollege
The image of the earthly garden as a foretaste of paradise is one of the 
strongest and most enduring in the study of Islamic culture. Over the years 
countless authors have evoked the idea of the verdant garden, with its sensual 
pleasures of beautiful design, fragrant flowers, luscious fruits, playing fountains 
and cooling shade (fig. 1), as a counterpart to the delights the believer will 
encounter in the hereafter. In the last few decades several books have been written 
on the subject, including a volume of essays presented at a 1976 conference held at 
Dumbarton Oaks in Washington, DC. (Ettinghausen 1976). This was soon follow­
ed by Paradise as a G arden , a volume on the history of the garden in Persia and 
Mughal India (Moynihan 1980), as well as a number of museum exhibitions, 
mcluding one, Arabesques et ja rd in s du paradis, at the Louvre in Paris in 1989 
(Bernus Taylor 1989) and another, Die Gärten des Islam, at the Linden Museum, 
Stuttgart, in 1993, which included a little bit of everything, from Islamic gardens 
to courtly arts, to popular arts of Africa and Indonesia (Forkl et al. 1993). In the 
United States, a 1991-92 travelling exhibition was accompanied by a catalogue, 
which Sheila Blair and I edited, Images o f  Paradise in Islam ic Art (Blair & Bloom 
1991). This exhibition evolved from the premise that an Ottoman fountain- 
surround from Diyarbekir, now in the Hood Museum of Art, and decorated with 
floral sprays and blossoms “symbolized the heavenly garden and the promise of 
Paradise as a reward for the donor who made this gift to the community.” Walter 
Denny, the organizer of the exhibition, suggested that many of the common 
themes in Islamic art, not only vegetal and floral motifs but also arched panels, 
Were actually metaphors for Paradise and the gates leading to it (Denny 1991). 
Perhaps the most recent example is the 1999-2000 exhibition of Islamic art in 
Amsterdam, Earthly Beauty, H eaven ly Art, which displayed many Islamic textiles, 
Metalwares, ceramics, manuscripts, woodcarvings, ivories, rock crystals, gold 
jewelry, enamels, and oil paintings from a wide variety of sources under the rubric 
gardens and paradise” (Piotrovsky 1999).
There is no reason to believe that the flood of books and exhibitions on this 
Popular theme will cease, but it is worthwhile reexamining the basis for this 
interpretation of the earthly garden as a metaphor for paradise in Islamic culture. 
Already it has also met with some scepticism, ranging from the mild to the sharp 
(Baer 1998:95; Allen 1993). According to Terry Allen, “when supplying a 
symbolic interpretation [of a work of art] one must either justify it for the 
Particular monument at hand or argue that symbolic significance is common in 
some wider group of monuments to which it belongs, and thus to be expected”
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(Allen 1993:3). Oddly enough, because this interpretation ' s  so pervasive, few if 
any scholars have bothered to show by exactly what means garden and plant 
motifs have assumed specifically paradisical meanings in Islamic civilization. 
Lacking such interpretations, the wholesale interpretation of the Islamic garden 
from Spain to India, from the Umayyads to the present, is therefore something of 
a methodological fallacy, for the image of the garden in the afterlife owes as much 
to much older Near Eastern, Jewish and Christian conceptions of Eden and 
Heaven as it does to the Qur’an. Furthermore, despite conventional wisdom, the 
Qur’an did not provide the layout of the typical Islamic garden, whose four-fold 
plan also derives from much older Near Eastern, classical and late antique garden 
traditions in the regions where Islam appeared and spread. In short, although the 
association of gardens and paradise is undeniable in some later Islamic art, not all 
Islamic gardens were meant to evoke paradise. Nor were all the plant and flower 
motifs in Islamic art meant to evoke the hereafter. Indeed they often had other 
important meanings to express, and it is worthwhile looking for them.
Images of Paradise
The notion of the afterlife as taking place in a verdant garden seems such a 
natural notion in Western culture that is difficult to imagine the hereafter 
somewhere else. In Babylonian creation literature, the Edenic “Dilmun” is a rich 
and fertile place, where rich fields and farms are fed by sweet waters, and frailty, 
illness and affliction are absent. In ancient Egypt, the beatified awaited an afterlife 
in a rich and scenic land, with pools of kba-b'wds and ro-fowl, where the god Re 
“sails with the breeze” and the barley grows immensely tall and fruitful 
(Garthwaite 1991: 15). Perhaps the most familiar of these garden settings is the 
Eden of the Hebrew Bible, where Adam and Eve begin life in a garden ... in the 
east [with] every tree that is pleasant to the sight and good for food.... A river 
flowed out of Eden to water the garden, and there it divided and became four 
rivers. The name of the first is Pishon; it is the one which flows around the whole 
land of Havilah, where there is gold; and the gold of that land is good; bdellum 
and onyx stone are there. The name of the second river is Gihon; it is the one 
which flows around the whole land of Cush. And the name of the third river is 
Tigris, which flows east of Assyria. And the fourth river is the Euphrates (Genesis 
2:9-14).
• From early times this earthly garden of Eden, which seems to have been 
located somewhere in Mesopotamia -  to judge from the reference to the Tigris 
and Euphrates, was often conflated with the heavenly paradise, which was 
understood as the abode of God and the blessed in the afterlife. This locality was 
initially imagined as a terrestrial or celestial mountain, as in I Kings 20: 23, 28 or 
Ezekiel 28: 12-19, respectively, but it eventually came to be thought of as a 
garden, probably because the Septuagint, the Greek translation of the Hebrew
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Bible, used the word paradeisos to translate the Hebrew word pardes (park, grove) 
to refer both to the earthly “garden” of Eden as well as to the heavenly abode of 
the afterlife (EB XX, 751-752, s.v. “Paradise”). The Christian Bible largely adopted 
Hebrew accounts of paradise, for God had placed Adam in the first Eden and 
would return his descendants in redemption to the heavenly paradise. Christian 
theologians such as St Augustine used materialistic terms to depict heaven in his 
City o f  G od  but said that man was incapable of comprehending its actual physical 
situation (Strayer IX, 395-398, s.v. “Paradise, Western concept of”).
In the Qur’an, the nature of the place of the afterlife is defined principally by 
what it is not, i.e. the Fire, and what it does not have, i.e. a mixture in time of 
life, death, sickness, labour, obedience, love, pleasure and pain. The Qur’anic 
notion that the afterlife takes place in a garden is expressed more than 130 times 
in the Qur’an (Reinhart 1991:15-17). In chapter 2:25, for exampl e, we read of 
gardens (ganna) under which rivers flow, and where, whensoever they are 
Provided with fruits therefrom.” In chapter 47:15 the semblance of Paradise 
Promised to the pious and devout [is that of a garden] with streams of water that 
wi" not go rank, and rivers of milk whose taste will not undergo a change, and 
r,vers of wine delectable to drinkers, and streams of purified honey, and fruits of 
every kind in them, and forgiveness of their lord. Chapter 51 states that the God­
fearing shall be among gardens and fountains,” an image more fully expressed in 
Chapter 76, verses 5-6 and 12-22:
“Surely the pious shall drink of a cup whose mixture is camphor, 
a fountain whereat drink the servants of God, 
making it to gush forth plenteously...
and recompensed them for their patience with a garden, and silk; 
therein they shall recline upon couches 
therein they shall see neither sun nor bitter cold 
near them shall be its shades, and its clusters hand meekly down 
and there shall be passed around them vessels of silver, and goblets of crystal, 
Crystal of silver that they have measured very exactly.
And therein they shall be given to drink a cup whose mixture is ginger, 
therein a fountain whose name is Salsabil...”
Putting all these images together, commentators generally imagine paradise as a 
garden with a central fountain from which issue rivers of water, milk, wine, and 
°ney. This image was, not surprisingly conflated with the four-fold cross-axial 
Plan popular for gardens in many Islamic lands, although the Qur’anic text 
d u a lly  speaks of many rivers of each of the four liquids. Sometimes, as in a long 
Passage (K55:35-78), paradise is described as two gardens with two fountains and 
lw° fruits of every kind. While come commentators have tried to envision these
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twinned gardens, philologists believe that these duals were meant to provide the 
passage with a consistent rhyme.
Three different words -  ganna, firdaw s, and rawda  -  are used in the Qur’an to 
refer to the heavenly garden. Although most commentators consider them to be 
synonymous, these words actually had distinct meanings. The first, gan n a , is the 
word used in the Qur’an for the regions of the beyond prepared for the elect. It is 
usually translated as “garden,” as in the phrase gannat cadn  for “Garden of Eden.” 
According to the Arabic lexicographers, ganna, which derives from a root 
meaning “veiling” or “concealment,” meant an kind of walled orchard of trees, 
palms, etc. where the ground was concealed or shadowed (Lane 1863: s.v.). 
According to Ibn al-Faqih, “the bustan [the Persian word for “orchard” not used 
in the Qur’an] is more carefully watered than the ganna .” The great German 
scholar Ernst Herzfeld suggested that the terrestrial ganna  was irrigated by a 
regular system of canals (Pinder-Wilson 1976:74 n.9).
The second term, firdaw s, is used less frequently than ganna  in the Qur’an. 
The Arabic and modern Persian form of the Old Persian word pairidaeza (pain 
around + diz to mould, form, meaning “enclosure, park”), this word is 
etymologically related to the late Hebrew pardez  (used in Nehemiah 2:8 to refer to 
the park of the Persian king, also Ecclesiastes 2:5), the Armenian word pardez, and 
the Greek paradeisos, which Xenophon (ca. 430-355 BCE) had used to describe the 
enclosed parks, orchards, or pleasure grounds of Anatolia and Persia (Meyers 1997: 
II, 383).
The third term, rawda  (pi. riyad), refers to “a meadow, meaning a verdant tract 
of land, somewhat watery, not ploughed but covered with grass and flowers.” 
(Lane 1863: s.v.). It is used only twice in the Qur’an, once (30:15) in the singular 
and once in the plural rawddt (42:22) in the construct rawdat al-ganndt, “luxuriant 
meads of the Gardens” (Penrice 1971). According to the Dutch scholar de Goeje, 
the word Arabic word rawda  was applied particularly to vegetable gardens, while 
the Persian word bustan referred to orchards, particularly to the palm grove (de 
Goeje 1967:189). Muhammad is related to have said, ’’Between my grave -  or 
between my house -  and my pulpit is a rawda  of the riyad. of Paradise (Wensinck 
1992: I, 319-320), a statement that ultimately led to the word’s considerable 
funerary associations in later centuries. It came to be applied to the railed 
enclosure around the Prophet’s grave in Medina (Massignon 1960). By the 
foarteenth century in Iran it was a euphemism for almost any funerary 
monument, from tombstones to mausolea, with no particular sense of garden 
(Blair 1984:74). Particularly in India, its derivative roza (Hindi rauza) has come to 
signify a funerary garden, such as those built by the Mughal emperors Sah 6 ahan 
(which was popularly known as the Tag-rauzd) and Aurangzib (Yule & Burnell 
1996:772). Bustan, another common word for garden, is not used in the Qur’an. 
Lexicographers recognize it as a Persian compound noun (bu , fragrance + stdn,
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place) taken into Arabic and referring to “a garden of sweet-scented flowers and 
trees” or more specifically to the Persian flower or formal garden with constantly 
flowing streams.
A Brief History of Gardens
C ontem porary dictionaries define a garden as a either plot of land used for the 
cultivation of flowers, vegetables, herbs, or fruit, or a piece of land laid out with 
trees and ornamental shrubs for recreation or display. Modern gardens are 
Primarily practical places for cultivation (e.g. “kitchen-gardens”) or pleasant places 
f°r aesthetic pleasure (e.g. “public garden”), but there exists as well an ancient and 
‘mportant tradition of gardening as the manipulation of landscape to demonstrate 
power. Not only did the gardener show his power by moving earth and water 
and creating a setting of his own design, but the successful cultivation of exotic 
plants and animals within the created landscape also expressed the gardener’s 
power over it. The vast swath of land in Afro-Eurasia that eventually came to 
embrace Islam encompassed enormous climatic, geographical, historical, and 
cultural variation, but two principal types of gardens predominated over the 
centuries. The first was a large walled enclosure or park (Gk. paradeisos) that 
might include one or more structures for viewing and enjoyment of the garden; 
the second was a garden (Lat. hortus) enclosed within a structure (e.g. a courtyard 
house) that might be enjoyed from within the structure itself (Turner 1996: XII, 
60-144; Huxley 1992: s.v. “Islamic garden”).
Gardens are first mentioned in Mesopotamian texts from the third millennium 
^CE, in which the hero Gilgamesh enters the Amanus mountains to find “a 
hounded wood” where the fearsome Humbaba guards its straight paths and tends 
lts cedars (Dailey 1986:368-370). The enclosure and straight paths are clearly the 
w°rk of human activity; the trees are tended because they are valuable. Indeed, 
lhe Sumerian language makes no distinction between an orchard [of trees] and a 
garden. In inscriptions and texts kings boast of creating large parks or gardens fed 
'y  impressive irrigation works. Ashurnasirpal II (r. 883-859 BCE) diverted water 
lr°m the Upper Zab River to create an irrigated garden or park at Nimrud in 
which he had an impressive collection of foreign plants and animals, and his 
Successor Sennacherib (704-681 BCE) did the same at Nineveh. One of Sennache- 
1 ib s parks recreated the entire landscape of the marshes of southern Iraq, com­
plete with its flora and fauna. The famous Hanging Gardens of Babylon built by 
Nebuchadrezzar II 605-562 BCE) were meant to imitate the alpine landscape of 
^edia (Meyers 1997: II, 383, s.v. “Gardens”).
In Egypt, the annual flooding of the Nile Valley led gardens to evolve in a 
Somewhat different manner than they had in Mesopotamia. The Greek historian
rodotus cited the need to annually re-mark the boundaries of fields and gardens 
as the origin of geometry, and the rectilinear organization of irrigation channels
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characterized the overall design of Egyptian gardens and fields throughout 
antiquity (Meyers 1997: II, 384). Gardens were associated not only with palaces 
and houses but also with temples and tombs, where the plants and pools “repre­
sented the place of creation from which life sprang” (Wilkinson 1990). Texts 
describe the trees Rameses III (1182-1151 BCE) brought back from Punt (Ethio­
pia), Palestine, and Syria, and the painted reliefs from the funerary temple at Deir 
el-Bahari shows Queen Hatshepsut’s expedition to Punt to collect plants for the 
god Amun. She created gardens between Karnak and Luxur for the Feast of Opet, 
thereby confirming her right to rule. Archaeologists discovered that the avenue of 
sycamore trees planted to adorn her funerary temple were purposefully cut down, 
perhaps by her son to damn her memory. That he did so shows how symbolically 
important such plantings were (Meyers 1997: II, 384).
The tradition of gardening in ancient Iran was closely dependent on 
Mesopotamian tradition. At Pasargadae, the palace of Cyrus the Great in 6th 
century BC, archaeologists found palace pavilions set into shady irrigated parks 
laid out orthogonally. Excavations revealed the first known examples of straight 
watercourses creating four-fold (cahar-bag) garden plans. This arrangement may 
have served to facilitate irrigation of the plots, but it may also have been meant to 
symbolize Cyrus domain, for he was known in Babylonian texts as “king of the 
four quarters. One may imagine Cyrus enthroned at Pasargadae in the heat of the 
day, during festivals, recreation, and at other times, looking down the centre of 
his garden from the main pavilion along the axial “vista of power” towards his 
paradeisos, allowing a glimpse into the political role gardens played (Meyers 1997'
II, 383).
Following the conquests of Alexander the Great in the east, the Persian 
tradition of the paradeisos was transmitted to large gardens of the Hellenistic, 
Roman and Sásánian periods1. Smaller gardens in the Mediterranean lands 
followed the Roman tradition of the bortus, particularly after the Hellenistic 
peristyle, or paved court, was merged with the Italic tradition of the atrium house, 
and the paved court gave way to plantings and pools or cisterns. As the Roman 
developed new aqueducts, cisterns of still water were supplemented and replaced 
by fountains, and running water became important features of garden design 
(Turner 1996: XII, 68, s.v. “Garden II, 4 Rome”).
In the east, Sásánian rulers adopted the Achaemenid paradeisoi for their hunt­
ing parks and palaces. Perhaps the most famous Sásánian palace was at their 
capital Ctesiphon, which was famed not for its gardens as such but for the carpet 
known as bahar-i kisrn, or “the king’s spring.” According to the cAbbasid 
historian at-Tabari, the Muslim conquerors discovered the carpet, which measured
1 For a summary, see Meyers 1997: II, 385-387.
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sixty cubits square, in the palace when they took the city in 637-38. It had a gold- 
coloured background, “its brocade was inlaid,” the fruits depicted on it were 
Precious stones, its foliage was silk and its waters golden. “They had been keeping 
it ready for use in winter for the time when their provisions were all but 
exhausted. When they wanted a drinking party, they would sit and drink on this 
carpet. Then they would feel as if they were sitting in a garden.” The conqueror 
°f the city, Sacd ibn Abi Waqqas, was so impressed with this stupendous carpet 
that instead of cutting it up and distributing it to his troops, he sent it whole to 
the caliph cUmar, who was residing in Medina. Upon receiving it, however, 
Umar decided to cut it up into equal pieces and distribute it among the people 
(Juynboll 1989:33).
Although few carpets produced over the next eight or nine centuries in the 
Islamic lands survive, the analogy of the carpet to a flower-strewn garden 
rernained popular, particularly in Iran, and flower and plant motifs were among 
the most common design elements on Iranian carpets2. In some cases carpet 
designs refer generically to gardens simply through the representation of beautiful 
flowers and plants on the surface, but in other cases the reference is quite explicit, 
as in a celebrated series of so-called “garden” carpets, which depict the plan of a 
formal Persian garden divided into quadrants by streams and embellished with 
Pavilions, birds, and different types of plants and trees. The earliest such carpet to 
survive is the most splendid, an enormous seventeenth-century Iranian example 
discovered in the palace of the Maharaja of Jaipur (Blair & Bloom 1994:177-178), 
hut many later examples of varying quality are known (Bloom & Blair 1997:369; 
^lair & Bloom 1991: no. 34).
The advent of Islam in the seventh century led to the increasing development 
and homogenization of these different garden traditions, as an evolving Arab- 
Islamic culture was carried from Spain to Central Asia, and gardeners introduced 
and cultivated hitherto exotic plants for practical and aesthetic purposes (Watson 
1983). The paradeisos seems to have evolved into the hayr, or game preserve, 
^hich is first encountered in a series of palaces constructed by the Umayyad 
caliphs (r. 661-750) in the Syrian desert (Sourdel-Thomine I960-; Strika 1968). 
Ironically, neither of the Umayyad sites in Syria known as Qasr al-Hayr, or 
Castle of the Paradisical Gardens,” actually had such a game preserve, the present 
names being merely figments of the bedouin imagination (Grabar et al. 1978). 
Other Umayyad palaces, however, are known to have included vast walled en­
closures of arable land that were irrigated by aqueducts and drained by means of
~ A convenient introduction to Islamic carpets is Turner 1996: s.v. “Islamic art VI, 4. Carpets and
Hatweaves.”
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sluice-gates. One of the most elaborate was the palace known as Hirbat al-Mafgar, 
“The Ruins of Mafgar”, near Jericho (Hamilton 1959).
Although none of the verdant gardens that are known to have surrounded 
Damascus in the Umayyad period have survived, some scholars believe that the 
mosaic panels once decorating all the walls of the Great Mosque of Damascus, 
which depict buildings set amid trees and above rivers (fig. 2), were meant to 
evoke descriptions of paradise in the Qur’an. While this interpretation is 
commonly accepted today, other scholars have suggested, following medieval 
writers, somewhat more prosaic interpretations -  that they represent all the towns 
of the world or the garden landscape once found outside Damascus along the 
Barada River -  and the interpretation of these mosaics remains a matter of lively 
scholarly debate (Ettinghausen et al. 2001:26).
The initial plan for the Round C ity of Baghdad, founded by the cAbbasid 
caliph al-Mansur in 762, appears to have made no provision for gardens, but whefl 
the cAbbasids left the Round City for either suburban palaces near Baghdad or for 
the vast expanses of Samarra’, gardens became a major feature of palace design. 
has been argued that, in contrast to Umayyad palaces, cAbbasid palaces were 
designed around the idea of presenting views and framing the act of vision, and 
this was as true at Baghdad as it was at Samarra’ (Ruggles 2000:94-100). The rural 
location and great size of such foundations as the Dar al-Hilafa and the Balkuwara 
at Samarra’ allowed the incorporation of large and different types of gardens 
within their walls. Many of the palaces incorporated one or more quadripartite 
gardens within their walls; others, such as the Dar al-Hilafa, incorporated a game' 
park or bayr beyond the racecourse and polo ground.
These gardens and parks were surely not unpleasant spaces, but the overriding 
concern in their design seems to have been the exercise of power and vision, not 
the creation of a sensuous paradise on earth. The caliph al-Qahir (r. 929-34 with 
interruption), for example, had an orange-garden that was planted with trees from 
Basra and Oman, whence they had only recently been imported from India (MeZ 
1937:384). In 917 the Byzantine ambassadors to Baghdad were taken to a zoo' 
logical garden, where there were herds of wild animals, which drew near to the 
people, sniffing them, and eating from their hands. They were then brought to 3 
court where there were four elephants adorned with brocade and cloth marked by 
figure work. Mounted on each elephant were eight men from Sind and fire 
hurlers. The sight of this filled the Ambassadors with awe (Lassner 1970:89).
From there they were taken to a court with one hundred muzzled and chained 
lions, and then to the New Kiosk, a building situated amidst two gardens. In thc 
centre was an artificial pond and stream made of white lead in which four 
luxuriously-appointed boats floated. The lake was surrounded by a lawn in which 
stood four hundred artificial palm-trees. “Dressed in a sculptured teakwood, each 
tree was covered from top to bottom with rings of gilt copper, and each branch
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bore marvellous dates which were not quite ripe. On the sides of the garden were 
citrons...and other kinds of fruit” (Lassner 1970:89-90). Oddly enough, when the 
ambassadors were taken to the “Paradise Palace” (Qasr al-Firdaws), it was not 
decorated with gardens and plants but with copious displays of rugs and armour, 
■ncluding thousands of breastplates, shields, helmets, casques, cuirasses, coats of 
“»ail, quivers and bows (Lassner 1970:90). When a visiting Byzantine dignitary 
criticized Baghdad for its lack of gardens, he was told, according to the H atib al- 
^agdâdi, “We were not created for frivolity and play” (Lassner 1980:198).
Like their predecessors of centuries before, ‘Abbásid gardens in Mesopotamia 
Provided a model for gardens elsewhere in the Islamic lands in the ninth and tenth 
Centuries. In Egypt, the Tülúnid ruler Humàrawayh is said to have been among 
t l̂e greatest garden-builders:
On his father’s m aydân  he had all kinds of flowers and trees planted; rare 
grafts such as almonds on apricot stems, various kinds of roses, red and blue and 
Yellow lotus. In laying out the garden patterns of pictures and letters were 
followed. The gardener had to see that no leaf overlapped the other. Ponds, 
fountains, artificial wells ... and pavilions enlivened the garden ... the paths [of 
Xvhich were] covered with Babylonian mats. The palm-trunks were covered with 
Silcled metal plates (Mez 1937:384).
Perhaps the best evidence for gardens in the medieval period comes from 
^Pain, where the caliph cAbd ar-Rahmân III created the palace-city of Madinat az- 
^ahrà’ outside Córdoba following cAbbàsid models. Court nobles founded smaller 
Sarden estates in Cordoba’s suburbs as sensual places of worldly pleasure and 
arenas for political ceremonial, not as earthly recreations of the Qur’ânic paradise 
believers expected in the hereafter (Ruggles 2000:215).
At Córdoba the courtyard of the mosque had been planted with trees since the 
ninth century, a fact that has led some scholars to interpret this insertion of 
Vegetation into a religious context as a reference to paradise. More probably, the 
lrees were a practical solution to keeping down the dust and providing shade, and 
ntany mosques, from Algeria to Iran, still have trees planted in their courtyards. 
Paradisical themes, however, did begin to appear in the eleventh century in fune- 
rary gardens, and eventually they were carried over to non-funerary gardens, but 
eyen there, paradise was invoked only as a standard of beauty, not as a model to
emulated (Ruggles 2000:216). Indeed, paradise was not always imagined as a 
garden. For example, the Aljafaria palace in Zaragoza, the royal palace of the Banü 
Hud in the late eleventh century, was conceived as a setting for royal soirées-, to 
judge from the contemporary poetry that was recited there, it was metaphorically 
c°rnpared to paradise, although gardens played little, if any, role in its design 
Robinson 1997).
Surely the most famous gardens from Islamic Spain are those of the Alhambra 
atl(f Generalife palaces in Granada (fig. 3), built by the Nasrids between the
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thirteenth century and the fifteenth. While these beautiful gardens are popularly 
likened to paradise, there is little contemporary evidence for such an interpreta­
tion. Rather, “by the fourteenth century in Andalusia, the creation for a prince of 
a garden with a fountain surrounded by handsomely decorated buildings can be 
considered an automatic gesture without compelling meaning” (Grabar 1978:123)' 
Instead of paradise, the inscriptions in the palaces of the Alhambra create a meta­
phor of garden, city and kingdom, where the ruler’s eye surveys all, thereby ex­
pressing his power over all creation (Ruggles 2000:203).
We know comparatively little about contemporary gardens in the eastern 
Islamic lands. As in Spain, palaces were likened to paradise in the fulsome encomi­
ums of court poets anxious to earn their patrons favour, but gardens were not a 
necessary element of the metaphor (Meisami 2001). The funerary associations of 
the garden already noted in Spain appear in the east at least from the early four­
teenth century, where the word raw da , but not ganna , refers to a funerary 
complex, sometimes -  but not necessarily -  located in a garden. According to the 
ebullient ílhánid chronicler, Abú 1-Qásim al-Kásáni, the tomb complex of the 
ílhánid sultan Ulgaytü (d. 1316) was like the “garden of Iram” (rawda-yi iram)> 
with a great variety of trees, including spruce, juniper, palm, and fruit-trees, and 
waterways including brooks, rivulets, and streams (Kásán i, T arih  46; Blair 1986: 
145). In contrast, the endowment deed to the funerary complex of the contempo­
rary ílhánid vizier Rasid ad-Din includes a description of the vizier’s rawda, 
which included the tomb and surrounding buildings, a court with a pool, mosques 
for winter and summer, a library, a classroom, and other cells and chambers, but 
no mention of a garden as such (Blair 1984:74).
Gardens continued to play an important role under the TImürids in fifteenth- 
century Iran and Central Asia, where enormous palaces of tents were erected in 
garden estates, known as bag, and cities such as Samarqand and Hérát were 
surrounded by garden suburbs (Golombek & Wilber 1988:174-183; Golombek 
1995; Subtelny 1997). At Samarqand, the city was surrounded by a “necklace” of 
garden settlements named after the renowned cities of the Muslim world -  CairOi 
Damascus, Baghdad, Sultániyya, and Si ráz, once again underscoring the associa' 
tion of gardens with power rather than paradise. The Tlmürid tradition of garden 
design was taken to India by the Mughals, where the roza, or four-fold garden- 
became a standard feature o f funerary architecture. It has even been argued that 
the Taj Mahal at Agra, set in a magnificent garden (fig. 4), is a representation on 
earth of God’s throne in heaven (Begley 1979). In the eastern Mediterranean 
region, by contrast, Ottoman gardens do not fit comfortably into the t ra d it io n a l 
definition and seem to have evolved along quite different lines (Necipoglu 1997).
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Conclusion
In conclusion, there can be no doubt that over the centuries many Muslims 
envisioned paradise as a garden and that beautiful gardens were often thought to 
represent a foretaste of the hereafter. Nevertheless, it would be foolish to equate 
all Islamic gardens and plant imagery with the notion of paradise as described in 
the Qur’an. As scholars are coming to realize, the notion of a single Islamic 
society beginning in seventh-century Arabia and continuing to twenty-first 
century Morocco and Indonesia is fallacious. No single theory, however attractive, 
Can explain fourteen centuries of human culture over one-quarter of the globe’s 
surface. Furthermore, the tradition of transforming the landscape, whether on a 
large or small scale, and the image of the heavenly garden are both much older 
than Islam, and as we have seen, gardens of pre-Islamic and Islamic times often 
had other meanings, particularly the creation of aesthetic delight and the 
representation of power, two perennially popular themes in the history of art. 
Conversely, the image of paradise could be realized in forms other than gardens. 
It short, without a specific indication that a particular garden or motif was meant 
t° represent paradise, it seems best to tread cautiously. Indeed, knowing how 
tempting it is for poets to exercise their verbal prowess in the hope of gaining a 
Purse from a patron, we should even be wary of such taking such remarks too 
hterally.
As our knowledge of the history of art in Islamic societies has become more 
nuanced, scholars have come to realize that intentional ambiguity plays an 
"nportant role in many forms of Islamic art (Blair & Bloom 2000). Nothing pre- 
Vents us from interpreting a garden or a floral motif as an image of paradise, but 
at the same time nothing forces us to do so. The decision is left entirely to the 
Viewer, who is invited to take out of it -  or put into it -  as much as he or she 
likes.
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Fig. 1. Kashan, Bagh-e Fin. Photo author.
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Fig. 2. Damascus, Um ayyad Mosque, 
mosaic panel w ith landscape and fantastic buildings. Photo author.
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Fig. 3. Granada, Gardens of the Generalife. Photo author.
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Fig. 4. Agra, Gardens of the Taj Mahal. Photo author.
ANIMALS IN ISLAMIC PARADISE AND HELL"
Giovanni Canova
U niversity d i Napoli, “L’O rien ta le“
1. According to the Qur’án, animals constitute a community comparable to that 
°f mankind (Cattle, 6:38'); they prostrate themselves before God, as well as angels 
Ithe Bee, 16:492). The sacred text of Islam mentions animals on numerous occasions 
and as many as seven süras take their names from those of animals: the süra of the 
Cow p), Cattle (6), the Bee (16), the Ant (27), the Spider (29), the Charging Horses 
' “0), and the Elephant (105). The Prophet Muhammad held animals -  and some of 
them especially -  in deep affection, and recommended kind behaviour towards them. 
S°me animals played a significant role in his own life: for instance the doves that 
saved him during his emigration from Mecca to Medina (the higra ), by disguising his 
Presence in the cave, or the spider which sealed the cave’s opening with its web; or 
Urther still, the gazelle and the camel which implored his intercession; not to speak 
al-Buraq, which carried him by night to Jerusalem and, from there, bore him on 
Is further journey to heaven {mi"rag).
Other prophets before him experienced episodes in which animals were the pro- 
^gonists. Exampl es of these are: the serpent which enticed Adam and Eve to commit 
the original sin in the Garden of Eden (fig. 1); the animals rescued by Noah in his 
(fig. 2); Salih’s she-camel killed by the unbelieving tribe of the Tamüd; the ram 
r°ught down to Abraham from heaven by the angel Gabriel to be sacrificed in place 
his son Ishmael (fig. 3); the rod of Moses which was transformed into a serpent; 
the whale who swallowed Jonah; the hoopoe which, in the service of Solomon, the 
lng of men, beasts and genies, carried his message to Bilqis, the Queen of Sheba. 
The Prophet Muhammad condemned cruelty to animals. He taught that those 
v ho maltreated them would be condemned to Hell, whereas those who were caring 
l° animals would receive heavenly recompense. There are a number of anecdotes on 
|his subject. According to a had i t  cited by al-Buharl, on the authority of Abü 
^itirayra, the Prophet recounted that “while a man was walking along a road, he 
ecame extremely thirsty. He found a well and went down to drink from it. When 
le came up again, he found a dog eating wet ground due to its burning thirst. The 
^an said to himself that the dog must have suffered as he had. He descended once
1 would like to thank Professor Robert H illenbrand for his helpful comments on this paper.
“No creature is there craw ling on the earth, no bird flying w ith its wings, but they are nations like 
Unt0 yourselves”.
"To God bows everything in the heavens, and every creature craw ling on the earth, and the angels”.
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more into the well, filled his boot with water, carried it in his mouth and climbed 
back up. He let the dog drink and God the Highest recognized his benevolence and 
pardoned [his sins]”3. According to another had it, on the authority of Abu Bakr, the 
Prophet was praying during an eclipse when he said: “[I saw] Hell close to me, so 
close that I shouted, ‘Oh my God! Am I among them [the damned]?’ [In the fire] 
there was a woman with a cat which was scratching her. I asked, ‘What has she 
done?’ They replied, ‘She imprisoned the cat until it died of hunger’”4. The Prophet 
was used to drying off the sweat of his horse with his shirt and he was particularly 
fond of cats, which he allowed to go wherever they wanted. In his sayings, he insists 
that cats do not defile the food they touch, and do not invalidate prayer if they pass 
in front of those who pray. But it is true that a very different attitude was adopted 
by the Prophet regarding dogs, snakes, and scorpions.
Generally speaking, as A. Bousquet observed, Islam reserves a very different 
position for animals to that of Christianity, which views animals, having no soul, as 
existing merely in utilitarian terms for man’s benefit. This is not the case in Island 
or Judaism5.
2. Sources
What is the place of animals in Islamic Paradise and Hell? Some sparse references 
can be found in the commentaries on the Qur’an6 and in collections of traditions) 
especially those by Muslim (d. 261/875)7, Ibn Maga (d. 273/887)1, and at-Tirmid* 
(d. c. 279/893)9, who all dedicate specific chapters of their work to the had i$  
relating to descriptions of Hell (an-nar, cthe Fire’) and Paradise (al-ganna , cthe 
Garden’). The same can be said of the Stories of the Prophets (Qisas a l-anb iya) by
3 al-Buhari, Sah ih , k itab  as-Surb wa-l-m usaqah  (42), 9 (no. 2363); Ibn Hanbal, M usnad  II, 375 (nO’ 
8849). In other versions it is a woman who gives the dog water (e.g. Ibn Hanbal, M usnad  II, 510, n<>- 
10600).
4 al-Buhari, Sah ih , k itab as-Surb wa-l-m usaqah  (42), 9 (nos. 2364-2365); Ibn Hanbal, M usnad  11, 50̂  
(no. 10563): the woman was condemned to eternal H ellfire for having tied the cat up w ithout leaving 11 
anyth ing to eat and drink, thus forcing it to feed itself from nothing but a few insects until it died.
5 Bousquet 1958: passim . According to the Bible and the Talmud animals have a soul, their own forfl1 
of wisdom, good and bad instincts, their own prayers and, it would seem, their own guardian angel (ibid- 
33-34). On the benevolent behaviour of the Sufis toward animals, see R itter 1955:325-328.
6 In this essay I have based m y research, above all, on the commentaries of al-Tabari, al-Hazin, ' 
B agaw i, ar-R azi, as-Suyuti and al-Q urtubi.
7 S ah ih , k itab  a l& anna  (51); kitab al-Fitan wa-asrat as-sa‘a (52), on the D ay of Judgement and th* 
signs of its coming.
8 Sunan, k itab  az-7.uhd (37), bab  38, sifa t an-N ar; bab  39, sifa t al-G anna.
9 Sunan, k itab  Sifat a l-G anna  (39); kitab Sifat an-N ar (40).
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al-Kisa i ( l l 11' century) and at-TaclabI (d. 427/1035)10, historical works by at-Tabari 
(d. 314/923) and al-Mascudi (d. 345/956), or those of a mystical or eschatological 
character such as al-Futuhat al-makkiyya by Ibn cArabi (d. 638/1240), the Nihdya by 
Ibn Katir (d. 774/1373), the Ihyd ’ cu lum  ad -d in  and ad-Durra al-fdhira by al-Gazall 
■ 505/1111), the Risalat a l-gufrdn  by Abu l-cA la’ al-Macarri (d. 449/1058), or
sPecific works on the Prophet’s m i  ra g  or on the Resurrection (qiyam ). Later 
1 'urninated manuscripts (16th century), above all the Stories of the Prophets by the 
ersian writer an-NIsaburi (who probably lived during the 11th century), offer a 
ively visual representation of the most relevant episodes". Certain authors seem to 
tri0w every corner of both Hell and Paradise, but the sources are not very explicit 
regarding the destiny of animals12.
Commenting on Q 6:38, Mugahid maintains that every species (gins) known by 
an individual name constitutes an um m a, whether they be domestic animals, wild 
atllrnals, birds... or g en iesu . Even dogs are an umma, as the Prophet said (al-Hazin,
See Tottoli 2002, and cited references.
In particular, see the Brosh and Milstein catalogue (1991), and the recent work edited by M ilstein, 
f^nrdanz & Schmitz (1999) in which approximately tw enty Qisas a l-anb iya ' in Persian by Ibrah im  b.
a at an-N isábürí, Muhammad ö u w a y r l, and Muhammad b. Hasan ad-Daydüzamí, dating back to the 
j_ec° nd half of the 16lh century, in the Safavid style, are analysed. As the authors point out (5), the earliest 
n° Wn illustrations for the lives of the prophets were made for the historical work of at-Tabari (as 
translated by Bal cam i), ar-R usul (or a l-U m am ) wa-1-mulük (Washington, FGA, no. 57.16, copied and 
Pointed ca. 1300 in the Mongol style of Iran); two fragments of ő i m i‘ a t - ta w ir ib  by R asid  ad-DIn, copied 
'n Tabriz in 714/1314 (Edinburgh University L ibrary, Ms Ar. 20, and London, Khalili Coll.); and al-
1 rüni ’s al-Á tár a l-baq iya , copied in 1307 (Edinburgh U. L., Ms Ar. 161).
k al-Kisa’ i relates the description of Paradise and Hell on the authority of Ibn cAbbas and W ahb
1 ^ unabbih. God created Paradise (al-öanna, ‘the Garden’) subdividing it into seven gardens and Eden: 
0’f al-öalál, ‘the home of the M ajesty’, made of white pearl; 2. Dár as-Salám, ‘home of Peace’, made 
red ruby; 3. ö ann at al-Ma’w á, ‘the garden of Refuge’, made of green emerald; 4. ö ann at al-Huld, ‘the 
Saiden of E tern ity ’, made of yellow  coral; 5. öannat an-Na‘ im , ‘the garden of D elight’, made of white 
1 Ver; 6, Öannat Firdaws, made of red gold; 7. öannat al-Qarár, ‘ the garden of Rest’ , made of pungent 
and the last, ö ann at ‘Adan, ‘the garden of Eden’, made of rosy pearl. Hell has seven doors, and 
j c ,,nd each of them the damned are tortured in seventy thousand different ways. 1. öahannam  (the door 
'th ^ leVers alone. which w ill be destroyed when tile last of them leaves to enter Paradise); 2. al-Laza,
le flaming fire’ for the idolaters; 3. al-Hutama, ‘the devouring fire’ for Gog and Magog; 4. as-Sa' ir , ‘the 
„ me’ for Satan (cf. Q 67:5); 5. as-Saqar, ‘the infernal fire’ for those who neglect prayer and the za k it  (cf.
VUr. 74:43-44); 6. a l-öah lm , ‘the intense fire’ for Jews, Christians, and Magians; 7. al-H áw iya, ‘the abyss’, 
hypocrites (Qisas I, 17-19). Numerous traditions place Hell beneath the seven earths and Paradise above 
, e seven heavens. A descriptive table of the seven heavens and seven earths, on the basis of the works 
 ̂ al‘Kisa’ i and at-Taclab i, is provided by Fahd (1959:251, 254-255).
Fish, however, are not explicitly mentioned. Some commentators have confronted the problem; 
lVlng extensive significance to the term d ib b a  — from the verb dabba , ‘ to move’ — they not only include 
Wials which move on the earth or fly in the sky, but also those which live in water. See ar-R azi, 
aJ « t lh  XII, 222; al-Házin, L u b ib  II, 131-132.
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Lubdb II, 132; al-Bagawi Macalim , II, 132). All animals know the Lord, they bear 
witness to His unity, they give praise to Him and one day will meet Him. They are 
also creatures of God, they understand each other and are familiar with each other, 
they search for food and fear danger, they are male and female, they die, and on the 
day of the Resurrection they will be judged by God, just like human beings (ibid .)• 
All of this is written in the Book, the Preserved Tablet’ (al-lawh al-mahfüz) on which 
was written all that has been and will be until the Day of Resurrection14. Sufyán h 
cUyayna, in a rather malicious spirit towards his fellow men, affirms that the word 
um m a  should be understood as “every species of animal or bird, and also people who 
behave like them: whether they be as aggressive as lions, as voraciously hungry as 
pigs, whether they bark like dogs, or whether they be as proud as peacocks”15.
The Angel of Death takes the soul (rüh) of animals, just as with men16. God will 
judge domestic animals, and will punish those which use their horns to hurt other 
animals without horns, and then he will separate wild animals and birds. The Lord 
will say to them “Be as dust!”, and the earth beneath them will become flat17' 
Fortunately, on the day of the Last Judgement, the angels will intercede. O n  that 
day, eight angels will hold up the Throne of God (Q 69:17). Each of them has four 
faces (suwar): the first face, of human appearance, will intercede for the s u s te n a n c e  
of human beings; the second, like that of a bull, will intercede for domestic animals; 
the third, like that of a lion, for wild beasts; and the fourth, like that of an eagle, for 
birds (fig. 4)18.
Islam absorbed both the Semitic and the Iranian influences which circulated in the 
ancient Near East. Monstrous animals, such as the winged Serpent, which wraps itself 
around God’s Throne, or the Bull ar-Rayyán and the Whale al-Bahmüt, which hold 
up the seven earths, enter into Islamic cosmogonical myths, and find further 
development in Qur’ánic commentaries, in historical and cosmographical works, and 
in the Stories of the Prophets19. When the angel ad-DIk, in the form of a cockerel) 
praises God in Paradise, all the cockerels on the Earth respond, calling the faithful
14 Cf. Q 85:22.
15 Cited by al-Q urtubi, 6 d m ic VI, 420.
16 as-Suyuti, D urr  III, 12, on the authority of Anas b. M alik.
17 al-G azali, D urra , Ar. text 70, French transl. 60; the passages is followed by Q 4:42. Cf. Ibn Katif’ 
N ihdya II, 44-47; at-Tabari, (5a m i ‘ VII, 188-189; az-Zamahsari, Kassd f II, 17; a l-Q urtubi, 6 d m i ‘ VI, 420. 
as-Suyuti, D urr  III, 12, on the authority of Abu H urayra.
18 al-Kisa’ i ,  Qisas I, 7; cf. Cerulli 1949: § 55. A ccord ing«) al-Q azw in i (‘A gd ’ib , 42), the whole figufC 
of each angel either takes the form of the eagle, the bull, the lion, or a human being. Before the Day ^  
Judgement there were only four angels that held up the Throne, as in biblical tradition (cf. Ezekiel 1:1®’ 
10:14).
19 See Fahd, 1959 and cited references; and also Tottoli, 1989.
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10 prayer (fig. 5)20. “The Beast (ad-dabbd) which came out from the Earth” will 
devour the damned with its thirty thousand mouths21.
3. Paradise
al-6 ahiz mentions the opinion of Abu Ishaq that animals also have feelings and 
Suffer, and will enjoy the mercy of God. Just as there are no differences between 
Muslim or pagan children who go to Paradise, neither shall there be for domestic or 
wHd animals, which will enter as cpure spirits’, in the form that God chooses for 
them. Others seem to maintain that, over and above any theological questions, the 
Placement of animals in the hereafter will be based on aesthetic criteria: beautiful 
jUurnals in Paradise, and ugly ones in Hell. “[The sight] of all the ugly ferocious 
easts, domestic animals, reptiles, insects (hamag, 'mosquitoes’) that God has created 
1̂11 make [the damned] suffer in Hell, whereas all [the animals] of pleasant 
appearance will delight [the elect]. In this way gazelles, horses, peacocks, and 
Pheasants will gratify the friends (a w liyd ) of God in Paradise with their beautiful 
Presence” (al-6 ahiz, H ayawan  III, 395). The Prophet himself said one day that in 
Paradise whatsoever the soul most yearns for and whatsoever the eyes most 
aPPreciate will be found. But it is not only for their beauty and graceful movement 
^hat these animals will find their place in Paradise, beside the seductive houris, the 
Mri U l n w ith their big dark eyes, and the ever-virgin wives22, but also for their 
relationship to men and prophets.
Islamic Paradise is a large garden, in which the aspirations of people used to the 
êstrictions of hard life in the Arabian deserts will find their realization. The 
°Howing had i t  is significant. Abu Hurayra recounts that one day a horse-rider (m in  
ahl al-hayl) asked the Prophet if there were horses in Paradise. “There are horses with 
golden saddles and reins” -  Muhammad replied -  “and with golden wings; they take 
the rider wherever he wants”. Another Bedouin, a camel-rider (m in  ahl al-ibt), got up 
and asked if there were any camels. “Certainly, like the stars” -  the Prophet replied
’with hooves, wings and reins of gold”. A third person, a palm-grower (m in ahl an- 
nahP), asked if there were palms. “The palms in Paradise” -  said Muhammad -  “have 
golden trunks and roots; their leaves are like the most precious fabrics and their dates 
are sweeter than honey”. Then, a fourth Bedouin (m in ahl al-bddiya) got up and said:
° al-Kisa’ i ,  Qisas I, 66-67; ad -D am iri, H aydt I, 490-491; as-Suyuti, H abaik , 65-67; C erulli 1949: § 
, • 168- As the Prophet said, even the croaking of the frog is a song of praise to God, given that it recalls 
e verse of its progenitor which was in the water close to His Throne before the creation of the heavens 
D am ir l, H aydt II, 648, s.v. difda ').
21 C erulli 1949: § 182 sqq. Cf. Q 27:82. The ddbba  recalls, in certain aspects, the Beast of John ’s 
Pocalypse>
22 On sexuality in Islamic Paradise refer to, in particular, Al-Azmeh 1995.
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“Oh messenger of God! Are there Bedouins in Paradise?” The Prophet replied: “By 
He who sent me [to bring] the Truth! They will live wherever they wish above 
dunes of musk and ruby in Paradise!”23
The notes that follow are intended to illustrate a few legends which grew up ofl 
the subject of some of these animals24.
3.1 Horses
When the angels heard the description of the horse, they exclaimed, “Oh Lord, 
we are your angels, we exalt your name and praise you. What do you have in store 
for us?” God created speckled horses for them, with robust necks like those of the 
camels of Bactriana. One was sent down to the Earth, and when it put down >ts 
hooves, it neighed. The angels said “it is a blessed animal, and its neigh will fill the 
hearts of the unbelievers with terror!” When God showed Adam all his creatures and 
taught him their names, He asked him to take the animal of his choice. Adam chose 
the horse, which God created cArab’25. The horse was named Maymun, and had i 
body of camphor, musk and saffron, and wings of pearl and precious stones26. Evefl 
the angels of the sixth heaven, who made up God’s army, had their own horses (fi& 
6)27. Gabriel’s horse was called Hayzum (fig. 7)28. Ibn c Abbas recounts that during 
the battle of Badr, the blow of a whip was heard in heaven, together with the cry> 
“Come on Hayzum!” An infidel fell, hit by the invisible blow, his face disfigured2’
23 Ibn H abib , WasJ, 58-59, no. 167; La d e s c r ip c ión , 108. According to some sources, sheep and go3li 
w ill also have a place in Paradise; the Prophet, in fact, would have said that “sheep are among the anim^s 
of Paradise” and that “goats should not be maltreated as they too are among the animals of Paradise” ( '̂ 
Q urtub i, Tadkira, 566-567; Ibn K atír, N ihdya  II, 328, from Ibn Maga and al-Bazzár).
24 On Arab legends in general see Basset 1926: III, and the more recent Knappert 1985. For th( 
comparison w ith Jew ish traditions see Ginzberg’s groundbreakingwork, L egends o f  th e J ew s , as well as th* 
essays of Griinbaum, Speyer, Sidersky, and Heller.
25 S ee 'A li b. Dáwüd, A qwdl, 99-100. According to another tradition, on the authority of Ibn cAbbáSl 
the Lord asked Adam to choose between the horse and al-Buráq, the Prophets’ mount. Given that 
Buraq was barren, Adam chose the horse. See al-Bahsí, R asahdt, 4-5.
26 See al-Kisá’ í ,  Qisas I, 35; at-Taclab i, 'A rd’is, 28-29. When Adam was banished from Eden, M aym ^ 
reproached him for his sin and refused to obey him. CA1I b. Dáwüd, like other Yemeni Rasul> 
sovereigns, had a horse of the name Maymün (.A qwdl, 349).
27 See C erulli 1949: § 41. In the fourth heaven even the angels themselves could be found in the for1,1
of a horse (cf. a l-Q azw in i, ‘A ga ’ih , 45; Fahd 1971:162).
28 See F urusiyya  I, fig. III.III, from K. a l-baytara .
29 Ibn H isám, S ira  I, 633; Muslim, Sahih , k itab  al-G ihdd  (32), 18 (no. 1763); fAl i  b. Dáwüd, AqivÁ
335-336.
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h is believed that the martyrs who fall on God’s road during the Holy War [gihad), 
ride winged horses in Paradise30.
The most beautiful riding animal remains, nonetheless, the mythical al-Buraq (fig. 
h upon which the Prophet performed his night journey (isrd) to the Masgid al-Aqsa 
lnd rose to Heaven (m irdg)^1. The first exegetes describe it, based on the words of 
e Companions of Muhammad, as a white beast (ddbba), bigger than a donkey but 
ja i l e r  than a mule, reserved for the Prophets, which, thanks to its wings, reached 
l̂c horizon with a single jump32. Storytellers and later exegetes enriched the 
escription of al-Buraq with many fantastical details, which can also be found in late 
>c°nographical sources. al-Qusayri (d. 465/1072) writes, in his Micrdg, that al-Buraq 
lac* a human face and the cheek of a horse; the [drops] of its sweat were made of 
Pearl ancj recj coral. lts forelock was made of luminous ruby; its ears were of green 
e'Jerald; its burning eyes shone like Venus and Mars; its fetlocks were patched in 
•te...”'\ i n other versions, al-Buraq has a feminine face and the tail of a 
Peacock34. Just as Muhammad excels over all other men, its beauty is greater than 
of all the other animals in Paradise (al-Kisa’ i, Qisas I, 33-34). Thanks to its 
j*°bility (kardma), it will follow the Prophet in Heaven: in fact, on the day of the 
ast Judgement, Muhammad will arrive on al-Buraq.
According to Muqatil b. Sulayman, Moses asked al-Hidr which animal he liked 
e niost. He replied “I like the horse, the donkey, and the camel, because they are
1 e mounts of the Prophets”35.
Heavenly horses are of noble race, they are slender and graceful. According to a 
tradition, on the authority of Abu Ayyub, “they are, together with camels, the only
10 See Ghali 1919:165.
», Q ur’an, The N ight J o u r n e y , 17:1: “G lory be to Him, who carried His servant by night from the
0 y Mosque to the Further Mosque the precincts of which We have blessed, that We might show him 
lle °f Our signs. He is the All-hearing, the All-seeing”.
I This is how it is described in the authoritative works of Ibn Hisam (S ira  I, 397), Ibn Sacd (Tabaqat
^ at-Tabarl (Garni' XV, 3), as well as in the collections of h a d it  by al-Buhari and Muslim. 
Cc°rding to Ibn cAbbas and Abu S a 'id  al-Hudri it was a mount “sim ilar to yours”, and according to 
u H urayra it was a ‘horse’ . A significant number of ancient traditions are related by as-Suyuti in the
Ab,
exte:nsive chapter dedicated to the isrd ' in his Hasa'is (II, 252-298).
ta'l Qusayri continues: “it had wings of an eagle from which pearly drops would fall; a silvery cow ’s 
of i, k °nes ° f ( b l a c k  amber); a saddle-cloth studded with ruby and coral; his breath (nafas) was like that 
'lad Umans; ‘c wings as round as the moon; it was bigger than a donkey but smaller than a mule; it 
it" r eiTlera^  hooves cloven like those of a cow; a silver belly; a neck, breast, and back of dazzling gold; 
Vered the distance] between the sky and the ground; with one jump it could reach the horizon” 
44).
34
j-j . A thorough analysis on al-Buraq can be found in Piemontese 1974 and 1980. For a synthesis of 
ctl°nal elements in the late Islamic tradition see al-Halabl (d. 1044/1635), S ira  II, 78-79.
But he hates the buffalo and the bull. C ited by al-6ah iz , H ayawdn  VII, 204.
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animals (baha’im ) in Paradise” (Ibn Katiir, Nihdya II, 327-328). The Prophet himself 
described them as winged horses, made of red ruby, which do not leave any excre­
ment; they will welcome the elect when they enter Paradise, carrying them before 
God, and from then on will bear them on their visits to each other (ibid., 330, 334)'
3.2 Camels
Some camels have also been given a place of privilege in Islamic tradition. 
Muhammad mounts al-Buraq on his journey towards Paradise, his daughter Fatim8 
will mount his favourite she-camel, al-cAdba’, and the prophet Salih the “camel of 
God”, slain by the unbelieving Tamud (Q ll:61-68)36. According to SICI sources) 
cA li will ride beside them on a camel of light, dressed in green cloth, whose reins are 
of ruby and gold (al-Kasani, T afsir II, 119).
Muhammad describes camels in Paradise as animals of red ruby with topaz reinS' 
The popular story of the pious camel which asked help from the Prophet 
Muhammad has contributed towards the rise in prestige of this animal. Tamim ad' 
D ari recounts that one day he was sitting close to the Prophet, when a camel arrived 
in haste; it stopped beside Muhammad and neighed. The Prophet told it to express 
itself with sincerity, given that God had granted safety to all who took refuge neaf 
him. Understanding the camel’s words, the Prophet explained to those present that 
the camel had fled because it feared that its owners wanted to kill it. The owners 
found them, and the Prophet spoke to them about its complaint: “after having beef1 
in their service for years, now they wanted to slaughter me ”. They confirmed it t° 
be true. So Muhammad paid them a hundred dirham and let the camel go. It nei ghed 
repeatedly. On the fourth neigh the Prophet began to cry, understanding that the 
camel had invoked God that evil should not spread among the Arabs — something 
that, as the angel Gabriel had revealed to him, was destined to occur37.
3.3 Gazelles
As we have seen, al-6 ahiz places the gazelle in Paradise by virtue of its beauty' 
The grace of this animal has always inspired Arab poets and writers, who have seel1 
it as a metaphor of the beloved. The gazelle is also a devout animal, known for itS 
great affection towards its offspring. Here too the Prophet once interceded to sav£ 
it (fig. 9). Some Bedouins had captured a gazelle and had tied it to the pole of theif 
tent. Muhammad passed by their encampment and the gazelle asked him to act as 8
36 See ad-D am iri, H ayat I, 165.
37 An oral version of the story, in 36 quatrains, was published by Basset (1902). Popular printer 
versions also exist, including the story of Muhammad and the gazelle, of the title  Qissat a l-gam a l 
gaza la  w a -m u lg iz a t a n -n a b i. These legends are referred to in the collections of had .it and in the 
hagiographic w orks on the Prophet (e.g. as-Suyuti, Hasa’is II, 95 sqq.
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mediator for its freedom, to give it enough time to feed its young. The Prophet did 
So> and gave his word that it would return. When the gazelle did return, Muhammad 
asked for it to be freed, because it had been sincere. The Bedouins duly freed it and 
the gazelle skipped into the desert, professing the unity of God and the truthfulness 
° f  the mission of its Prophet (sahada) 38. There is no doubt that such a pious animal 
should merit a place in Paradise.
3.4 Dogs
When Adam and Eve, thrown out of Eden, wandered on the earth, they were 
Pursued by wild beasts and reptiles, on the instigation of Satan. Adam begged God 
t0 give him someone who would protect him, and the Lord asked him to choose an 
ammal. Adam chose the dog; he stroked its head and the dog frightened off the wild 
^ s ts .  Thus was the friendship and familiarity between men and dogs born (Sibt Ibn 
al-6 awzi, M ir’d t  I, 205). Nonetheless, only the dog Q itm ir -  according to some it 
was called Rayyan, Masiir, Basit, Raqim  or some other name -  which accompanied 
’•he seven sleepers in their cave (Q, The Cave, 18:9 sqq?9) (fig. 10). will go to 
Paradise. Some young people (three, five, or seven) fled during pagan times in order 
n°t to abandon their faith in the only true God, and they took refuge in a cave, 
^ ith  them was a dog, which kept guard. Only God knows how long they slept in 
'•heir cave. The Qur’an says: “Thou wouldst have thought them awake, as they lay 
keeping, while We turned them now to the right, now to the left, and their dog 
fetch ing  its paws on the threshold” (18:18). Commentators have added many details
10 this story, which is rather brief in its Qur’anic version, and have included 
historical and geographical information. The dog was either a hunting dog or a 
shepherd’s dog, with a stone and sky-coloured coat. Kacb al-Ahbar tells that the 
young people chanced upon a dog, which started to bark. They sent it away, but it 
^ePt coming back to them. The dog raised its forepaws towards heaven, as if it were 
s°rneone invoking [God], and said, “Do not fear! I love those that love God the 
Highest. Sleep and I shall keep guard.” It stretched out its paws near the mouth of 
l^e cave, but it too, like the young people, was overcome by sleep40.
38 For an Egyptian oral version, see our essay "Muhammad, l ’ebreo e la gazzella” (1981), in which 
references to different versions are made. Also see note 44.
39 The legend of the People of the Cave recalls the story of the Seven Sleepers of Ephesus. Massignon 
^cdicated an extensive essay to this legend (1963).
40 al-Q urtubi, 6 am i' X, 370. Most Q ur’anic commentators dedicated many pages to this story; see
am°ngothers at-Tabari, 6 a m i ‘ XV, 197-223; ar-R azi, M afa tih  XXI, 101-108; al-Hazin, L ubabW , 191-198;
3s-Suyuti, D urr  IV, 233-240. The nephew of 6 a la l ad-DIn ar-Rumi had a dog which was said to have
escended from Q itm ir, the dog that belonged to the People of the Cave. It also bore the name Q itm ir
and participated in the dances of the Mevlevi Dervishes (Boratav 1975:324).
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The behaviour of the Prophet Muhammad was not benevolent towards dogs. De­
spite having spent his childhood with the Banu Sacd, with his Bedouin wet-nurse 
Halim a, he was neither a Bedouin, nor a shepherd, nor a hunter, and therefore had 
no familiarity with dogs to be able to appreciate their qualities. Like his felloW- 
citizens from Mecca, the dogs he was used to were probably those in packs that 
ravaged inhabited areas. For this reason he ordered them to be killed. But he 
mitigated his order when considering that they also constituted a community (umm^l 
created by God41, limiting the order to the killing of black dogs only. These are 
considered to be the worst of all dogs, and above all, according to popular opinion 
in close relationship to Satan42. Dogs are a source of impurity, for they defile the 
food they touch and invalidate prayer43. According to a frequently cited ba d it, on 
the authority of Abu | alha, “Angels do not enter a house where there is either a dog 
or a representation (sura)” (al-Buhari, Sahib, kitdb Bad’ al-halq (59), 17 (no. 3322))- 
Nonetheless, those that are useful to man, such as sheepdogs, hunting dogs or dogs 
that guard fields are tolerated14.
3.5 Other animals
Notwithstanding what al-6 ahiz has mentioned regarding the peacock and the 
pheasant, both of which delight the elect in Heaven, I have found no mention of this 
made by other authors. As far as the peacock is concerned, it is treated with 
ambivalence: people appreciate its beauty, but are diffident about it, given its role 
with Satan in the Garden of Eden. It is other birds of Paradise that the exegetes sp eak  
of. They refer to large birds, with necks as wide as that of a camel, with seventy 
thousand feathers of different colours, that live on the banks of the river al-Kawtar, 
whose waters are “whiter than milk and sweeter than honey”. The elect, when they 
see these birds, will long for them, and they will fall before them already roasted, to
41 According to a legend, the dog was in fact created from the part of the earth that Ib lls had spitted 
on, which was removed by the angels just before the creation of Adam. See Basset, 1926: III, 12, from al" 
Q a ly u b i’s N awadir.
42 as-Sibli, A kdm , 41. On the transformism of Iblis, see Calasso 1971:86-87.
45 Five animals are considered to be ‘ impious’ (fasiq) by Muslims: the mouse, the scorpion, the snake, 
the rabid dog, the raven (Ibn Hanbal, M usnad I, 257, no. 2329). O ther h a d it s  provide different lists, e.g' 
Muslim, S ah ih , kitdb a l-H agg (15), 9 (no. 1198).
14 Bedouins give great consideration to this animal. See al-6ah iz , H ayawdn  II, 192. The poet Hatirt1 
at-Tayy had trained his dog to wag its tail as a welcome to newcomers; the heroine aat al-Himma used 
to say that “dogs have become our companions, having eaten our food” (cited by Lyons 1995: I, 29). On 
the behaviour of Arabs towards dogs see the remarks of Rex Smith in Ibn al-Marzuban, Fadl, ch. IV.
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then return, with God’s permission, alive and kicking(!)45 According to certain 
traditions, other birds, which are white or green in colour, also exist in Paradise, 
eeding themselves on the fruits of its trees. In fact, these would be the souls of the 
martyrs (suhada) who, having fallen in the Holy War (gihad), take on this form in 
Paradise46.
The Prophet said that “All the flies (dubab) are destined for Hell, except bees”47, 
^ees are in fact inspired by God in so perfectly constructing their cells, and in the 
Production of their honey, which provides “healing for all men”48. According to Ibn 
Abbas, Muhammad said that during his ascension to Heaven the angel showed him 
|he four rivers of Paradise, respectively rivers of water, milk, wine, and “clarified 
°ney” (^asal musaffa) (Q 47:15). Commentators, however, explain that this honey 
ls not bee’s honey, with its all its impurities, but is directly created by God4i).
4. Hell
1 he bird dearest to Satan -  relates Ibn c Abbas -  was the peacock; the most 
etested was the cockerel, which, with is crow, calls the believers to prayer (al-Kisa’ i , 
QlSas I, 66). The disgrace of the peacock was that of having been involved, together 
Wlth the serpent, in the punishment which followed the sin of Adam and Eve in the 
garden of Eden. The peacock was lord of the birds, as the serpent was lord of the 
easts. Originally, the serpent was in the shape of a camel, with four hooves, a tail 
^  extraordinary colours and a crest of pearl. Satan, jealous of Adam, stayed at the 
°°r of Eden for seven hundred years, until the peacock left. He then played on its 
|anity, causing the peacock to be moved by his lament. The peacock asked for help 
°rn the serpent, which opened its mouth and Satan got in. Thus he was able to get 
Past the guardian angel Ridwan through the door of Eden. Satan induced Eve to sin
45 at-T irm idi, Sunan, 39, 10, no. 2542; Ibn K atir, Nihdya II, 264; a l-Q urtubl, Tadkira , 564; Ibn
' ‘ b, Wasf, 31, D escr ip ción , 79. The Q ur’an lim its itself to saying that the elect w ill eat “as much meat
P licate  birds as they w ant” (The Terror, 56:21).
46
See as-Sancán i, M usannaf V, 263-265 (nos. 9553-9558).
jj. al-Óáhiz, H ayaw dn  III, 393; ad-D am irl, H aydt II, 339. Bees are also called dub a b  al-'asal, ‘honey- 
,'es - It is one of the animals whose k illing  is forbidden by the Prophet, the others being the ant, the frog, 
e bird su rad , and the hoopoe (ad-D am iri, H aydt I, 647; II, 349; cf. Ibn Hanbal, Sunan  I, 347, no. 3241).
48
f Q, The Bee, 16:68-69: “And th y  Lord revealed (awhd) unto the bees, saying: ‘Take unto yourselves, 
j  P rn°untains, houses, and of the trees, and of what they are building. Then eat of all manner of fruit, 
" f o l l o w  the ways of your Lord easy to go upon’ Then comes there forth out of their bellies a drink 
r . 1Verse hues wherein is healing for men. Surely in that is a sign for a people who reflect.” On traditions 
ated to bees, see our essay “Api e m iele” (1999), w ith its extensive bibliography.
See ar-RázI, M afd tih  XXVIII, 54-55; al-Q urtubl, 6 d m i ‘ XVI, 237; as-Suyuti, D urr  VI, 54-55.
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next to the Tree of Eternity, and God dismissed them all from the Garden (fig. l)-5° 
The serpent was transformed into the reptile that we all know, and was forced to 
slither on its belly. The angels pulled off the feathers of the peacock and Gabriel 
cursed it and dismissed it from Eden for all eternity. Nonetheless, people have been 
inspired with love for the peacock, and they never kill it51. A still crueller fate was 
reserved for the serpent, the worst enemy of man, and numerous had its  of the 
Prophet recommend that it should be killed.
According to one legend, when they were all dismissed from Eden, they wept' 
The tears of the serpent that fell onto the earth gave birth to the scorpion, whereas 
those that fell onto the sea gave birth to the crab; on the earth, those of the peacock 
turned into bugs, whereas on the sea its tears became leeches. Iblis also cried: his 
tears turned into thorns on the earth, and crocodiles in water52. The serpent fell to 
Isfahan, and the peacock to Babel.
Given all of this, it is of no surprise that Hell is full of snakes and scorpions (fig' 
11). It would seem that these animals already cause suffering to the damned in theif 
tombs, where ninety-nine snakes continually bite infidels. They are as big as camel5' 
whereas scorpions are as big as mules53. Some think, being so ugly, that they are 
created by Satan and not by God. al-Gazali mentions a had i t  of the P rophet, 
according to which there are seventy thousand valleys in Hell with as many 
offshoots, and in each one of these there is an equal number of snakes and scorpions 
that torment infidels and hypocrites54.
We can only hope not to be among their number...
50 The piece above is a synthesis of the narrations by al-Kisa’ I and at-Taclab i. W e have dedicated 
extensive essay to snakes and scorpions (1990-1991), to which further reference can be made for a m o te 
in-depth analysis.
51 al-Kisa’ I , Qisas I, 44, 50. But the peacock transmitted van ity to men. W hen Adam planted the vin£i 
Satan killed a peacock, together w ith other animals, on its roots, so that it would absorb the blooJ' 
D rinking the w ine, men become vain (ad-D am lri, H aydt II, 651). The figure of the peacock assumeS 
greater importance in the traditions, whose elements recall Mesopotamian and Iranian myths, related by 
as-Suyutl: at the beginning of time God created the Tree Y aqin  ( y a q in , ‘certitude’), then the Muhammad 
an Light, like pure pearl, in the form of a peacock. He placed it on the Tree and glorified it for seventy 
thousand years. Then He created the M irror of Life, and put it in front of the peacock, which, when 11 
saw the reflection of its splendid image, it became ashamed and prostrated itself before God. The Lor^ 
created the angels, the Throne, the Table, the Q uill, the stars, the Prophets, and all the creatures, frofl1 
the exudation of that Light (D urar , 1). In certain Iranian traditions an ambiguous relationship between 
Ib lis and the peacock can be noted. The latter, in fact, was not only a mediator between Ib lis and the 
snake in entering Eden, but actually conducted Satan into the Garden (see Capezzone 1992:39 sqq ).
52 Related by Basset 1926: III, 13, from al-Q alyub i’s Nawddir.
53 Ibn Hanbal, M usnad  IV, 191, no. 17681; Ibn K atir, N ihdyat II, 159; al-G azali, Ihya ' IV, 517; als° 
see al-6ah iz , H ayaw dn  IV, 300: “cats are hostile to all the creatures of Satan, such as snakes, scorpions..'
54 I h y d ’ IV, 515. According to Ibn K atir (Nihdyat II, 159), the h a d i t  is apocriphal.
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Fig. 1. Adam, Eve, the serpent, the peacock, and Satan in the Garden of Eden (Istanbul,
°Pkapi Sarayi Müzesi, R. 1536: N aysâbürî, Qisas al-anbiya\  copied by cA la ’ ad-Din Mansur, 987/1579, 
f. 16b; ref. Milstein, Rührdanz & Schmitz 1999, fig. 40; Esin 1963, pi. 9).
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Fig. 2. Noah and the animals in the A rk (Istanbul, Topkapi Sarayi Müzesi, B. 250: ad-Daydüzam 
Qisas a l-a n b iya ’, 983/1575-76, f. 45b; ref. M ilstein, Riihrdanz 8c Schmitz 1999, pi. XXVI).
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p-
'g- 3. The ram offered by the Angel Gabriel to Abraham (Istanbul, Museum for Turkish and Islamic Art; 
unknown painter, 991/1583; ref. Esin 1963, pi. 15, detail).
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Fig. 4. One of the four-faced angels who w ill hold up the Throne of God (M iraj Nameh, f. 32b, pi. 3®)'
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Fig. 5. The angel ad-DIk and Muhammad on al-Buraq (Miraj N am eh , f. 11, pi. 9).
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6. An angel in the fourth heaven in the form of a winged horse (St. Petersburg, Institute for 
Oriental Studies, ar. E.7: a l-Q azw in i, ‘A gä ’ib  a l-m ahlüqä t, Baghdad 14th. cent., f. 39; 
ref. C hevaux , fig. 179, p. 217, detail).
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p
lS- 7. H ayzun, the horse of Angel Gabriel (Istanbul, University L ibrary, no. 4689, 9th/15th cent.;
ref. Nasr 1976, pi. 10).
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Fig. 8. al-Buraq, the mythical mount of Prophet Muhammad 
(Istanbul, Topkapi Sarayi Miizesi H. 2152, f. 98b; ref. Grube 1980, pi. 14B).
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^'8- 9. The Prophet Muhammad hearing the complaint of the gazelle (Istanbul, Museum of Turkish 
and Islamic Art, painted by Seyyid Suleyman Kasim Pasa, 18th cent.; ref. Esin 1963, pi. 34).
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Fig. 10. The dog Q itm ir in the cave with the Seven Sleepers (Los Angeles, C. & R. Benkaim C o l l e c t i o n :  
Sa 'd i, K u lliy y it , Shiraz 16th cent.; ref. Brosch & Milstein 1991, pi. 47).
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^’g- 11. The Prophet Muhammad looking at the snakes and scorpions which torture the arrogant 
and the presumptuous in Hell (Mirâj Nâmeh, f. 67b, pi. 58).
THE EVENTS OF PARADISE 
FACTS AND ESCHATOLOGICAL DOCTRINE 
IN MEDIEVAL ISMÁTLI HISTORY
István Hajnal 
Eötvös Loránd U niversity, Budapest
The purpose of this article is no more than a brief analysis of two episodes of 
Medieval Ism á'ilí history which, although taking place in quite different historical 
Periods and geographical regions, display a number of shared features, in particular 
the occurrence of the notion of Paradise as a structuring principle. One of these 
episodes is the attempt by the Qarámita of Bahrayn (273/886-470/1078), or dissident 
Ismácílis , to restore the »original religion of Paradise< in the opening decades of the 
^h/lOth century, while the other is the use of the concept of Paradise as manifested 
ln the declaration of Resurrection (qiyama) by the N izárl Ismácil is  during the 
Alamüt period (483/1090-654/1256) in the second half of 6th/12th century.
A couple of preliminary observations about the IsmacIli movement will be in 
°rder. The earliest Ismácil ís  were a branch of the Imám I S ica, arising from a schism 
about the succession to the 6th imam , ö a cfar as-Sádiq on his death in 148/765. These 
splinter groups, centered in southern cIráq, now acknowledged the claims of as- 
?ádiq’s eldest son Ismácil al-Mubárak (d. 136/754) or the latter’s son Muhammad al- 
^aktüm  (d. after 179/795 or about 184/800) to the imámate (Daftary 1900:93-96).
The early Ismácí l ls  had a very particular conception of their own about the 
Mature of religious authority, the essence of which can be summarized as the 
c°ntinuous need of mankind for a divinely guided spiritual guide {imam), an 
authoritative master who possesses knowledge (cilm) inaccessible to ordinary men. By 
Vlrtue of that knowledge, he was regarded as the genuine source of religious guidance, 
lhe real interpreter of the true meaning of the Qur’án and the Islamic sacred law
{s*rica)\
The IsmácIlI movement itself appeared on the scene in the mid-3rd/9th century 
as a large-scale centralized underground movement, whose main purpose was to 
°verthrow the cAbbásid Caliphate in Bagdád. Several early sources agree that the 
earliest Ismácí l í  mission was related to the expectation of the immediate 
reappearence of Muhammad ibn Ismácíl  as al-Mahdl, who died about 184/800 and 
"'Quid after his return end the era of Islam and proclaim the hidden truth (haqa’iq)
' Esmail & Nanji 1977:238; Cf. Daftary 2000:88-89.
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of former religions2. Rather than calling themselves Ismacilis, these adherents dubbed 
themselves >People of the Truth< (ahl al-haqa’iq), their own religious persuasion >the 
true religion< {din al-haqq), and their mission >call to truth< (ddw a t al-haqq), or >the 
rightly guided mission< {ad-dacwa al-hadiya) (Halm 1988:162). Their revolutionary 
message, which basically consisted of preaching the imminent advent of the >Truly 
Guided One< (al-Mahdi), or >The One Who Appears< (al-Qa’im), was spread abroad 
in the strictest confidentiality throughout the Islamic world, from Central Asia to 
Iran, Traq, Arabia, Yemen and North Africa.
Several treatises which have survived from the time of the underground 
propaganda prove that the doctrine embraced by the early Ismacllls was composed of 
a cyclical history of revelation and a gnostic cosmology. This teaching held that 
divine revelation advanced through seven prophetic epochs, with each of these being 
initiated by a Spokesman-Prophet (natiq) who proclaimed a religion of law (sarFa) for 
their communities. They, however, only presented the outward (zahir) aspect of 
religion with its rituals and legal prescriptions, but did not communicate its inner 
sense (bdtin ) to the believers. The secret meaning of all the rites and regulations was 
therefore only known to their deputies (wasi), who would in turn reveal it to a very 
limited number of individuals worthy of such initiation (Esmail & Nanji 1977:239)’ 
In every cycle (daw r), there succeded seven im am s, and the last one among them 
would always be elevated to the status of Spokesman-Prophet {natiq) for the next 
cycle, bringing a new scripture and law that invalidated the previous ones.
According to the early Ismacill doctrine, the seventh im am  of the sixth cycle was 
Muhammad ibn Ismacil, which is to say he would then become the seventh and last 
2Speaker {natiq). He did not die, but went into hiding instead, and will appear once 
more as the Mahdi-Qa’im. The contemporary Imam! SICI heresiographers, reporting 
on the abrogation of Muhammad’s law {nashsar?at M uhammad), narrate: “They [the 
early Ismacllls] say that God is giving Adam’s Paradise to Muhammad ibn Ismacil> 
which means, according to their doctrine, that all forbidden things and everything 
that God has created in the world are allowed”3. Nevertheless, instead of coming up 
with a new religion of law {sari"a), he will declare all the old ones obsolete, including 
that of Islam.
The >repeal of the laws< {raf as-sard ’¿‘) would clear the way for the >original 
religion of Paradise< with no prescribed ceremonial or legal system. This was the 
religion thought to have been the one practised by Adam and the angels in P arad ise  
before the Fall: >the primaeval religion of Adam< {din Adam al-awwal), confined to
2 The notion of the ga yba  was clearly the original doctrine. On the details of the early ismâ'ih  
doctrine, see art. ‘Carmathes’, EIR I, 825-826; Cf. Daftary 1991:228-231, Halm 1988:168.
3 On the repeal of the religions of law (r a f  as-sara‘i‘), see an-Nawbahti, Firaq 62.8-10, 62 .16 -17 , 6 3 .2 -4 , 
al-Qummî, M aqalat 84.6-8, 84.13 , 84.16-17, and the ism a 'ili author, as-Sigistâni, I  that 177-180.
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the praise of the Creator and the recognition of His oneness {tawhid). The seventh 
lrr>am, whose function included the full revelation of all formerly esoteric truths 
ikaqa’iq), would reign over and bring to perfection the world in his capacity as al- 
Qa’im and al-Mahdi4.
The early Ismaci l i  movement underwent a schism in the late 3th/9th century. 
Abdallah/cUbaydallah, who was later -  after the foundation of the new caliphate 
(297/910) -  to become the first Fatimid caliph al-Mahdi, now declared himself imam 
before the public, and was subsequently recognized as such by the bulk of the 
Movement, that is the communities in North Africa, the Yemen, Egypt and Sind5. 
By doing so, he also rejected the idea of the return of Muhammad ibn IsmacIl as the 
fixpected M ahdi. The dissident party of the movement, known as the Qarmatis or 
al'Qaramita, and composed of the communities in the East, broke with him and 
remained devoted to the original creed of the imminent advent of Muhammad ibn 
^maTl as al-Qa’im and al-Mahdi. After the schism, cUbaydallah and later his 
successors the Fatimid caliphs -  claiming as they did the imamate for themselves -  
Vere obliged to modify the original doctrine of the Ismacil is  about Muhammad ibn 
Isrrtacil  being the final imam, al-Qa’im. The first caliph himself left no doubt in his 
'Letter to the com m un ity  in Yemen< that, far from being the saviour at the end of 
tlnte, he was simply the first of a long series of future im am s who would succeed to 
°ne another in an infinite number of cycles of seven until the reign of the very last 
°f the line6. As his actual words are quoted to have stated: “There will be as many 
lrr>arns as God wills, until suddenly and unexpectedly, [the last] Speaker-Prophet 
appears, God willing”7. Consequently, the Fatimid doctrine counted with more than 
°ne heptade of imams during the era of Islam, postponing the expectations connected 
^'th the coming of the al-Qa’im further and further into the future (Halm 1978:10- 
1 1).
The greatest insufficiency of this doctrinal modification was the inevitable loss of
eschatological role of the seventh imam , and the vital source of motivation that
11 had provided to the early Isma‘ I liyya8. Thus, the days of the promised rule of the 
lrue religion {din al-haqq) were indefinitely postponed to some uncertain date. This
4 See the details in the relevant sources: an-Nawbahti, Firaq 62-63, al-Q um m i, M aqalat 84, as-Sigista- 
n i. h b a t  180, 190-193 ; Cf. Madelung 1959:76, Madelung 1988:94, Halm 1988 :169 , Halm 1991:21 .
5 W ith this innovation the ism a ‘ i l iy y a  turned aw ay from the notion of occultation (gayba ) to re- 
Cognise living Imams.
6 'U baydallah ’s letter is preserved in the book al-Fara'id w a -hudud  a d -d in  of 6 a cfar ibn Mansur al- 
^''•nan (d. 365/975), and was published by H- F- al-Hamdani 1958:10-14 ; Cf. Hamdani &C de Blois 1982: 
173-207, Halm 1991:194 .
Arabic text: al-Hamdani 1958:14 ; Cf. Halm 1978:9-10.
Daftary 1991:244 ; Cf. Halm 1978 :11 .
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was bound to be a huge disappointment to a lot of the followers of the movement. 
The Fatimids, for their part, did not allow any antinomian experiments whatsoever; 
the qiyama, the era of the Qa’im -  whose identity otherwise remained hidden -  was 
shifted into the distant future; a whole series of future Imams was envisaged, al­
though speculations about the date of the beginning of the qiyam a  did not cease9. 
Until then, however, observance of Islamic law was to be obligatory even for the 
Ismacilis .
Nevertheless, the latent antinomian tendencies within their ranks surfaced time 
and time again, leading to such extreme sets of events as those initiated by the Qara- 
mita in Bahrayn, or the Druzes, or the N izari Ismacil is  of Alamut (Halm 1991:249- 
250).
It is in the light of the previous observations that we wish to turn our attention 
to the events in Bahrayn that attempted to restore the >original religion of Paradises 
After the break with the Fatimids, the headquarters of the radical dissidents of the 
Ismaci l i  movement, that is the Qaramita, was transferred to Bahrayn, in the Eastern 
coastal region of Arabia. Here they established their own state, whose power was 
rooted in the Bedouin tribes of the Northern part of the Arabian peninsula. Their 
leading ideological authorities, however, lived mostly in Iran. From their stronghold* 
the Qarmatis led a messianic revolutionary movement with marked antinomian ten­
dencies against the Sunni Caliphate. They earned a particularly frightful reputation 
in the Eastern as well as the Western territories of the cAbbasid Empire, shaking the 
Muslim word for almost two centuries. Their constant raids and marauding e x p e d i­
tions destroyed the caravan and pilgrim routes of South cIraq and the urban centres 
of the region. Their military presence posed a permanent threat to the whole area, 
and it was to become one of the principal factors contributing to the d is in te g r a t io n  
of the Caliphate.
As far as they were concerned, recognizing the Fatimid caliph TJbaydallah as the 
Mahdi was out of the question, as the >Expected One< was still to arrive. Parallel to 
their m ilitary offensives, they also gave expression to their firm belief in the 
imminent appearance of the Mahdi on several occasions. Abu Sacid  al-6 annabi (d- 
300/913) one of the founding fathers of the dacwa in Bahrayn claimed to be acting 
on behalf of the expected Mahdi who was to appear in 300/91210. The unfulfilled 
expectations of the adherents quite probably caused internal frustrations within the 
dacwa, which may have contributed to the murder of Abu SacId al-6 annabi and of 
several leaders of the movement in the summer of 330/913".
9 Halm 1978:11; Cf. Halm 1975:97 ff.
10 Abu S a 'id ’s prophecies on the awaited M ahdi see cAbd al-6abbar, T a tb it II, 379-381.
11 On these events see cAbd al-6abbar, T a tb it II, 379-381, al-Mascu d i, a t-T anb ih  373, an-N uw ayf'’
N ihayat XXV, 243, Ibn ad-D awadari, K anz  VI, 61, a l-M aqriz i, I t t ia z  I, 164.
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Otherwise, political astrology played an important role in the history of the entire 
Ismac i l l  movement. This distinctive Muslim science for the astral determination of 
Political changes was developed after the cAbbasid takeover. It adopted the Sasanian 
astrological techniques for predictions of dynastic change on the basis of Ptolemaic 
astronomy, combined with Zoroastrian millennialism. It became the most respected 
Science of the prediction of the predetermined future turnings in world domination, 
ar)d thus instigated rebellions throughout Islamic history12.
In the first half of the 4th/10th century, in a famous encyclopaedic work (Rasa’il) 
lW  is said to have been compiled in early Ismaci l i  circles, the Ihwan as-Safa’ (The 
brethren of Purity) had developed political astrology in an astrally determined 
tyclical theory of history. According to it, the conjugation of the stars determined 
,Tla)or changes in world history. The Ihwan as-Safa’ reconciled a duodecimal system 
°f the Zodiac with the heptads of the Judeo-Christian hierohistory. With reference 
to one of the Prophet’s statements that “[t]he life of this world is seven thousand 
^ars. I have been sent in the last of these millennia”, in the conception of the Ihwan 
a?'Safa’, each millennium (960 solar years) is divided into two complete cycles, each 
c°nsisting of four (120-year) quarters of ascension, apogee, decline and clandestinity. 
Each quarter cycle is inaugurated by a Q a’im, who is followed by six imams. The 
Seventh imam, who completes the heptad, is the Qa’im of the next quartercycle. The 
Qa’im of the Resurrection [qiyama) would be expected at the end of the millennium 
°f the Prophet Muhammad, which is the final millennium (Arjomand 2002:120-121). 
^hese ideas, like other teachings of the Ihwan as-Safa’ concerning human relations, 
Probably retained great influence among later Ismacilis .
Al-Blruni (d. 440/1048) mentions a prediction, based on erroneous astronomical 
Calculatio ns, of the appearance of the Qa’im at the eighteenth conjunction after the 
k'rth of the Prophet Muhammad, which is made to coincide with ‘the tenth millen- 
n'Um, which is presided over by Saturn and Sagittarius’. At that time, the era of 
^ am and the rule of the Arabs will come to an end. The Qa’im ‘will rise and will 
resi°re the rule of Magism’13.
The Iranian Ismaci l i  daci  in Rayy, Abu Hatim ar-Razi (d. 322/934), had been 
sPreading the same astrological prediction on the coming of the Q a’im14.
Then the second successor of Abu Sacid al-6 annabi in the leadership of the 
Qarmati community in Bahrayn, his son Abu Tahir (d. 322/944), prophesied the 
^ ah d i’s imminent arrival after the conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn in 316/928,
12 See Arjomand 2002:119-120. “F i a h a m m iy ya t a t - ta n g im  w a -daw ruhu  f i  l - a s r  a l-w a s i t” [The 
lrr>portance and role of astrology in the Middle Ages] in de Goeje, 1978:173-182. Cf. Arjomand 2002:119- 
12°; Halm 1975:102-104.
al-BIrunl, A ta r  213; Cf. C h ron o lo g y  196-197.
14 N izam  al-Mulk, S iya sa tnam a  285.1-14, The Book o f  G o v e rn m en t  210; Cf. Madelung 1988:96.
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marking the end of the Islamic period, and the beginning of the final religious era, 
as did other Qarmati missionaries in Northern Iran15.
As the much-awaited date was drawing near, the Qarmatis increased their 
offensive activity against the dominions of the Caliphate. They embarked on a series 
of raids against Southern cIraq, pillaging the pilgrims’ caravans returning from Mecca, 
and, in 315/927, they even made an attempt, unsuccessful though it was, at seizing 
Bagdad16.
As a result of the advances of the M ahdi’s messengers in Southern cIraq, the local 
partisans of the Mahdi revealed their allegiance in the Sawad of Kufa, attaching exag' 
gerated expectations to the personality of Abu Tahir. They said that the >Truth< had 
appeared and the Mahdi had resurrected: the cAbbasids had come to their end, as had 
all Sunni dignitaries. “We have not come to establish another dynasty, but to abolish 
the sa r ica” (m d g i ’nd li-iqdmat daw la wa-ldkin li-izdlat sa r ica) -  they claimed; and 
they announced the realm of the Mahdi and collected the poll-tax, but government 
troops very soon suppressed this uprising17.
A l-B iruni (d. 440/1048) mentions in his report “on the eras of pseudo-prophets’ 
that the Qarmatis of Bahrayn ‘promised each other the arrival of the >Expected On£‘ 
{al-muntazar) in the seventh conjunction of the Fiery Triplicity’18. When that 
conjunction occured in 317/928 a young man from Isfahan was ready to set off f°r 
Bahrayn to claim to be the expected Qa’im-Mahdi.
Afterwards, the Qaramita unexpectedly returned from their military expedition 
to Bahrayn, where construction works on a fortified refuge (dd r al-higra), the 
prospective residence of the awaited M ahdi, had been completed. Later, in 319/930, 
they arrived without warning in Mecca during the pilgrimage season, subsequently 
committing a dreadful slaughter of the pilgrims and inhabitants, acting exactly like 
infidels. They finally tore out and carried off the Black Stone (al-hagar al-aswad) of 
the Ka°ba, presumably with the aim of symbolizing the end of Islam.
It is these disastrous events that lead us to the curious incidents in Ramadan 
319/September-October 931, when Abu Tahir presented a young Persian prisoner of 
war as the expected Mahdi to his community, handing over authority to him and
15 On the prophecies of Abu Tah ir see 'Abdalgabbar, T a tb it II, 381, al-Bagdadi, Farq 287; The e*' 
pectation of the M ahdi is also reflected in a propagandistic poem by Abu Tahir. In it he designates hin1' 
self as the one who summons to obey the M ahdi. For the fragments of the poem, see: a l-B irun i, At/1 
214; al-Bagdadi, Farq 287; Cf. de Goeje 1886:113-115, Madelung 1959:79ff, Nassar 1977:11, 341-342, Hal01 
1991:229.
16 On the details of the m ilitary events see M iskawayhi, T agarib  I, 172-177.
17 On this so-called baq liyya  revolt in the Sawad  of Kufa see cA r ib , Silat 132ff, 137, 162; rAbd a*' 
6 ab b ar , T a tb it 383-84. Cf. Madelung, 1959:82-84, Halm 1991:227-228.
18 al-BIruni, A tar 313-314; Cf. C h ron o lo g y  197.
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declaring all previous religions to be invalid: the true religion -  “the religion of our 
father Adam”, that is “the religion of Paradise” without laws -  had now been 
revealed and “the talk of Moses, Jesus and Muhammad had shown itself to be lies and 
deception”19. The latent antinomian tendencies which from the very beginning mark 
lhe Ismaci l i  dacwa, become evident here for the first time20. According to their 
tenets, the religions of the Sacred Law which have been revealed before -  Judaism, 
Christianity and Islam -  are only changing outer shells for the ‘True religion’ (d in  
al-haqq), the original Religion of Paradise exempt from cultic duties, commandments 
and prohibitions: the pure worship of God which Adam and the Angels used to 
Practice before the Fall. The Mahdi -  according to their expectations -  will restore 
this original religion to mankind; what could be more obvious, now that he had 
c°rne, than to declare the time fulfilled, and to abolish the outer shell of the law (r a f  
as'Sard ‘f y . Nevertheless, let us have a look into the relevant reports.
All the sources agree that the youth was a young Persian from Isfahan or 
iltrrasan; some even asserted that he was a descendant of the Persian kings and 
described him as a >Zoroastrian< or a >Magian<21. Isfahan, his home town, had long 
keen associated by the the astrologers with the rise of a Persian dynasty which would 
Overthrow the Arab Caliphate.
However, the reports surrounding the events connected to his appearance are 
c°ntradictory, confused, and they differ radically from one another22. It is also 
reported that the young man was of a charismatic character, excelled in intelligence 
and learning, and soon was initiated into the affairs of the Qaramita. His proud 
behaviour and noble mien catching the attention of those around him, he was taken 
before the chief daci  Abu Tahir. In a passage, (cA rib , Sila 163.2-4) there is a mention 
°f a sign (caldma) by which the Isfahan! was able to make Abu Tahir and his 
brothers believe that he was the >Expected One< (al-muntazar). According to al- 
^ irun l23 the date of the Isfahan i ’s arrival was chosen to coincide with the passing 
°f 1500 years from the death of the prophet Zoroaster, at the year 1242 of
19 The main source is ad-Dahabi, T arih  XXXIV, [331/942-350/961], 15.10-12. For the interpretation 
the events, see my article: Hajnal 1988:187-201; Cf. Madelung 1988:96-97, Halm, 1991:172.
20 In fact, sim ilar events had occurred in the ism aH li communities before in Yemen in 299/912 and 
ln K nqiya 309/921. See the details in S ira t a l-H ad i 262 and Ibn Idari, B aydn  I, 187; Cf. Halm 1991:223- 
^24.
21 al-MascudI, T anb ih  361.15-16; cAbd al-6abbar, T a tb it I, 107, II, 387; Cf. N izam  al-Mulk, Siydsat- 
n*n,a 310.3, Thu Book o f  G o v e rn m en t  230.
22 Tabit ibn Sinan, Q aram ita  225-226, M iskawayhi, T agarib  II, 55-56, Eclipse II, 62-64; Cf. Ibn al-At i r, 
K «m il VIII, 351-352, rAbd al-6abbar, T a tb it II, 386-388.
a l-B irun i, A tar 313, Cf. C h ron o lo g y  197.
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Alexander’s era for which prophecies attributed to Zoroaster and 6 amasp were 
predicting the restoration of the reign of the Magians.
Among the reports of the emergence of the young Isfahan!, there is a particularly 
valuable Sunni eyewitness account from within the personal entourage of Abu Tahir, 
by his personal physician24.
This doctor (a certain Ibn Hamdan) tells us how the power was handed over- 
According to his report, when the chief ddc i  was presenting the youth to the 
community, “the people, including the Qarmati Abu Tahir and his brothers, were 
staying around him. Then Abu Tahir called out as loudly as he could: ‘You people- 
Know: We and you also were all donkeys! But now God has sent us this person’, '  
and he pointed to the youth -  ‘this is my Lord (hddd rabbi) and your Lord (rabbu• 
kum), and my God (i la h i) and your God (ildhukum ). We are all his slaves! The rule 
has now been transferred to him, and he will be king of us all (wa-huwa yamlukund 
kullana)’
Then the eyewitness proceeds to narrate that Abu Tahir and all the others took 
a handful of earth and strewed it over their heads. Thereupon Abu Tahir declared 
“‘Know, you people, that the [true] religion has now appeared. It is the religion of 
our father Adam (huwa d in  a b in d  Adam ) and all religions we have belonged to until 
now are null and void, and everything that the ddc is  have been telling you is null and 
void and false, all the talk about Moses, Jesus, and Muhammad! The true religion is 
the original religion of Adam, and those are all w ily deceivers, so curse them!’ Thefl 
the people cursed them including Abraham, Muhammad, even cA li and his descend' 
ants.”
The doctor’s report further states: “Abu Tahir and the people used to circle 
around him [the incarnate God], completely naked, shouting: ‘Our God, he is m igh ty  
and exalted!”’
Heinz Halm was the first to interpret these ritual ceremonies correctly as 3 
Qarmati attempt at restoring the religion of Adam, a way of returning t0 
Paradise<25. The circling in the nudity of Paradise around the God who had become 
visible and walked among the men fits entirely into the early Ismaci l i  notion of the 
>original religion of Paradise«. A century later entirely similar ideas were to be found 
among the Druzes, who were also Ismaci l l  dissenters26.
24 ad-Dahabi, T arih  XXXIV, 14-16; Cf. M iskawayhi, T agarib  II, 58.1-12.
25 H alm  also points out that nakedness was also characteristic of the participants in the rituals of the 
Adam ite communities in late A ntiquity and in medieval Europe. Sexual freedom was part of their attitude 
too, since they had entered into the condition of prelapsarian innocence, and thus their bodies wefe 
thought to be incapable of sinning. See Halm 1991:259-280.
26 See Van Ess 1977:70-71; Cf. Vatikiotis 1957:149-158.
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According to our sources the Isfahan i who evidently took the astral sign to 
‘ndicate the end of the era of world dominion by the Arabs and the beginning of the 
domination of the Persians, had initiated a number of strange ceremonies. He pre­
scribed pederasty and incest with their own sisters for them, and he ordered that all 
beardless youths who refused should be put to death. He also ordered them to 
Worship the fire and to cut off the hand of everybody who put out the fire with his 
hand or the tongue of everybody who extinguished it by blowing and then began to 
execute the notables of Bahrayn27.
Therefore after a while Abu Tahir was obliged to acknowledge that the Isfahan i 
had been an impostor w ho had ied him astray and had him killed28.
Regarding the events Abu Tahir could perhaps reckon with certain sentiments for 
s°me aspects of Persian religious tradition among the Qarmati community in Bah- 
rayn. And there were evidently some links with established Zoroastrianism, for the 
cW f priest of the Magians, Isfandiyar ibn Adarbad, was accused of complicity with 
Tahir and executed by order of the caliph ar-Radi (322/934-329/940) (al-Mascu- 
di, Tanbih 104-105). But we think that the central incentives of the developments 
Were implied in the traditional Ismaci l i  doctrine and the expectations concerning the 
advent of the seventh Speaker-Prophet (ndtiq), the Qa’im-Mahdi. Ad-Dahabi relates 
’•hat exaggerated expectations were attached to Abu Tahir’s personality by his follow- 
ers> like those we mentioned in connection with the uprising in the Sawdd  of Kufa.
completes his account by saying that, “given no more delay by God, [Abu Tahir] 
hdt that his downfall was near, so he handed his power over to Abu 1-Fadl al-MagusI 
ahLA gam i.”
^e Blois (1986:18) regards the Isfahani as a puppet created by Abu Tahir, who 
arranged the whole intermezzo in order to fulfil his plans of gaining more power, 
balm ’s (1991:235ff) careful reconstruction of the occurrences even depicts this 
°bscure episode as a well-designed scenario, which comprises the capture of the 
young Persian (316/928), the arrangement of the predicted catastrophe with the dis­
grace of the sanctuary in Mecca (317/930), and also the disclosure of the youth’s 
divinity to the community (319/931).
After all this unfortunate experiment with the incarnate God had seriously de­
moralised the Qaramita in Bahrayn and weakened their influence over the Ismaci l i  
im m unities in the East, the movement’s ideologists in the Iranian territories tried 
to restore the doctrinal unity of Qarmati Ismacilis , with but little success. Abu
27 See ad-Dahabi, T arih  XXXIV, 15.14-16, M iskawayhi, T agarib  11,58.12-14; Cf. a l-B IrunI,^ to r313 . 
N izam al-M ulk, Siya sa tn am a  309.12-15; cAbd al-6abbar, T a tb it  I, 30.7-8. Tabit, Q aram ita  55-56.
28 On the denoument of the events see ad-Dahabi, T arih  XXXIV, 15.18-21; M iskawayhi, T agarib  
59.
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Táhir and his advisers were, nevertheless, able to maintain their power. The Muslim 
rites were restored to their rightful position, since the Mahdi still had not arrived.
A century later, Násir-i Hosrö (d. 481/1089), the ism aci l i  dac i  and famous travel­
ler and author, reported29 that the Qaramita of Bahrayn still believed they were W 
the era of the Prophet Muhammad and of Islam, and they abstained from drinking 
wine. He also relates the intresting details, certified for the most part by Abü-1 cAlá 
al-Macarrí (d. 449/1057) (Gufran III, 235) that the Qarmati community had conti' 
nued to await the Sarif Abú Sacid ’s return from death [sic!], as he himself had 
promised.
It is worth mentioning that the expectation of the return of the Hidden Imám 
remained a popular eschatological belief. By 483/lo92, the underground passage to 
a water well (sardáb) in Sámarrá’, where the Hidden Imám, Muhammad al-Mahdi> 
was believed to have disappeared in 260/874, had become a place of pilgrimage. A1 
about the same time, the s i cl  inhabitants of the city of Kásán in central Iran are 
reported to have expected the return of the Mahdi and regularly organized 
processions on horseback, fully armed, determined to return with him only. Similar 
outward demonstrations of sV i eschatological expectation are reported by lbn 
Bábüya (d. 381/991) and Ibn Haldün (d. 809/1406) in the 8/ 14th century30.
In the case of the Qarmatis of Bahrayn the former idea of the Mahdi had, 
about a century, crystallized as a myth, and some facets of the theocratic attribute5 
of the Imám-Mahdí were inherited by the founder of the d d w a  in the region as was 
bound to happen in other areas and times too in a S ic i  milieu.
Incidentally, the intermezzo of the Pseudo-Mahdi in Bahrayn gave rise to the 
persistent charges of Sunni polemicists and other adversaries of the IsmácIlis  tha1 
the core of their doctrine was a dualist atheism and that its founders were some nof' 
cAlid heretics plotting to destroy Islam from within, and so they gradually created 
the >black legend< of the Ismácíliyya31.
The lack of a united leadership and the ideological disagreement among the Qara' 
mita evidently aided the Fátimids’ efforts to regain the allegiance of the dissident Is' 
mácIli communities in the East. The qarm ati dac is  could either remain loyal to the>f 
original eschatological ideas, or accept a secularization of the role of the Mahdi> 
whose manifestation would then be undestood symbolically, as the dynastic revolt1' 
tion brought by the Fátimids. Some missionaries attempted to achieve a compromise
29 Näsir-i Hosrö, Safa rnäm a  82.12-15, Cf. Book o f  T ravels 87.
30 Friedlaender 1911:496-497; Cf. Arjomand 1998: II, 269.
31 See the so-called Bagdad Manifesto of 403/1011 and of 444/1052 in Abül-Fidä’ , T ärih  II, 142-1^’ 
and Ibn a l-A tlr , K ä m il VIII, 73, 310-311, and about their >heretics< see al-Bagdadi, Farq 282, M oslem  sectl 
107, N izäm al-Mulk, S iyasa tnam a  255.7-9, The Book o f  G o v e rn m en t  188; Cf. Daftary, 1991:109, 111,
194, 220.
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between loyalty to a secular power and the eschatological import of their original 
belief (Cortese 1993:68).
It is not difficult to appreciate that the expectation of the imminent return of the 
^ahdi-Q a’im and the concomitant advent of the primeval lawlessness and paradi­
siacal religion< must have contributed significantly to the popular appeal of the 
Isniac III da cwa. But it was not long before the delay in the messianic arrival caused 
Pr°blems for the Qarmatis; thus the Iranian dac i  Abu Hatim ar-Razi from Rayy 
had been obliged to flee when the date predicted by him for the return of the Mahdi 
Passed uneventfully, and in Bahrayn in 319/931 a pseudo-Mahdi had even been 
Presented and the Islamic Sacred law declared to be annulled.
Likewise the Fatimids in the period following their ascent to power faced a 
Problem similar to the movement which had preceded them. This problem was part­
ly one of wrestling with the expectations of the people who had supported the 
Movement when it was still seeking to gain power. By establishing a dynasty of 
lrtiams in the Fatimid dacwa  the return of the Mahdi-Qa’im was pushed into the 
distant future. By the 5/11th century, it was evident that the Fatimid imam-caliphs, 
êspite having established a powerful empire, had not realised the promises which 
bad given the dynasty its messianic character. Thus the overthrowing of the 
Ahbasids and the uniting of the whole Muslim community under the guidance of 
l ê Imam had been unfulfilled. But the messianic expectations and the even then 
^tent antinomian inclinations remained virulent and at the beginning of the century 
r̂°ke out in the full-scale antinomian movement of the Druzes. Their chief ddc is  
Maintained that >the era of the Q a’im< (qiyam a) had begun, and the Caliph al-Hakim 
(386/996-411/1021) was God and that the Islamic revelation and its Ismaci l i  inter- 
Pretation were superstitions. Followers of the worship of the Caliph al-Hakim seem 
l° have been eager to precipitate events by proclaming the abolition of all beliefs 
deluding the Sacred law of Islam (sarica) and its esoteric (ba tin i) interpretation32.
Far less disastrous and more durable was the proclamation of the Great Resurrec- 
tl0tl (qiydm at) or >Resurrection of the Resurrection< (qiyamat-i q iydm at) by the 
^fizari Ismacil ls  two centuries later.
^ e  shall now devote some reflections to the problem of the place of Paradise in 
l^e thought of the N izari Ismacills . We may start with some remarks about their 
historical background. At the end of 5th/11th century the unified Ismaci l i  dacwa  and 
Coifimunity of Fatimid times were split into rival Mustacl l  and N izari branches. The 
Scbism resulted from the dispute over the succession to the Fatimid caliph-imam al- 
^histansir (d. 487/1094). The N izaris had broken off the Fatimids in this schism, 
uPholding the Imamate of Nizar, the ousted older son of the caliph al-Mustansir.
32 See Van Ess 1977:35-37, 48-49, 54-55, 56-60, 80-81; Bryer 1975-76:55; 1976:10-11, 13-14, 21, 250; Cf. 
9rt- ‘Durüz’ EI1 II, 632.
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Some N izaris believed later that their Imam was in occultation and would return as 
the Q a’im-Mahdl.
The Ismacil is  of Persia by this time were already under the leadership of HasarH 
Sabbah (d. 518/1124) who in the succession dispute upheld the right of Nizar, the 
original heir-designate, who had been deprived of his succession rights. Hasan-i 
Sabbah, as the representative {hugga) of the absent im am , founded an independent 
N izarl Ismaci l i  state and mission centred at the mountain fortress of Alamut in 
Northern Persia. In due course, the Nizar I Ismacil ls  also established a subordinate 
state in Northern Syria.
In the political field, Hasan-i Sabbah initiated a policy of armed revolt from a 
network of mountain fortresses against the Salguq sultanate backed by the Sunni 
establishment33. In confrontation with the overwhelming military power of the 
Salguq opponents, Hasan-i Sabbah introduced the policy of spectacular murders of 
leading politicians and religious dignitaries by his fearless warriors or self-sacrificing 
devotees (fida ’i) for the purpose of intimidation and deterrence. The conduct of the 
N izarl emissaries seemed so irrational to the opponents that they called them 
>hashish addicts< (hasisiyyuri)M.
At the same time the N izaris had been waiting impatiently since N izar’s death 
for the appearance of their Imam, who would personally take charge of theif 
leadership and guide them in those troubled times35.
In the doctrinal field, Hasan-i Sabbah underlined their doctrinal independence by 
elaborating a new missionary doctrine which became known as the >new preaching* 
{dacwa gad id a )  in the history of the Ismaciliyya. In a theological treatise he restated 
the inadequacy of human reason in knowing God and understanding the re l ig io u s  
truths, arguing for the necessity of an authoritative teacher (mucallim -i sadiq) for the 
spiritual guidence of mankind, and he concluded that this trustworthy teacher is none 
other than the IsmacIli im am  of the time36. Thus Hasan-i Sabbah reaffirmed the 
central teaching of the old SIci doctrine of the imamate, which now became 
commonly known as the doctrine of taH im  or of divinely inspired and authoritative 
teaching by the im am . But the doctrinal innovation of Hasan-i Sabbah was hardly 
a radical challenge to Islam; yet by exalting the autonomous teaching authority of 
each im am  in his time, in independence from his predecessors, he paved the way for ;
33 Halm 1988:185; Cf. Daftary 2000:101-102.
34 Madelung 1988:103; Cf. Halm 1988:185.
35 For the time being, the N izari d a 'w a  once more reverted to the notion of occultation [ga yh a ] and 
propagated the idea of a hidden anonymous imam. Cf. Halm 1988:186.
36 See as-Sahrastanl, M ilal I, 150-151, M uslim  Sects 1, 167-170; Cf. Madelung 1988:102, 109; Daftary*
2000:102-103.
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the great outburst of radical religious activity and the antinomian tendencies of the 
later Alamüt period, namely of qiyam a  times.
As regards the notion of Paradise in the Nizár i community, it is worth 
■Mentioning that by the 6th/ 12th century Muslims had long been familiar with the 
Islamic traditions, rooted in the Qur’an, which held that pious believers, those who 
feared God and followed the right path, as well as martyrs of Islam, would be 
§uaranteed an eternal place in Paradise as their deserved reward in the afterlife. For 
the S lci Muslims, their imáms would also ensure through their intercessory role on 
the Day of Judgement that their followers should receive their just reward by being 
admitted into Paradise (Ayyoub 1978:198-199, 204-205, 207, 210, 217, 221-222, 229). 
The N izárí Ismácíl ís  of the only rightful im am  of the time, certainly expected to 
Qualify as a saved community destined for salvation and the state of paradise in the 
afterlife.
There were, however, more specific reasons why the N izaris in general and their 
emissaries (fida ’i) in particular expected to be deserving of Paradise. Ever since the 
Martyrdom of the im am  al-Husayn and his companions in 60/680, the theme of 
tfrartyrology had occupied a particular place in the SIci ethos, which accorded a 
unique status, comparable to that of pious belivers, to those devotees who gave their 
Wes in the service of their creed and of their im am . This was, indeed, the manner
which the f i d a ’is  were viewed by the rest of the N izári community during the 
Alamüt period. These N izári emissaries, whether they returned safely from their 
fissions or lost their lives as martyrs, were held in high esteem, attested to by the 
r°Us of honour kept at Alamüt and other major N izári fortresses. A rare instance 
°f its kind is a poem by Ra’ is Hasan, a Persian N izárí historian, poet and 
A ctionary of the early 7th/13th century, in which the three f i d a ’is  who had killed 
a Turkish a m ir  are praised for their self-sacrificing behaviour which had entitled 
l^em to the joys of the otherwordly Paradise (Daftary 1995:98). Similar ideas are 
echoed in the scattered and brief references to the f i d a ’is  in Muslim historical 
s°Urces. They reveal, for instance, that the mothers of the f i d a ’is  would happily 
exPect their sons to become martyrs and as such enter Paradise37.
Nevertheless, the Paradise conception of the N izárí community appears most 
definitely in the subsequent events. Their eschatological expectations and desires for 
 ̂aradise culminated simultaneously when in 559/1164 on the astrologically 
determined date of 17th Ramadán/8th August38 the fourth Lord of Alamut, Hasan
Ivanow 1938:64-71; Cf. Hunzai 1997:83-84.
38 The date was of significance to the Isma' i l i s  for two reasons: firstly, it marked the anniversary of 
the day that Imam 'A ll  had been killed [40/661], Secondly, it fell in the middle of Ramadan, a time when 
Muslims generally were required to fast during the hours of daylight and eat only a very restricted 
r,nSe of foods during the hours of darkness.
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cala dik rihi s-saldm  declared in the third year of his reign that the qiydm a, the era of j 
the Q a’im, had begun and that the Islamic Sacred law (sarTa), which had until then 
been rigorously observed, was abrogated on the orders of the Hidden im am .
The accounts of what happened are preserved in the later Ismaci l i  sources and | 
also in the somewhat different reports in Persian ilhanid chronicles written after the 
fall of Alamut39. They provide information on these curious events. On the 17th 
day of the month of Ramadan in the year 559 (8 August 1164) Hasan ordered the 
erection of a pulpit (m inhar) in the courtyard of Alamut, facing West, with four great 
banners of four colours -  white, red, yellow, and green -  at the four corners. The 
people from different regions, whom he had previously summoned to Alamut, were 
assembled in the courtyard -  those from the East on the right side, those from the 
West on the left side, and those from the North in front, facing the pulpit. As the 
pulpit faced West the congregants were all standing with their backs toward Mecca. 
“Then” -  says an Ismaci l i  report -  “towards noon, the Lord [Hasan cala dikrihi 
saldm], wearing a white garnment and a white turban, came down from the castki 
approached the pulpit from the right side, and in the most perfect manner ascended 
it. Three times he uttered greetings, first to the Daylamis, then to those on the right, 
then to those on the left. In a moment he sat down, and then rose up again and, | 
holding his sword, spoke in a loud voice”40. Addressing ‘the inhabitants of the j  
worlds, g in n s , men and angels’, he announced that a message had come to him from 
the Hidden Imam, with new guidance. And then he said: “The Imam of our time has 
sent you His blessing and His compassion, and has called you His special chosen 
servants. He has freed you from the burden of the rules of the Sacred Law, and has 
brought you to the Resurrection”41.
And what is more the Hidden Imam required in His message that His s i ca must | 
obey and follow Hasan cala dikrihi s-saldm as His deputy (haI ifa) in a l l  religious and j 
temporal matters, recognize His commands as binding, and regard his word as that 
of the imam. After completing his address, Hasan cald dikrihi s-saldm  stepped down 
from the pulpit and performed the two prostrations (rakcat) of the festival praye*- 
(nam az-ic id ). Then He invited the people to join at a  table which had been p re p a re d  
for the breaking of their fast42. He declared that day the Festival of Resurrection
59 The main sources are: 6 u w a y n i, G abdn-gusay III, 222-243, W orld -C onqueror II, 686-699; R asid  a^' 
T>in, Garni' 130-137; K asani, 2 ubda t 199-208; Cf. Halm 1988:187; Mirza 1997:30-31, 81-84.
40 Abu Ishaq Q uhistan i, H aft Bab  41, K alam -i P i r  60-61, 115-117; Cf. Lewis 1985:72.
41 ( ju w a y n i, G abdn-gusay 111, 226-230, W orld -C onqu eror II, 688-690; Rasid  ad-DIn, Garni‘ 132-133; 
K asani, Zubda t 201-202; Cf. Daftary, 1991:386-387.
42 The idea of the messianic banquet is found in both the Jewish and Christian traditions where
is mentioned as the w ay in which the advent of the M illennium  would be celebrated. Jesus said: A nd I
a p p o in t u n to  y o u  a k in gd om  [...] that y e  m a y  ea t a n d  d rink  a t m y  tab le in  m y  k ingdom '. Luke, 22.30. C t
1
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( id-i qiydmat) and the people feasted and made merry. Messengers were sent to carry 
the glad tidings to East and West. The N izdri communities in Quhistan followed 
Su*t. Islamic worship was forbidden on pain of punishment. The Ilhanid sources also 
relate: “And that day on which these ignominies were divulged and these evils 
Proclaimed in that nest of heretics, Mu’minabad, that assembly played harp and 
rebeck and openly drank wine upon the very steps of the pulpit and within its 
Precincts”43. In Syria too the word was received, and the faithful celebrated the end
the law (al-Bustan al-C dm ic 136). Accounts of a different kind relating to the 
Proclamation of the Resurrection are to be found in the work of the Mamluk histori- 
an Ibn ad-Dawadari (d. 713/1313). He states that “the Ismacil is  changed the Islamic 
religion and drank wine, had intercourse with daughters, mothers and sisters and did
the things forbidden in the month of Ramadan all day and night. They also 
burned all their mosques, shrines and pulpits” (Ibn ad-Dawadari, Kanz VI, 562.5-8).
The solemn and ritual infringement of the law -  the congregants with their backs 
loWards Mecca, the afternoon banquet in the midst of the fast -  mark the culmina- 
IlQn of eschatological expectations and strong antinomian tendencies which is 
recurrent in the Ismaciliyya  and has unambiguous parallels in the milieu of the 
Qaramita and, later, of the Druzes44.
One wonders, however, what the introduction of these doctrines might have 
d u a lly  meant to the N izarls in Persia and Syria. From the limited information 
Vvhich is available, it appears that the qiydma, the awaited ‘Last Day’ -  when 
Mankind would be judged and committed for ever to either Paradise or Hell -  was 
lnterpreted spiritually on the basis of the well-known Ismaci l i  method of esoteric 
"tterpretation (ta ’w i l )45. On this basis it was explained that the qiydm a  meant the 
Manifestation of the unveiled truth (haqiqa) in the person of the N izari imam. This 
llr>plied that the era (dawr) of the Sacred law (sarica) and outer reality (zahir) had 
c°rne to an end and the era of inner reality (hdtin) had begun. All members of the 
^*2ari community could know God and the cosmic mysteries through the Imam, 
atld God would constantly be in their hearts. The essence of these ideas, in 6 uway-
11 * s words,
“[w]as that, following the Philosophers, they spoke of the World as being 
Uncreated and Time as unlimited and the Resurrection as spiritual [...]. It was laid 
down in the Sacred law that men must worship God five times a day and be with 
^irn. That charge was only formal but now in the Resurrection they must always
c ortese, 1993:159, n.35.
*" ö u w a y n í, G abdn-gusay III, 230, 238, W orld -C onqueror II, 691, 696; Cf. R asid  ad-din, G a m i  133, 
l36> K ásáni, Z ubdat 200, 202, 204.
44 Lewis 1985:73. Cf. Halm 1991:187.
45 Daftary 1995:40-41, Cf. id em . 2000:103-104.
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be with God in their hearts and keep the faces of their souls constantly turned in the 
direction of the Divine Presence, for such is true prayer”46.
According to their beliefs only the N izarl Ismacilis , -  as the sole community of 
>the true belivers< acknowledging the rightful imam of the time -  were capable of 
understanding the spiritual reality and the true meaning of all religions and, as such, 
Paradise had been created for them in this world. The N izaris were henceforth 
collectively admitted into Paradise and their mission (d cfw a ) implied an invitation 
into that paradisiacal state. By contrast, all other religious communities, who 
continued to adhere to the shell of the law, were condemning themselves to the Hell 
of spiritual non-being (Daftary 1995:41, 99).
The Ilhanid historians relate that, in line with the expectations regarding the time 
of Resurrection, the Sacred law of Islam was abrogated in the N izari community47’ 
“The true believers”, as was fitting in Paradise, could thenceforth dispense with the 
obligations specified by the letter of law, since they had now found access to the 
meanings hidden behind those commandments. In another passage of his chronicle 
Ibn ad-Dawadari relates that at the time when the Hwarazmsah was proceeding 
towards the (Ismaci l i)  territories Hasan ibn Muhammad [cald dikrihi s-saldm] 
dreamed of the Imam cAlI ibn Abi Talib who told him to relinquish the Sacred la^ 
of Islam its obligations and the sunna. Hasan, supposedly addressing himself to the 
believers, stated that because he had the right to impose the sari'a, he also had the 
right to remove it48. According to the Sunni chroniclers, it was for their abolition 
of sa r ica that the N izaris became designated as >heretics< (malahida)^.
There are indications that among the Syrian N izaris, who lived far away froin 
Alamut in a different environment, the doctrine of qiydma, or more specifically its 
local version, was not fully understood by all the factions of the community. The 
sources mentioning the so-called episode of the >Pures< (sufat) state that these Nizari® 
in the Gabal as-Summaq committed all sorts of forbidden actions and indulged in 
libertine practices in the belief that the exoteric rules of the sacred law (sa r ica) were 
no longer to be observed after the proclamation of the qiyama  at Alamut. Therefore
46 6 u w ayn i, G ahan-gusdy III, 237-239, W orld -C onqueror II, 695-696; R asid  ad-D in, (5d m i‘ 135-136-
47 There is a different opinion among some modern i sm d ' i l i  scholars regarding Hasan’s ‘a id  dikrihi 
s-saldm  proclamation. Esmail and Nanji declare that ‘However, the current view among some historian5 
that the proclamation [of q iyam a]  involved an abrogation of sh arica has never been substantiated.’ Esrna^
& Nanji 1977:249.
48 Ibn ad-D awadari, K anz  VIII, 146. These informations indicate that the author had access to 
sources different from those used by the Ilhanid historians.
49 6 u w ayn i, G ahdn-gusdy III, 238-241, W orld -C onqu eror II, 696-698; R asid  ad-D in, G arni1 133;
K asani, Z ubdat 209; Cf. Daftary, 1995:41.
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those extremists, in order to celebrate this new freedom, held festivities alleged to 
have been accompanied by unlawful incidents50.
Both the anonymous chronicle al-Bustdn a l-ö d m ic and Ibn éubayr (d. 614/1217) 
his travels (Rihla) mention these events, and the Bustdn gives the date as 561/1165. 
Ibn al-cAdim  (d. 660/1262) puts the date for the episode of the Sufát some years 
later, at 572/1176-7. But the sources, with the exception of Ibn al-cAdim , do not state 
that the contemporary head of the Syrian dacwa Rásid ad-Din Sinán (d. 588/1193), 
was responsible for the alleged debauchery in öabal as-Summáq. Nor is there in the 
sources any mention of the role of Alamút in these events.
Ibn al-cAdim  relates that a certain Sayh from the district of al-öazr said that Rásid 
ad-Dln Sinán had told the communities to live together in >purity<, to help one 
another, and co-operate in the full sense of the word. The people of al-öazr went to 
^abal as-Summáq and said that they had been ordered to live in >purity<, and so on. 
Ibn al-cAd im  ends his account with the statement that Rásid ad-Din Sinan 
Summoned these people to the fortresses where he punished them and put some of 
to death51.
Certainly such episodes provided further suitable excuses for the Muslim 
°PP0nents of the N izárís to accuse them of the outright abandonment of the law 
and of engaging in antinomian actions.
The declaration of the qiyam a  was later elaborated in terms of a theological 
d°ctrine and effectively replaced the doctrine of tall im  as the pivot of N izári 
bought. In this capacity, it initiated a new spiritual and esoteric era in the life of the 
^ 'zári community. Nevertheless, it represents the most controversial episode in the 
etHire N izári history. Its impetus could not be permanently sustained. After the 
death of Hasan (II) cald dikrihi s-saldm  (561/1166) his son Muhammad (II) (561/1166 
'  601/1210) claimed for the first time that he and his father were true descendants 
°f the Fátimid Nizár and thus were themselves Imám-Qá’im who bring in the qiyd- 
rna and repeal the law replacing an apocalyptic Mahdi-Qá’im. But half a century 
'ater Hasan’s second successor, öalá l ad-Din Hasan (III) put an end to the episode 
°f qiyama, reintroduced the sa r ica and made peace with an-Násir (575/1180 -  
^22/1225), the Sunni cAbbásid caliph of Bagdad, whose political power and religious 
atithority were considerably increasing at that time.
The proclamation of the qiydma has been the object of different interpretation by 
Modern scolarship. Hodgson understood the introduction of the qiydm a  as “a declara- 
tlon of independence of sovereign authority; they [the N izárís] refused to guide
50 Ibn al-cA d !m , Z ubdat III, 22, 31-32, 38-39; al-Bustdn a l -6 d m i l 136; Ibn ö ub ayr , R ih la  224, 229, 
Tr*vels, 264-265; Cf. Mirza, 1997:81-82.
51 Ibn al-'A dim , Z ubdat III, 31.12-32.3; Cf. Lewis 1966:261.
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themselves by what Islamic society might think of them. But the same time it was 
an admission of defeat in the attempt to take over Islam at large” (Hodgson 1955:57)'
According to Ivanow the revelation of the secret doctrine through the proclama­
tion of qiyâm a  was a reward to the N izàrî community for the suffering which had 
accompained its religious and military life for decades52. Stroeva saw the revelation 
as a means adopted by Hasan (II) to abolish class distinction between the Ismacil* 
élite and the masses (1960:24-25). Buckley has investigated the events from an 
anthropological point of view and argued that the >festival< of the qiyâm a  represented 
a temporary shifting from a >normal-profane< order of existence (the period 
characterized by the practice of the sarFa) to an >abnormal-sacred< order (the period 
introduced by the qiyâm a  abolishing the sa r ica). The ceremony organized to celebrate 
such a >shift< was a technique for changing the status of the people involved in it 
from >profane< to >sacred<55.
Daftary (1991:389) is also of the opinion that the announcement of the qiydrnd 
was in fact a declaration of independence from the larger Muslim society and, at the 
same time, an admission of the failure of the N izâri struggle to take over that 
society, for the qiyâm a  declared the outside world irrelevant.
In recapitulation, we can make the following observations on the basis of ouf 
analysis of the above two historical events that took place in different periods and 
in rather dissimilar geographical and social settings. Both events may be regarded as 
historical responses to the challenges rooted in the peculiar messianistic doctrines of 
the Ismâcî l ï  movement. The element linking these two distinct reactions is their 
overall pattern, whereby the qiyâm a  episode in Alamüt had more or less the same 
function as the advent of the Mahdï among the Qarmatis of Bahrayn. The eschato- 
logical beliefs concerning Paradise had a key role in both events54.
And yet, a careful examination of the historical events which have been discussed 
here show that different motives can be detected behind them. In the pseudo-Mahdi 
intermezzo of Bahrayn, Abu Tàhir al-Gannàbî, a succesful military leader, was 
caught up in a sort of legitimacy crisis caused by various factors, namely the failure 
of the Qarmati invasion of Bagdad (316/928), the tragic turn of the events in Mecca 
(319/930), the internal tensions between the two opposing factions of the Q a r m a t i  
leadership, and last but not least, the frustration felt by the Qarmatis over their 
unfulfilled expectations of the M ahdi’s arrival. As a consequence, the charisma of
32 See Ivanow’s Introduction, lxxx, in T u si, Rawdat.
53 Buckley 1984:161-164; Cf. Cortese 1993:149-150.
54 Here I am basically in agreement w ith the findings of Madelung; Cf. his 1988:103.
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Abü Táhir was seriously impaired. He sought to solve this crisis by arranging a kind 
°f theocratic coup d ’etat, that is, the intermezzo of the pseudo-Mahdi55.
In the case of the Nizár is ’ qiydm a  episode, there also appears to have been an 
'ncreasing level of frustration at the increasingly apparent unlikelihood of the 
lrnminent return of the Hidden Imám, long awaited since the death of Nizár, which 
had occurred nearly half a century before. An additional source of frustration and 
anguish was the stalemate they had reached in the course of their conflict with the 
Salgüqs. There were malcontents in the community who looked back at the days of 
bíasan-i Sabbáh as a kind of heyday, when nothing was impossible for the rising 
Movement. And it is a recurrent pattern in such conflicts, familiar to the historian, 
that deadlock against the external enemy will intensify internal discord.
On the other hand, the modification of the original Ism á'ili doctrine of tacl im  
by Hasan-i Sabbáh, exalting as it did the autonomous teaching authority of each 
bnám in his time, in independence from his predecessor, provided considerable free 
scope for action and ideological innovation by the Imám and even his authorized 
representatives. This gave a remarkably free hand to the Lord of Alamüt, Hasan (II) 
aw  dikrihi s-saldm, the then head of the N izárí community, a man excelling in 
intelligence and learning to a far greater extent than his predecessors, who were 
Primarily military leaders; and he was ready to use his new powers to find a solution 
c° the internal crisis of his community.
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Oxford
The vignettes of Paradise and Hell are amongst the most vivid that occur in the 
Qur’an, equalled and perhaps even surpassed only by the events that immediately 
Precede peoples’ entry into them, those of the Day of Judgement.
If we look for their literary background, there is of course nothing like them in 
Pre-Islamic literature, though the vignette, an impressionistic sketch that stirs the 
listeners’ imagination, is a favourite, and wonderfully effective, device in pre-Islamic 
Poetry. The ability to conjure up such sketches was something required of every 
P°et, and real masters could do so in a handful of words. Just part of the first 
hemistich of as-Sanfara’s Lamiyyat al-ca rab1
aq im u  ... sudiira matiyyi-kum  
raise up the breasts of your riding camels 
ls enough to evoke all the activities connected with bieaking camp and moving on. 
More commonly a picture is fitted into a full line, no doubt due to the practice 
treating the majority of lines as separate units, but larger pictures can then be built 
UP by aggregating a number of such lines. This can be seen memorably in virtually 
great early Arabic poems. To stay with the same poem, the great ‘wolf simile’ in 
che Lamiyyat al-carah2 consists of a number of pictures put together, not all of them 
closely connected with the main theme. Thus, tucked inside the description of the 
Solves we find first a brief but hardly connected sketch3, though one that would 
have meant much to as-Sanfara’s contemporaries:
arrow shafts being shaken in the palms of the m aysir dealer.
This is followed in the very next line by another thematically remote description, 
t *̂s time giving a partial picture of the dangerous practice of gathering honey: 
the disturbed bees whose swarm has been stirred up by the sticks 
which a climbing honey-gatherer has poked down into the nest.
These are, typically, descriptions that invite the listener to add his own associations.
The range of topics covered in poetic descriptive sketches is very wide. Among 
lhem are some that show a relcntlessness of drive that is also to be found in Qur’anic 
descriptive passages. Two examples will have to suffice here. The first again comes
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2 Lines 26-35 of the poem.
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from the L dm iyyat al-carab4. It depicts the poet struggling with his ‘furies’ and with 
his anxieties. The first two lines are:
The quarry of the furies that have gambled over his flesh
-  the victim belonging to whichever of them comes across him first, 
Whilst he sleeps, they sleep but with their eyes open.
They steal swiftly along to bring him to his doom.
A more cumulative, but equally driven, sketch can be seen the closing section of 
the Mucallaqa of cA bid b. al-Abras, the final three lines of which depict an eagle 
killing a fox5:
Then she overtook him and flung him down, 
and her prey was in agony beneath her.
She threw him up, then flung him down,
and the stony ground scratched his face.
He squeals as her talons bite into his flank.
There is no escape -  his breast is pierced.
Turning to religious comparisons, Judaism has never developed clear pictures of 
(or needs for) Paradise and Hell. The opposite is the case with Christianity, with the 
New Testament containing many brief, though vivid passages on both of them- 
Those about Hell are often quite similar to those in the Qur’an, those about Paradise 
less so. See, for example:
Enter by the narrow gate; for the gate is wide and the way is broad that leads to 
destruction, and many are those who enter by it. (M atthew , 7:13)
But for the cowardly, and unbelieving and abominable and murderers afld 
immoral persons and sorcerers and all liars, their part will be in the lake that 
burns with fire and brimstone, which is the second death. (R evela tion , 20:8)
The Lamb in the centre of the throne shall be their shepherd and shall guide them 
to springs of the water of life; and God shall wipe away every tear from the*f 
eyes. (R evela tion , 21:4)
Some of the Qur’anic vocabulary for Paradise and Hell is of foreign origin, the 
most important borrowing being &ahannam(', which appears to have arrived through 
Ethiopic from a phrase of Hebrew origin; but we should also note ‘Adn7 (in the 
phrase gan n d t lAdn) has its distant origins in the Greek h ed on e  ‘pleasure’ (shown >n 
the fully Arabic phrase gannd t al-nac im ). Paradise fird aw s  probably comes from a
4 Lines 45-48.
5 See m y E arly A rab ic P o e tr y , II, 46-51.
6 See Jeffery 1938:105-106.
7 Ib id ., 212-213.
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Syriac source, from Greek and originally from Old Persian8. Most of the other 
v°cabulary is straightforward Arabic: ganna  and anhdr being the key words in 
descriptions of Paradise, and an-ndr and a l-gah îm  taking their places alongside 
^ahannam  in the descriptions of Hell.
Underlying all the descriptions of Paradise and Hell is the contrast between the 
Sarden/s that await the saved and the fire that awaits the damned. The gardens are 
to be aimed for; the fire is to be avoided. The descriptions are intended to illustrate 
these basic points. As they are illustrative, it is of very little importance if there are 
discrepancies in detail. Moving the believer in the right direction is what matters. 
There has been discussion and dispute from the earliest years of the Muslim era 
whether the descriptions are allegorical or not, with entrenched views being expressed 
°n either side. These disputes are unlikely ever to be resolved, but their very 
existence bears witness to the success of the descriptions.
One can draw up a composite sketch of the heavenly gardens quite easily: they 
arc places of peace and tranquillity (Q. 15:46; 51:34), containing fountains and rivers 
(Q- 2:25 , e t c ) ,  some of water, some of wine and some of honey (Q. 47:15); beautiful 
'vomen (Q. 38:52; 52:20, etc.); couches covered with brocade9; flowing cups served 
y immortal youths (Q. 56:17, etc.) and plentiful, luscious fruits (Q. 36:57; 37:42; 
^ ;5l, etc.) and other food10. To protect them they will have gates and guards (Q. 
^ ;73). Further details can be elicited not only from the longer descriptions but also 
r̂°m the descriptions of the earthly Paradise11 and of other earthly gardens.
The descriptions of Hell show more variation in detail, though the Fire is always 
lhe central theme. When it comes to other details, they stress one point and then 
pother. Hell, for instance, has walls12 and gates (Q. 15:44). On the other hand, it 
las a crumbling rim over which wrong-doers can fall (Q. 9:109). Hell can be spoken 
*° and can answer (Q. 50:30). In one of the most graphic descriptions, ‘it almost 
Ursts asunder with rage’ (Q. 67:8). It has a lowest layer (Q. 4:145), implying that 
there are other layers, with the tree of az-Zaqqüm (Q. 37:62; 44:43; 56:52) growing 
r°m its floor.
The torments of Hell are equally vividly described, the chief of them being the 
Various kinds of fire that burn the skins (Q. 4:46; 22:20), heads (Q. 22:19; 44:48) and
* Ib id ., 223-224.
9
Q. 55:54. O ther coverings are mentioned.
10 E.g. meat (52:22), fowl (56:21).
It is not really clear whether earthly Paradise (i.e. the garden of Adam and Eve -  see Q. 2:35-39 
7:19-25) is a separate entity. There are a good number of sketches of gardens on earth, e.g. 2:265-266, 
2 $  68:17 f f .
O r, rather, a wall. Q. 57:13.
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faces (Q. 14:50; 18:29; 21:39; 33:66) of those who are cast into it. Other torments 
include scalding water to drink and pus (or other filth or thorn shrubs) to eat (Q- 
37:57; 78:25), molten metal boiling in the belly (Q. 44:45), and hooked iron rods (Q- 
22:21). It is normally stated that those who go to Hell will stay there for ever13! 
neither dying nor living (Q. 87.13). However, surprisingly, there are a couple of 
passages that are not quite so firm. First, we find in Q. 78:23 the vague:
In which they will linger for ages, 
whilst in Q. 11:106-107 we find:
As for those who are wretched, 
they will be in the Fire,
in which there will be sighing and sobbing for them,
Remaining there as long as the heavens and the earth last, 
except as your Lord wishes;
Both of these are Meccan passages; Medinan references have no such exception as that 
found in 11:107 -  see, for example, 33:64-65:
God has cursed the unbelievers and prepared a Blaze for them.
They will remain in it for ever;
One remarkable feature that occurs several times is the ability of those in P arad is6 
to converse with those in Hell and to talk with others, including God (Q. 23:106-8; 
25:65; 38:61; 40:49; 43:77-78). The most elaborate passage is in Surat al-acraf-.
42. But those who believe and do righteous deeds
-  We do not charge any soul beyond its capacity.
These are the companions of the Garden, 
in which they will remain for ever.
43. We shall remove whatever rancour is in their breasts, 
and the rivers will flow beneath them,
and they will say, ‘Praise belongs to God, 
who has guided us to this.
Had God not guided us,
we would [never] have been guided aright.
The messengers of our Lord did indeed bring the truth.’
And it will be proclaimed to them,
‘This is the Garden for you.
You have been given it as inheritance 
for what you used to do.’
44. And the companions of the Garden will call out to the companions of the 
Fire,
‘We have found what our Lord promised us to be true.
13 Q. 2:82 and frequently elsewhere.
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Have you found what your Lord promised you to be true?’
They will say, ‘Yes’.
And a crier amongst them will proclaim,
‘God’s curse is on the wrong-doers,
45. Who bar [men] from God’s path 
and seek to make it crooked
and who do not believe in the next world.’
46. Between the two groups is a barrier; 
and on the heights
are men who recognize each [of them] by their marks; 
and they call out to the companions of the Garden,
‘Peace be on you! They have not entered it, 
though they yearn to do so.’
47. And when their eyes are turned towards the companions of the Fire,
they say, ‘Our Lord, do not place us with the people who do wrong.’
48. And the companions of the heights
call out to men whom they recognize by their marks, 
saying, ‘Your gathering [of wealth] has not availed you, 
nor the pride you have displayed.
49. Are these the ones you swore God would not reach with mercy?’
[To those given mercy it will be said,]
‘Enter the Garden.
There will be no fear on you, nor will you grieve.’
50. And the companions of the Fire call out to the companions of Paradise, 
‘Pour some water on us
or some of that God has provided for you.’
They reply, ‘God has forbidden both of them 
to those who do not believe,
51. Who took their religion as diversion and sport 
and who were deluded by the life of this world.’
This is one of the few passages that indicate that Hell can be seen from Paradise 
and v i c e  versa  and that their denizens can speak to one another. Their relative siting 
ls shown most clearly is in Surat al-saffat (S. 37), where verses 54-55 run:
[Another] says, ‘W ill you look down?’
He looks down and sees him in the midst of Hell.
Otherwise the sites of Paradise and Hell are not clearly defined, and this is hardly 
uprising , in view of the notion in Surat as-suca ra ’ that both can be brought near:
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And the garden will be brought near for those who are god-fearing;
And the fire will be brought forward for those who have gone astray14.
The passages about Paradise and Hell are spread throughout all four periods of the 
Qur’an’s revelation: in the 48 suras traditionally ascribed to the early Meccan period 
there are no less than 25 significant passages on Hell, in the 21 suras of the middle 
Meccan period no less than 22 such passages, in the 21 suras of the late Meccan 
period no less 15 such passages, whilst in the 24 suras of the Medinan period there 
are at least 30 -  there are 9 in Surat al-baqara alone. This spread of passages is just as 
important as their number. These were topics to which the Qur’an returned regular­
ly  through its revelation. The passages referring to Hell in Surat al-tawba (S. 9, very 
late) are no less urgent than the piece on Saqar15 in Surat a l-m uddattir (S. 74> 
thought to be very early, apart from verse 31). The passages on Paradise are 
somewhat fewer, but their number is still quite high: 14, 14, 12 and 22 for the four 
periods. Again we should note that the passages spread over all four periods and 
show no tailing off. However, some changes are to be noted in the Medinan period- 
It is not so much that the Houris become transmuted to pure spouses (Q. 2:25; 3:l5i 
4:57) -  that seems to have started in late Meccan material (Q. 36:56; 43:70). However, 
it is Medinan material that specifically mentions righteous, believing women as 
entering Paradise (Q. 4:124; 9:72). One verse that is almost Mormonesque in opening 
up the ranks of the saved is either late Meccan or Medinan (Q. 13:23):
Gardens of Eden, which they will enter,
together with those of their forefathers and spouses and offspring who are 
righteous.
There are two final points to be made. The first is that Qur’anic passages ofl 
Paradise and Hell are only the beginning. We need look only at had i t  for additional 
material -  and grow continued from there. The second is that the descriptions have 
all the vividness that is bound to be lacking in any analysis, and it is to the 
descriptions that you should really pay attention. The following selections will tell 
you more than I ever could.
Select descriptions of Hell
Sura 4:55-56
6ahannam is a sufficient blaze.
Those who do not believe in Our signs
14 Q. 26:90-91; on Hell see also Q. 89:23.
15 Saqar, apparently a proper name for Hell, is mentioned in Q. 54:48 and in Q. 74: 26, 27 and 42-
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-  We shall roast them in a fire: 
every time their skins are consumed
We shall give them [new] skins in exchange, 
that they may taste the torment.
Sura 9:34-35
Those who hoard gold and silver 
and do not spend it in God’s way
-  give them the tidings of a painful torment,
On the day when [the gold and silver] will be heated up in the fire of 6ahannam 
and their foreheads, sides and backs will be branded with them:
‘This is what you hoarded for yourselves.
Taste what you have been hoarding.’
Sura 18:29
We have prepared for the wrong-doers a fire, 
whose pavilion encloses them.
If they ask for showers of rain,
they will receive showers of water like molten copper 
which will roast their faces.
How evil a drink; how evil a resting-place.
Sura 22:19-22
Those who disbelieve
~ garments of fire are cut for them,
and boiling water will be poured over their heads,
By which their skins and what is in their bellies will be melted;
And for them are hooked iron rods.
Whenever, in their anguish, they want to come out of it, 
they are returned to it:
‘And taste the torment of the burning.’
$ura 23:103-108
And those whose balances are light
-  those are the ones who lose their souls, 
remaining for ever in Gahannam.
The Fire scorches their faces, and they are grim in it.
‘Were not M y revelations recited to you?
And did you not deny their truth?’
They will say, ‘Our Lord, our wretchedness prevailed over us, 
and we were a people who strayed.
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Our Lord, bring us out of it.
If we [then] revert, we shall be wrong-doers.’
He will say, ‘Go away into it, and do not speak to me.’
Sura 33:64-68
God has cursed the unbelievers and prepared a Blaze for them.
They will remain in it for ever;
and they will find no protector or helper.
On the day when their faces are turned over in the Fire, 
they will say, ‘Would that we had obeyed God 
and obeyed His messenger!’
And they will say, ‘Our Lord, 
we obeyed chiefs and our great men, 
and they led us astray from the way.
Our Lord, give them double torment and curse them with a great curse.’ 
Sura 35:36-37
Those who are ungrateful will have the fire of Gahannam.
They will not be done with and die,
and there will be no alleviation for them of its punishment.
Thus We recompense every ungrateful one.
There they shout, ‘Our Lord, take us out.
We shall do right, not what we used to do.’
‘Did We not give you life long enough
for those who would receive a reminder to be reminded,
when a warner had come to you?
So taste.
The wrong-doers will have no helper.’
Sura 37:62-63
Is this better as hospitality or the tree of az-Zaqqum.}
We have appointed it as a trial for the wrong-doers.
It is a tree that comes out of the root of Hell.
Its spathes are like the heads of devils.
• They eat of it and fill their bellies from it.
Then on top of it they will have a brew of scalding water.
Then their return will be to Hell.
Sura 38:55-64
But for the transgressors there will be an evil resort:
6ahannam, in which they will roast.
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How evil a resting-place.
This
-  so let them taste it -  
and scalding water and pus,
And other things of the same kind, in pairs.
This is a troop rushing in with you.
There is no welcome for them.
They will roast in the Fire.’
They say, ‘No. It is you for whom there is no welcome.
You prepared this for us.
How evil is the abode.’
They say, ‘Our Lord, give a double torment in the Fire 
to those who prepared this for us.’
And they say, ‘How is it that we do not see 
men whom we counted amongst the wicked?
Did we take them as a laughing-stock?
Or have our eyes missed them?’
That is true
-  the wrangling of the people of the Fire.
■W 50:30
~ The day when We shall say to Gahannam,
Have you been filled?’,
and it will say, ‘Are there still more?’
St*ra 56 
(«) 41-44
And the companions of the left 
(what are the companions of the left?)
Among searing wind and scalding water,
And shadow of black smoke,
Not cold nor kind.
(*) 49-56
Say, ‘The ancients and the later ones
Will be gathered together to the appointed time of a known day. 
Then, O you who go astray and deny,
You will eat of trees of Zaqqum,
Filling your bellies from them,
And drinking scalding water on top of that,
Drinking as does a camel desperate with thirst.’
That will be their hospitality on the Day of Judgement.
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(c) 92-94
But if he is one of those who deny the truth and go astray, 
[His] hospitality will be of scalding water 
And the roasting of Hell.
Sura. 67:5-11
We have prepared for them the torment of the Blaze.
For those who do not believe in the Lord 
there is the torment of 6ahannam, 
and evil is the journeying.
When they are flung into it,
they hear a roaring from it as it boils,
It almost bursts asunder with rage.
Whenever a troop is cast into it,
its keepers ask them, ‘Did no warner come to you?’
They say, ‘Yes, a warner came to us, 
but we thought him a liar and said,
“God has revealed nothing.
You are merely in great error”.’
And they say, ‘Had we listened or understood,
we would not have been among the companions of the Blaze.’
So they acknowledge their sin.
Away with the companions of the Blaze.
Sura 69:25-37
But as for him who is given his record in his left hand, 
he will say, ‘Would that I had not been given my record,
And did not know my reckoning,
Would that it had been the end.
M y wealth has been of no avail to me.
M y authority has gone from me.’
‘Take him, and fetter him.
Then roast him in Hell-fire
Then insert him into a chain whose length is seventy cubits. 
He used not to believe in God, the Mighty,
Nor did he urge the feeding of the destitute.
To-day he has no friend here,
Nor any food except filth,
Which none but the sinners eat.’
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S“ra 78:21-30
Hell is truly an ambush,
A resort for the insolent,
In which they will linger for ages,
In which they will taste neither cool nor drink,
Except scalding water and pus:
A recompense fit for them.
They were not expecting a reckoning 
And they denied the truth of Our signs.
Everything we have numbered in a document.
So taste.
The only increase We shall give you will be in punishment.
S»ra 87:12-13
The one who will roast in the great fire,
In which he will neither die nor live.
Sura 88:4-7
They will roast in a burning fire,
They will be given a drink from a scalding spring.
The only food they will have is of thorn shrub,
Which does not nourish and is of no avail against hunger.
104:5-9
What can give you knowledge of what the insatiable is?
-  The fire of God, kindled,
Which rises over the hearts [of men].
It is closed over them 
In outstretched columns.
Select descriptions of Paradise
Sura 3:15
Say, ‘Shall I tell you of something better than that?’
For those who fear God,
there are gardens with their Lord,
through which rivers flow,
in which they will remain for ever;




Those who believe and do righteous deeds
-  We shall admit them to the gardens, 
through which rivers flow,
in which they will remain for ever 
and in which they will have pure spouses, 
and We shall admit them to dense shade.
(b) 124
Those who do good works, whether male or female, 
and are believers
-  they will enter the Garden
and will not be wronged one speck.
Sura 9:72
God has promised the believers, male and female, 
gardens through which rivers flow, 
in which they will remain for ever, 
and good dwellings in the Gardens of Eden; 
and God’s approval is greater.
Sura 10:9-10
Those who believe and do righteous works, 
their Lord guides them by their faith.
Rivers will flow beneath them in the gardens of bliss. 
Their call there will be, ‘Glory be to You, O God’; 
and their greeting there, ‘Peace’; 
and the conclusion of their call will be,
‘Praise belongs to God, Lord of created beings.’
Sura 13:20-24
-  Those who fulfil God’s covenant 
and do not violate the agreement,
And who join what God has commanded to be joined 
and fear their Lord and are afraid of the evil reckoning, 
And who are patient in seeking the face of their Lord 
and perform prayer
and spend from that which We have provided for them, 
secretly [or] in public, 
and avert evil with good,
-  those will have the sequel of the abode:
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Gardens of Eden, which they will enter,
together with those of their forefathers and spouses and offspring who are 
righteous.
The angels w ill go in through every gate to see them, [saying]:
‘Peace be upon you because you were patient.
Excellent is the sequel of the abode.’
$ura 18:31
Those will have the gardens of Eden, 
through which rivers flow.
There they will be adorned with bracelets of gold, 
and will wear green garments made of silk and brocade, 
reclining there on couches.
How good a reward; how fine a resting-place.
W  29:58
Those who believe and do righteous deeds
-  We shall lodge them in lofty rooms in the garden, 
through which rivers flow.
They will remain there for ever.
Excellent is the reward of those who labour.
^ ra  37:40-61
This will not be the case with the sincere servants of God
-  They will have a known provision:
Fruits; and they will be honoured
In the gardens of bliss,
On couches, facing one another.
And a cup from a spring will be passed round among them,
Clear and sparkling, 
a delight to those who drink,
In which there is no headache,
nor do they become intoxicated from it.
And with them are women of modest glances, 
with lustrous eyes,
As if they were hidden eggs.
They will draw near to one another, asking each other questions.
One of them says, ‘I had a comrade,
Who would say,
“Are you one of those who believe [the message]?
When we are dead and become dust and bones,
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shall we be judged”?’
[Another] says, ‘W ill you look down?’
He looks down and sees him in the midst of Hell.
He says, ‘By God, you almost destroyed me.
But for the blessing of my Lord 
I would have been one of those brought [into Hell],
Do we really not die,
Except for our first death, 
and shall we not be punished?
This is truly the mighty triumph.
For the like of this let the workers work.’
Sura 43:68-73
‘M y servants, today there is no fear on you 
nor will you grieve,
[You] who believed in Our signs 
and were people who surrendered,
Enter the Garden, you and your wives.
You will be treated with honour.
Trays of gold and goblets will be brought round to them, 
and in it there is what their souls desire 
and their eyes find pleasant.
You will remain in it for ever.
This is the Garden which you have been given as an inheritance 
in return for what you used to do.
In it there is abundant fruit, of which you may eat.
Sura 47:15
The likeness of the Garden which the god-fearing have been promised:
in it there are rivers of water whose taste remains pure;
and rivers of milk whose taste does not go sour;
and rivers of wine, a pleasure for those who drink;
and rivers of purest honey;
in it they will have some of every kind of fruit
and forgiveness from their Lord.
Sura 52:17-28
But the god-fearing will be in gardens and bliss,
Rejoicing in what their Lord has given them
-  their Lord has protected them from the punishment of Hell.
‘Eat and drink what is wholesome,
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as a recompense for what you used to do;’
Reclining on couches placed in rows.
And We shall pair them with maidens with dark, lustrous eyes.
Those who believe and whose seed follows them in belief,
We shall join their seed with them,
and We shall not deprive them of any of their work.
Every man will be pledged for what he has earned.
We shall provide for them fruit and meat, 
as much as they desire.
There they will pass to one another a cup.
There there is no idle chatter nor any imputation.
And youths circle them, waiting on them, 
as if they were hidden pearls.
And they go round to one another, 
asking each other questions,
They say, ‘Before [this] we always used to be fearful concerning our family, 
But God has been gracious to us
and protected us against the punishment of the burning heat.
Before [this] we used to pray to Him.
He is the Kind, the Compassionate.’
St*ra 56:11-40
They are those brought near,
In gardens of bliss,
A throng of the ancients 
And a few from the later ones,
On woven couches,
Reclining on them, facing one another;
Immortal youths go round amongst them,
With goblets and ewers and a cup from a spring,
From which they do not suffer headaches nor are they intoxicated,
And with whatever fruit they choose,
And with whatever fowl they desire,
And maidens with dark, lustrous eyes,
Like hidden pearls,
A recompense for what they have done.
They hear neither idle chatter there nor imputations,
But only the saying, ‘Peace, Peace.’
The companions of the right
(what are the companions of the right?)
Among the thornless sidr-trees,
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Not cut off nor forbidden,
And raised couches.
We have produced them 
And made them virgins,
Loving, well-matched,
For the companions of the right,
A throng of the ancients,
And a throng of the later ones.
Sura 76:12-22
Fie has recompensed them for their patience with a garden and silk; 
They recline there on couches 
and see neither sun nor cold.
Close over them are its shades, 
and its fruit-clusters are lowered.
Cups of silver are brought round to them in turn, 
vessels of glass,
Glass [set in] silver, which they have measured;
There they are given a drink in a cup, 
whose mixture is Zangabil,
A spring there, named Salsabil.
Immortal youths circle amongst them,
-  when you see them, you will consider them to be scattered pearls. 
When you see them, then you see bliss and a great kingdom.
The clothes they wear will be of green silk and brocade,
and they are adorned with bracelets of silver;
and their Lord gives them a pure draught to drink.
‘This is a reward for you, and your striving is thanked.’
Sura 78:31-36
For the god-fearing there will be a refuge:
Gardens and vineyards,
And maidens as companions,
And an overflowing cup,
Where they will not hear idle chatter nor claims of falsehood
-  A recompense from your Lord, a gift, a reckoning.
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Sura 88:10-16
In a high garden,
Where they hear no idle chatter,
Where there is a flowing spring,
Where there are raised couches,
And goblets set ready,
And cushions placed in rows,
And carpets spread out.
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ISLAMIC PARADISE IN A CHRISTIAN CONTEXT 
THE CEILING OF THE CAPPELLA PALATINA IN PALERMO, SICILY
Tom Klobe 
U niversity o f  H awaii at Manoa, H onolulu
Aloha from paradise. It seems especially appropriate for someone who lives in 
Hawaii to speak on the subject of heavenly gardens. Supposedly I live in one. I, 
however, did not come to Hungary to talk about heavenly gardens in Hawaii. I came 
to talk about a garden of paradise on another island, the island of Sicily. But first, we 
M'ght ask, what is there about islands? Especially those in a warm setting? Do islands 
by their very separation from landmasses imply an escape? Do they also become a 
Arrogate for that virtual paradise in the sky?
This paper considers the ceiling of the 12th century Cappella Palatina in Palermo, 
S'c*ly. Since I beg in  research on the Cappella Palatina two questions have interested 
Me. First, what is the provenance of the artists who constructed and painted this 
sPectacular ceiling? Second, what does this ceiling represent?
In the absence of written documentation regarding the first question, scholars have 
Suggested that the artists were brought to Sicily from Fatimid Egypt. In fact, the 
Paintings in the Cappella Palatina have come to define the Fatimid style. Other 
Scholars, again based on style, have argued that the artists came from cAbbasid 
Mesopotamia. Still others propose a North African origin.
Some scholars have suggested the consideration of an alternative origin, that the 
artists were indigenous to Sicily and that the ceiling represents a survival of a type 
construction and ornamentation that adorned the palaces of the Muslim princes 
°f S ic i ly .  By establishing the background of Muslim and Norman rule in Sicily, it 
May be possible to understand why the artists could have been Sicilian and, likewise, 
might understand the complex meanings of the ceiling paintings.
Sicily is strategically located almost centrally in the Mediterranean Sea. It is a 
stePping stone between Europe and Africa -  between the Christian and Muslim 
^°flds. The island of Sicily was celebrated for its lushness until the 19th century. No 
^°ubt this contributed to it being just the kind of escape spoken of earlier -  an 
e'Scape for the Greeks, the Romans, the Byzantines, the Muslims, the Normans, and 
Mnumerable other European peoples.
For two and a half centuries, from the 9th through 11th centuries, the Muslims 
'Vere in control of Sicily. By the early 8th century C.E., the Arabs had established 
r^ e all along the African coast facing Sicily. They began their first full-scale incursion 
'Mo Sicily in 827. Palermo was conquered in 831 and soon the western region of the 
lsland called Val de Mazara became predominantly Muslim. By 902 the Muslims con- 
'Mered all of Sicily.
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Their rule was immensely constructive and they developed an intellectually alert 
cultural life. They introduced citrus trees, sugar cane, cotton, flax, and date-palms 
into Sicily and under them the island became the richest prize in the Mediterranean’ 
Tolerance marked Muslim rule and in the 9th century Palermo became one of the 
world’s great centres of scholarship and art. When Ibn Hawqal visited Sicily in the 
10th century he found 300 mosques in Palermo. He was amazed at the affluence and 
intellectual life of the city. Unfortunately, today, other than the written accounts of 
travellers of the time, almost no physical evidence of the Muslim period in Sicily 
survives.
In 1061, with a handful of knights, the Norman Count Roger de Hauteville seized 
Messina. By 1091 he had gained control of the entire island. Upon his death in ll®
1 Roger’s widow served as regent for her eight-year old son who died two years later- 
She continued her regency until 1111 in the name of her second son, Roger II, who 
came to be the most illustrious of the Norman kings of Sicily. His reign was marked 
by order and prosperity. The Muslims, Greeks, and Latin Christians were allowed 
freedom of worship and each community was largely governed by its own code. A 
harmonious synthesis of three civilizations, Latin, Byzantine, and Muslim, permeated 
all aspects of life and produced a unique culture of exceptional brilliance.
Roger grew up in Palermo in an atmosphere that was decidedly not Norman but 
one that was primarily Greek and Muslim. His studies and the affairs of state were 
conducted in Greek and Arabic as well as Latin. The inscription on the palace sundial 
is in three languages, Latin, Greek and Arabic. However, it is Muslim in spirit f°r 
it invokes Allah’s help for the ruler’s long life and the support of his rule. The date 
is according to the Muslim era. With this cosmopolitan background it becomes easy 
to see why Roger’s court took on the particular Eastern flavour it did and why he 
has been termed the “baptised sultan” (Norwich 1967:280-294). He was reputed t0 
have a harem, and the luxuriousness of his palace and court could compare with 
those of the Byzantine emperors of Constantinople or the Muslim caliphs. As in the 
East, the pomp and splendour were calculated to impress, for Roger intended to be 
looked upon as a divine king whose authority came from God. The account of the 
historian Albert of Aix who witnessed the arrival of Roger’s mother when she 
arrived in the Holy Land to marry King Baldwin of Jerusalem attests to the great 
wealth and craftsmanship of Sicily. She had sailed the Mediterranean amidst 3 
splendour the world had not seen since the days of Cleopatra.
She had with her two triremes, each with five hundred warriors and seven 
ships carrying gold, silver, purple, and great quantities of precious stones and 
magnificent vestments, to say nothing of weapons, cuirasses, swords, helmets, 
shields blazing with gold and all other accoutrements of war such as are em­
ployed by mighty princes for the service and defence of their ships. The vessel 
on which the great lady had elected to travel was ornamented with a mast 
gilded with the purest gold, which glinted from afar in the sunlight, and the
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prow and the poop of this vessel, similarly covered with gold and silver and 
worked by skilful craftsmen, were wonderful to behold. And on one of the 
seven ships were the Saracen archers, most stalwart men clothed in resplendent 
garments of great price, all destined as gifts to the King-such men as had no 
superiors in their art in the whole land of Jerusalem (Norwich 1967:287-288). 
The Cappella Palatina at Palermo was built by the Norman king, Roger II, in 
1140. It is a heterogeneous structure combining the traditions, talents and 
Workmanship of the people who had inhabited the island of Sicily before conquest 
by the Normans. Structurally it combines a Latin basilica plan with a Byzantine 
Central plan. The nave, in the form of a colonnaded basilica, connects with a 
three-apsed sanctuary with a domed central section. Despite the pronounced 
'ndividuality of both sections, great care was taken to link them together both 
structurally and in the decoration to create a harmonious whole. The sanctuary and 
nave walls were decorated with mosaics of Byzantine origin, and wooden ceilings, 
instructed and painted by Islamic artisans, cover the nave and aisles.
The two side aisles have angled ceilings with descending ribs and are relatively flat 
V  comparison to the main ceiling (Photo 1). The ceiling in the central nave consists 
°f two rows of ten octagonal stars with interstitial hanging stalactite vaulting which 
f°rrns a complex three dimensional ensemble of coffered niches. A description of the 
instruction methods has not been found but a fragment of wooden stalactites of un­
known Sicilian provenance and photographed in 1973 in San Giovanni degli Eremiti 
(later moved to the Palazzo Abitellis) may shed significant light on the construction 
the ceiling (Photo 2). The fragment is a series of vertical beams carved into niches 
at the bottom that are wedged within a framework. On the ceiling of the Cappella 
^alatina the hundreds of small surfaces created by this architectural extravagance are 
Painted with a marvellous harmony of colour. Inscriptions in Arabic, which are also 
Muslim in spirit, outline the octagonal star forms, while geometric designs and 
arabesques cover the ribbed interstices between niches. Within the niches is an 
a^Undance of animal motifs and figural representations.
It seems likely that the ceiling represents a heavenly garden-an architectural 
êpiction of the gardens that were built by the Muslim rulers of Sicily and which 
'Vere emulated and constructed, in turn, by the Normans. This is both a depiction 
°f a real garden and an Islamic vision of paradise similar to those that probably 
°rnarnented the Muslim palaces of Sicily.
The garden and its connotation with paradise is an entirely reasonable image of 
heavenly bliss in lands where water and the shade of trees are a welcome relief amidst 
r°cks, desiccated plains, and withered vegetation. The garden serves as a promise of 
Paradise and shows the pathway to heaven. For the Muslims who had crossed the
Mediterranean from the desert wastes of North Africa and the Middle East, the 
garden, and possibly the entire island of Sicily, with its valued supplies of water and 
Vegetation was an expression of God’s bounty.
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The ceiling also serves to verify and authenticate the rule of Roger II. In an effort 
to enhance his political power, Roger had Muslim artists represent the Islamic image 
of paradise in the palace chapel in the same manner that Muslim rulers, as a means 
of political and religious validation, used lavish evocations of the world to come in 
their own material world.
Islamic art has the ability to be simultaneously worldly and religious. In the same 
way that the caliph and the Norman prince were both rulers of earth and the highest 
representatives of heaven on earth (Gelfer-Jorgensen 1986:178), the ceiling of the 
Cappella Palatina can logically be concerned both with life on earth and with the life 
to come.
Because in Islam there is a propensity toward symbolic thought, the ceiling of the 
Cappella Palatina may serve as a visual representation of the written word th a t 
describes the heavenly garden as found in Islamic literature and also in the Q u r ’ an. 
The octagonal stars (Photo 3) so integral to the ceiling’s construction, may serve as 
an allusion to the firmament and the inner medallion may be similar to the domes 
of mosques or the sunburst medallions {samsa) that decorate the pages of illuminated 
manuscripts and symbolize the vault of heaven, but more importantly, the c e n t r a l  
unity of God.
The paintings on the Cappella Palatina ceiling, with their wealth of figurative and 
animal imagery set amidst a profusion of vegetal arabesques, not only portray the 
pleasures of this world, but also the next. The paintings are both literal and symbolic 
depictions of paradise. Here the concepts of the earthly court, with its pleasurable 
gardens, and heavenly paradise are combined. The paintings on the ceiling emphasize 
the fact that the pleasures of the next world are not unlike those of this world, f°f 
as A. Kevin Reinhart states, heavenly pleasures are only heightened and cleansed of 
imperfection (Blair and Bloom 1991:21).
In essence the ceiling is a visual representation of Islamic lyric poetry that unveils 
multiple levels of meaning (Photo 4). Thus, the ubiquitous cupbearer in royal iconO' 
graphy can be interpreted as a symbol of the power of the earthly sovereign and a 
desire for paradise. Mystical poetry of the Islamic world often likens union with the 
divine to the state of intoxication. This should not be construed as a state of 
drunkenness, but more a state of ecstasy with God. For the mystics “wine is the 
truth or their mystical experience. The lyrical terms of profane love are used 
symbolically to express exalted emotions of divine love and gnosticism. The b e lo v ed  
is God; the cupbearer is their spiritual leader” (Ullah 1963:xiii).
Musicians, hu rts , and male attendants accompany the wine drinkers (Photo 5)- 
Music, like wine, is part of the vision of paradise -  a vision also inhabited by 
fantastic female companions and beautiful serving youths. The great 13th century 
historian Ibn Haldun wrote that the sounds of music arouse pleasure and emotion 
in the soul (Ibn Haldun, M uqaddima 330). The Sufi Abu Hafs as-Suhrawardl, who 
lived in 12th century Persia, held that for gnostics listening to music brought
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contemplation, but for the spiritually perfect, music allowed God to reveal Himself 
unveiled (Gelfer-Jorgensen 1986:109). Thus, we need to consider the fact that the 
delusion of themes of music on the Cappella Palatina ceiling not only reflects 
physical reality but, at the same time, reinforces a more elevated and spiritual 
leaning.
The representations of the courtly banquet with their accompanying indulgences 
°f music and pleasurable companions constitute both a concrete illustration and an 
abstract one. Closely related to this theme are numerous depictions of the hunt and 
the many attendant activities associated with it (Photo 6). The splendour of the royal 
hunt, a major theme of much Islamic literature, contains both literal and mystical 
Meanings. As in literature, scenes of the hunt and animals, while conceptually 
connected to the courtly theme by representing the popular pastimes of the Islamic 
and Norman rulers, metaphorically represent the lover’s pursuit of the beloved and 
the soul’s search for paradise and the divine.
Animal combat scenes are a motif on the Cappella Palatina ceiling (Photo 7). 
Gelfer-Jorgensen proposes an interesting explanation of this theme, that the combat 
motif must be interpreted “positively”, that the animal which is pursued and slain is 
also in possession of positive characteristics which are transferred to the stronger 
animal. Again a dual symbolism may be present on the Cappella ceiling. One is re­
presentative of royal power in which the forces of nature are transmitted to the 
Prince; the other, a kind of magical power having a cosmic-divine nature (Gelfer-Jor- 
gensen 1986:118-119).
The theme of animal combat along with the profusion of animal and bird motifs 
°n the ceiling stems from a tradition of symbolism associated with animals in the 
Pre-Islamic art of the Middle East. Their symbolic value was not lost with the advent 
°f Islam. Instead their original significance was often absorbed into Islamic art. 
Confronted birds flanking trees, with their reference to the tree-of-life, have long 
keen a symbol of paradise and eternity in the Middle East. The peacock came to be 
associated with the soul and eternal life and continued in Islamic art as a symbol of 
'^m ortality often associated with the enthroned prince.
Trees, flowers, and vines complete the vision of the heavenly garden and the 
Promise of paradise. The highly sought abundance of the earthly environment 
became a powerful image of heaven for Muslims who lived in the hostile extremes 
°f the deserts. For the Muslims who inhabited Sicily for 250 years prior to the 
Borman conquest the island itself was an oasis, but the existence of the Cappella 
Palatina ceiling points to an Islamic architectural tradition in Sicily that unfortunately 
n° longer survives. It seems likely that Roger II had Muslim artists fabricate a ceiling 
111 his palace chapel that constitutes a type of construction and painted iconography 
^tth its symbolic and Islamic meaning of representing heaven, that existed in the 
Palatial residences of the Muslim rulers of Sicily before the Norman takeover (Photo 
)̂- It is entirely appropriate that Roger II would have the ceiling of his royal chapel
i
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crowned with a similar depiction of heaven. Certainly the power of its significance 
coincided with his own religious and political agenda and served to reinforce His 
personal dominion over his people who embraced three distinct cultures: Latin 
Christian, Byzantine, and Muslim.
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Photo 1. Ceiling, Cappella Palatina
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Photo 2. Wooden squinches, provenance unknown
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Photo 3. Octagonal star, ceiling, Cappella Palatina
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Photo 5. Musician
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Photo 6. Royal hunt
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Photo 7. Anim al combat
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Photo 8. Palace fountain
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PARADISE AND HELL IN MUSLIM PHILOSOPHY
To discuss concepts of paradise and hell, or, on a more general plane, of reward 
and punishment in Muslim philosophy, especially in that of Ibn Sina, one will have 
to examine the question of whether it was possible to integrate the religious idea of 
reward and punishment into the system of philosophy, and if so, how reward and 
Punishment were understood and explained from the point of view of philosophy.
1. In Greek philosophy psychology was part of physics; consequently, their views 
°n the soul were set forth within their general theory on nature. In this context I 
will refer only to three of them here.
A. Epicurus writes in his letter to Herodotus that “the next thing to see -  
referring it to the sensations and feelings, since that will provide the strongest 
c°nfirmation -  is that soul is a fine structured body diffused through the whole 
aggregate, most strongly resembling wind with a certain blending of heat, and 
resembling wind in some respects but heat in others”1.
Epicurus propounds the theory that the soul is corporeal, and consists of fine 
atoms. It is the corporeal nature of the soul that results in “its ability to interact with 
k°dy and to be affected jointly with it”2. At death the atoms of both body and soul 
^ill be dispersed. This means that the soul does not outlive the body; consequently, 
ln the Epicurean school there is no speaking of the eternal happiness or suffering of 
'•he soul in the world to come.
B. Plato describes the soul as the “oldest of all created things” and “older than all 
Created things” (Plato, Laws 969 A and 967 D). In another passage he says that the 
s°ul was created before the body (Plato, Laws 896 B). All these passages suggest that 
'he soul is an independent entity different from the body. This independent entity 
ls prior to the body, eternal and self-moving (Plato, Phaedrus 245 C-E; Guthrie 1979: 
^6-367; Maroth 2002:332-333). The body is only an instrument of the soul (Plato, 
Alcibiades I, 130 C).
These words suggest that the soul is responsible for all deeds committed by a 
hving being. To put it briefly: if it is always the soul that bears responsibility for the
1 Epicurus, L etter to  H erodotu s in: Diogenes Laertius, Vitae X, 63; Long & Sedley 1989-90: I, 64, II,
65.
2 Epicurus, L etter to  H erodotus, in: Diogenes Laertius, Vitae X, 71; Lucretius, D e r e ru m  na tu ra  III.
'•*6-176.
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actions of the body, then it must be the subject of reward and punishment. In Plato’s 
dualistic philosophy, if the soul is eternal, it must get both reward and punishment 
in the next world. This idea explains why Plato (Menon 81 C-D) came to the idea of 
the transmigration of souls: the human soul affected by sins in this earthly life should 
be purified after its separation from the body. The purification process lasts for a 
long period of time, during which the sinful soul transmigrates into the bodies of 
beings of lower and lower ranks. The sufferings endured in these changing forms 
contribute to the purification of the soul from the sins committed in human life-
C. Aristotle says that all beings in the sublunar world consist of two basic 
elements: matter and form. The form of living beings is their soul. This hylomorphic 
theory of psychology presupposes that, in human beings, both form and matter, soul 
and body come to be together at the same time, and in the same way the disintegra- 
tion of a human being means the corruption of his soul and body at the same time- 
In Aristotle’s theory, form and matter cannot exist independently from each other- 
The only exception is the human intellect {nous), which remains eternal (Aristotle, 
De g en era tion e an im a lium  736 b 16-29).
Aristotle’s vague remarks on the immortality of nous do not permit us to dra^ 
any conclusion about its fate in the other world. Perhaps it is not a mistaken inter- 
pretation of Aristotle’s psychology to come to the view that he denied all kinds of 
reward and punishment in the world to come. Good moral conduct resulted in a 
happy life in this earthly life.
This short survey of three different views is enough to suggest that on the basis 
of either an atomistic and materialistic or a hylomorphic theory one will not be led 
to any speculation about the ultimate happiness of human beings. Its necessary 
presupposition is the Platonic notion of the eternity of soul.
2. After these preliminary remarks, let us turn to Ibn Siná. In the light of what 
has been said so far, one will have to examine the definition of soul given by 
Siná.
Writing on the soul, Ibn Slna says that “it is not a body, but it is a part of a° 
animal and a plant, it is a form or like a form, it is like perfection”3. In the foilo^ ' 
ing passages Ibn Slna explains the meaning of these concepts and the nature of their 
connections in terms of Aristotelian philosophy. As a result of this terminological 
investigation he comes to the conclusion that “soul is a substance, because it is 3 
form”4. Pointing out that according to Aristotelian philosophy this statement is a 
tautology, he calls attention to the way the soul exists in the body. In his comment'
3 Ibn Siná, Nafs 6.12-13:
JLttüLS ji jl .CjLâJIj  ¿ 1 I I a. i LjuJuJI *-*
4 Ibn Slna, Nafs 8.11:
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ary on the Categories, he tries to distinguish between various meanings of si/a. The 
third meaning is the following: the characterized thing is taken as something the 
essence of which was established, but its characteristic feature is not attached to it like 
an external accident, but belongs to its normal condition. The example of this kind
sifa is form as connected with matter (Ibn Slna, Maqulat 18-19). Form does not 
belong to the concept or essence of matter, but matter never exists without form.
Returning to psychology and its functionalistic explanation, one can see how Ibn 
S*na applies this logical doctrine to the examination of the essence of the soul. If soul 
as form can never exist without body, it is only a property {sifa) of matter. To put
11 m other words: the soul has an existence independent from matter. Soul as form 
does not exist in matter as in substratum. This means that form and soul have separ- 
ate existences; and consequently they should be considered as separate {mufariq) sub- 
dances5. In this sense, soul and body are two separate substances in Ibn Slna’s 
Philosophy, as was taught by Plato as well.
In addition to these considerations, there are some souls existing as separate souls 
ln the intelligible world, not as forms in bodies. This fact is a further evidence for 
lhe conclusion that has just been drawn above6.
Some elements of this reasoning are not alien to Aristotelian philosophy, although 
’•he classification of attributes {si/at) as propounded by Ibn Slna is not known to me 
from Aristotle’s books. However, the result of Ibn Sina’s analysis of the status of 
s°ul as form in body is a Platonic dualism tantamount to the view that a living being 
ls the connection of two substances (a material and a formal one) existing separately 
r̂°m each other.
In a living body, the functionalist explanation of Aristotelian psychology ascribes 
§rowth, nutrition, procreation and other capacities to the soul, although the soul 
Cannot produce these and similar actions without the body. These functions of the 
s°ul are carried out by the body. In this respect the body is an instrument of the 
s°ul, as Ibn Sina puts it7. Body as an instrument of soul is a well-known Platonic 
Vlew, as mentioned in the introduction (Taylor 1949:Ch. 3; Plato, A lcibiades I, 130 
)̂- This view implies that the soul has to take responsibility for all the actions of 
human beings.
To put it in other words: soul as an immaterial, simple substance must have 
i lcrnal existence; consequently, it can be the subject of reward and punishment in the 
other world, provided every individual human being has an individual soul.
Ibn Siná, Nufs 9.13-18: o“”-j ^ (_>*«.á.‘» 0^  uM1
6 Ibn Slna, Nafs 9.13-18:
7 Ibn Sina, Nafs 10.16-19: S U ^ J I  J U - i i  J j l í j  í j  . ...?  II J j l  J U S  ... II i
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This philosophical teaching is in harmony with the requirements of the Muslim 
faith so far. The next problem is that of tracing the source of Ibn Sina’s psychological 
doctrine. The system of psychology set forth by Ibn Sina is similar to that of 
Plotinus in many respects. Plotinus, too, accepted Aristotle’s functionalist view of 
soul, but at the same time he restored the Platonic dualism, as one can see in the case 
of Ibn Sina as well. Plotinus said that our human soul comes from the world-soul and 
after our death returns to it8. In this monopsychic theory, followed later by 
Averroes too, one cannot speak of reward and punishment.
The possible problem emerging from the doctrine of the world-soul was adressed 
by Ibn Sina by reliance on the theory of prin cip ium  ind iv idua tion is developed by 
Aristotle and set forth later by Plotinus.
Ibn Sina says in his al-Mabda’ wa-l-macd d  that the human intellect comes to be 
together with the human body at the same time. Soul is an immaterial substance; 
consequently, it is one species, i. e . all souls are identical in their specific nature. 1° 
the M etaphysics he says that the intelligible natures existing without matter cannot be 
many in number9, as opposed to the human souls. The latter cannot exist without 
matter, and this explains why they differ in number. Their multitude is either 3 
consequence of different accidents existing on the same essence, or of different 
material they are embodied in. The first option is impossible; and consequently the 
difference of human souls is due to bodies. If souls different in number come to be 
together with different bodies, then each one of the souls will have a separate essence- 
The different material forms they assume result in the various individual character 
of the human souls10. In the Metaphysics Ibn Sina repeats the same view: the natures 
not standing in need of matter for their subsistence cannot be many in number. They 
form a unity in species as well as in number. A nature of this kind can become many 
neither due to its differences appearing on its essence, nor due to its material or t° 
the accidents pertaining to the material. If dissimilarity is due to accidents inherent 
in the essence, then the multitude will not be different in respect of the species. **
K Plotinus, E nneades IV, 9, 2; cf. Blumenthal 1976, Armstrong 1971 and 1976.
1 Ibn Siná, I lá h iyya t I, 207:
Jj ¿.O U-i {S'*-*-*! ¿1 i_r“ ^ ^  E1"* Lo ^
• lA l̂j UiU ^
10 Ibn Sina, M abda’ 107-108:
,_j“ n \V1 ^  n IjLA ¿1  I J  J  1/1 ¡1 ll j  ..l'lV I (_,!! il'tVI _̂ j|j l_3 L^_l 1 J  j  ' í V- V  '1 L -̂fl ̂  \  I ,
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dissimilarity is due to accidents not inherent in essence, then it occurs because the 
essence is embodied in matter11.
The souls of Zaid and cAmr are different in number in consequence of the 
difference of their bodies. In this way monopsychism was refuted.
Taking these teachings as a starting point, Ibn Sina easily refutes the Platonic 
doctrine of the transmigration of souls. If one takes into consideration what has just 
keen said above about the simultaneous genesis of body and soul, one can immediate­
ly realise the impossibility of the transmigration of souls: it would mean that a body 
has two souls, one of which came to be with the body, while the other came from 
another body through the process of transmigration.
Two souls in one body is an evidently false assumption; consequently, the 
doctrine of transmigration should be rejected (Ibn Sina, M abda’ 108-109).
The denial of this Platonic doctrine implies the establishment of the new doctrine 
°f a unique, eternal and responsible soul.
The responsibility of the one soul is underlined by the adaptation of another 
^atonic doctrine. According to Plato, soul and body are in continuous conflict. For 
Ibn Sina this view is the starting-point of further speculations. In some conflicts -  as 
he says in A l-mabda’ wa-l-macd d  -  the soul can overcome the resistance of the body, 
*n some other ones the soul has to surrender. If the soul is victorious in the majority 
°f cases, it assumes a victorious character, if not, it assumes a submissive, obedient 
°ne. A victorious soul can always overcome the material temptations, whereas a 
submissive soul is defenceless in the face of bodily temptations.
Happiness of soul -  as far as the soul is considered in itself -  consists in becoming 
Part of the intelligible world, but as far as it is united with the body, its happiness 
c°nsists in being submissive (Ibn Sina, M abda’ 110).
In the following passages, Ibn Sina explains that pleasure does not consist in 
having a perfection (kamdl), but in the action of that perfection. Every sensation of 
'■he sensitive soul is a perfection, but only the attainment of the proper object of 
sensation is pleasure.
Intellect (an-nafs an-natiqa) is the perfection of the human soul, and analogically, 
Its pleasure consists in the intellection of the Absolute Good (the first and supreme 
^eing) and the beings emanating from him (Ibn Sina, M abda’ 111).
This is essentially a doctrine set forth by Aristotle in the N icomachean Ethics. 
There one can read the following lines:
“And life is defined, in the case of animals, by the capacity for sensation; in 
the case of man, by the capacity for sensation and thought. But a capacity is
11 Ibn Siná, I lá h iy yá t 208:
d .  , , L  1 I j  ■ f- 4_uöjLc. j  1 ‘ ■“ .) 6 j *  *V II 8 ». a 1,1 i In.lJ ¿ j l  l-ol ¡_yo I _>X. VI
.ö jL a J L  ¡ j  I « "i J  l l jX .
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referred to its activity, and in this its full reality consists. It appears therefore 
that life in the full sense is sensation or thought. But life is a thing good and 
pleasant in itself, for it is definite, and definiteness is a part of the essence of 
goodness, and what is essentially good is good for the good man, and hence 
appears to be pleasant to all m en.... and to be conscious that we are perceiving 
and thinking is to be conscious that we exist .. ; and if to be conscious one is 
alive is a pleasant thing in itself (for life is a thing essentially good, and to be 
conscious that one possesses a good thing is pleasant),- and if life is desirable, 
and especially so for good men, because existence is good for them, and so 
pleasant (because they are pleased by the perception of what is intrinsically 
good) ... etc.” (Aristotle, N icomachean eth ics 1170 a 20-1170 b 5).
What Ibn Slná said about happiness was derived from this view. Aristotle, as well 
as Ibn Slná, identifies sensation and thought with life. Life is a value in itself, and 
every living being enjoys its own life. The continuous contemplation of the highest 
being -  contemplation being a thought -  means eternal life for our intellect. Life 
being a pleasure, the intellect enjoys the pleasure of eternal life. Perception and 
cognition being a pleasure, the perception and cognition of the supreme being is the 
supreme pleasure.
The continuation of the theory was inspired by Galen. Ibn Siná added that as long 
as the sensation of the proper object of sensation is happiness, the pleasure one feels 
at the sensation of the not proper object of sensation is a sign of sickness. The same 
is valid in the case of a desire for an improper object of sensation (Ibn Slná, Mabda’ 
111). A soul not longing for the knowledge of the supreme being is sick. A sick soul 
is deprived from all these real pleasures, and that is punishment.
Aristotelian psychology maintains that getting acquainted with any object of 
knowledge means that the human intellect is receptive of any form. As Aristotle puts 
it: “Soul is all existing things”12. The reception of form means the identification of 
the intellect with the form received.
This Aristotelian doctrine of intellection is the basis of Ibn SIná’s words when he 
states that the intellectual perception of the intelligible forms means that they become 
the essence of the intellect. To put it in other words: the surviving part of our soul,
i.e. our intellect -  if it has a victorious character, becoming free from the obstacles 
of our material part, getting acquainted with the purest and highest being, i.e. with 
the Absolute Good -  becomes a divine being itself, and the Absolute Good becomes 
the essence of our surviving intellect. The divine beauty will belong to our intellect- 
The Absolute Good is pleasing to the intellect, and in the procedure of intellection 
the human intellect is taking pleasure at the Absolute Good. The reception of the 
supreme being into our intellect means that our intellect will feel the same divine
12 Aristotle, D e a n im a  43 l b 20 sqq: i? i//vxy toi övtcí 7rùç k on  n a v r a .
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pleasure that is felt by the supreme being in the procedure of the intellection of his 
own essence13. This divine happiness, which we experience in the other world, is 
the reward we get for our good conduct in our earthly life (Ibn Sina, M abda’ 112- 
113).
If the fo rm a  m en tis was submissive, the soul would not be able to attain this level 
°f intellection of the Absolute Good; consequently, it would be excluded from the 
divine happiness described above, and this would mean pains for him. This is the 
Punishment in the other world that we receive for the bad deeds we committed in 
°ur earthly lives (Ibn Sina, M abda’ 112-113).
3. This is the meaning of the happiness of paradise and the suffering of hell in Ibn 
Sina’s philosophy. What Ibn Sina writes is similar to Thomas Aquinas’ opinion. In 
his Summa theologica , the latter writes as follows: u ltim a et p erfecta  beatitudo non  
potest esse nisi in v is ion e d iv in a e essentiae. This is precisely what Ibn Sina said. The 
explanation of this thesis also coincides with that of Ibn Sina: uniuscu iusque p o ten tia e  
perfectio a tten d itu r secundum  ra tion em  sui objecti. O bjectum  au tem  in tellectu s est quod  
lu id  est, id  est essentia rei .... ad  p erfectam  ig itu r b ea titud in em  requiritur, quod  
ln tellectus p ertin ga t ad  ipsam essentiam  p rim ae causae. Et sic p er fe ct ion em  suam  habebit 
Per un ion em  ad  Deum, sicu t ad  ob iectum , in quo so lo beatitudo hom in is con sistitH.
What Ibn Sina has to say about paradise and hell is different from the colourful 
description one can find in the Qur’an, thus it is beyond the limits of the orthodox 
religion. It is an abstract philosophical concept of reward and punishment. The Bible 
does not contain any description of Paradise or Hell. Thomas Aquinas adopted Ibn 
Nina’s teaching, and for lack of a Biblical description, this philosophical speculation 
about the other world -  the abstract concept of happiness, pleasures and pains -  
became the official teaching of Christendom regarding Paradise and Hell.
13 Ibn Sïnâ, M abda' 112:
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PARADISE AS A PARABLE
Rachel Milstein 
The H ebrew  U niversity, Jerusa lem
History, according to the three monotheistic religions, began with Adam’s expul­
sion from paradise. It will end when the believers among the sons of Adam return 
to paradise. Between these two extremes, one mythical and the other eschatological, 
life upon earth is considered an interim, in which humanity strives to find the way 
back to paradise. In the miserable and chaotic terrestrial world, which is the 
inversion of paradise, political and spiritual leaders are necessary in order to establish 
a shadow of paradise upon earth and to guide the believers in the right way. The 
•nstitutions of historical civilization, therefore, were ideally modeled on the image 
°f paradise, while the image of paradise dialectically reflects human experiences, 
’nstitutions, and yearnings. This dialectical relationship between two seemingly 
Opposite worlds is a leading line in the Islamic arts, both literary and visual. When 
Muslim painters started to depict mythological subjects, in the early fourteenth 
century, they were certainly acquainted with Christian illustrations of the original 
sin. But surprisingly enough, not even one Islamic illustration of the episode is 
known to us. The only painting which reflects the Christian iconography, in al- 
^ iru n i’s al-Atar al-bdqiya, is in fact an illustration of the Iranian myth of Mesa, 
Mesana and Ahriman1.
This mixture of cultural traditions fits well into a pattern of syncretism in 
Medieval Islamic literature. Depictions of the original sin are lacking in Islamic 
Painting most probably because Muslim theologians underestimated its importance. 
Instead, they stressed Adam’s regret and God’s forgiveness (Kister 1993:149-155).
Most early illustrations of paradise, in the fourteenth and the fifteenth centuries, 
are connected with the apocalyptic journey of Muhammad to heaven, the m ir a g .  Il­
lustrated accounts, called Micrag-nam e, contain detailed depictions of the Prophet’s 
Prayer in a l-m asgid  al-aqsa, his ascent through the seven heavens to the presence of 
God, and finally his visits to paradise and hell, before his return to Mecca. In the 
famous fifteenth century M i'rag-name from Herat, paradise is represented by a cosmic 
tree, a series of screens or veils, a group of domed pavilions, and black-eyed virgins 
collecting flowers in paradisiacal meadows2. In a few later and more popular versions 
°f the Muslim eschatology, the believers in paradise are seen embracing young
1 Reproduced in Arnold 1932: pi. V; Soucek 1975: fig. 4.
2 Paris, BNF, Ms. supp. turc 190, fols. 42a, 45b, 49b, 51a. Reproduced in Seguy 1977: pis. 36, 39, 42,
43.
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beauties of both sexes3. But generally speaking, this erotic aspect of paradise is rarely 
depicted.
The most recurrent and interesting symbol of heaven and of the heavenly garden 
is a gate. In the earliest known depiction of the m icrd g , in Rasid ad-Din’s &dmic at- 
taw d rih , Muhammad is seen mounted on his fabulous steed Buraq at the gate of 
heaven. An angel offers him bowls of wine, water and sour milk to choose from. The 
Prophet wisely chooses the sour milk, thus assuring that his community will follow 
the right way to paradise4. The ancient Near Eastern motif of consuming food 
during the passage from one world to another here has a new interpretation. The 
choice of milk may symbolize the idea that earthly social groupings, which are based 
on blood relations, will be replaced in paradise by “milk” relations, that are bound 
on common education or ideology, and characterize religious associations5. When 
Muhammad established his religious community, the umma, he intended it to 
supplant the pre-Islamic tribal system, thus bringing it closer to the heavenly 
paradigm. The iconography of this episode, especially the open gate of heaven, may 
reflect a Christian model of Christ descending to limbo to bring out Adam6. The 
eight gates of paradise -  abw ab a l-gindn  -  are shown and identified, together with the 
heavenly pen and the book of acts, in the upper part of a typical eschatological map 
(Fig. 1), similar to the one discussed by Alexander Fodor in the second part of the 
Proceedings7. In this map, which first appeared in Ibn al-cA rab i’s Futuhdt al- 
haram ayn, all the eight gardens are shielded by branches of the cosmic tree -  sidrat 
al-muntaba  or sagarat at-tuba’. The body of the Tuba’ tree invades the eight gardens 
of paradise, the leafy summit or, sometimes, the inverted roots reach the abode of 
God. In some texts it is described as a tree of divine light, in others as the tree of 
knowledge or intelligence8. The drawing represents the topography of the events of 
the Day of Judgement, taking place simultaneously in al-haram a s -sa r if of Jerusalem 
and in a higher space, on the road between hell and paradise. A Crusaders’ map of 
Jerusalem may have served as a model for an eighteenth century Ottoman drawing 
in which the gardens of paradise, summarized as a wall with eight gates, circumscribe
3 For example, in a manuscript of A hwal a l-q iyam a , Philadelphia, The Free L ibrary, Rare Book 
Department, Lewis Ms. O. T7, reproduced in Milstein 1990: fig. 2.
4 On this m iniature, see B lair’s paper in this volume.
5 This subject was treated by Kurin (1984: esp. 210-214).
6 This iconography often depicts Christ stepping over two open door flops. E.g., a thirteenth century
mosaic in Torcello.
7 An Ottoman manuscript of K itab  a l-m d r i fa , London, The British Library, Or. 12964, fol. 23b-
8 On the tree of paradise and its artistic expressions, see Milstein 1999:35-39.
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the domain of the Divine (Fig. 2)‘;. There are eight gates because paradise in Islam 
ls often said to be divided into eight gardens, one above the other. In architectural 
terms the number eight makes an octagon, a form common in Byzantine memorial 
monuments. This form was already adopted by Islam for its earliest monumental 
shrine, the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem.A typical drawing of the Dome of the 
Rock in Ottoman pilgrims’ guides always includes symbols of the Last Judgement, 
°f paradise, and of hell. In the sixteenth century drawing reproduced here, (Fig. 3), 
a beautiful domed pavilion in the lower left corner is identified by a Persian 
Ascription as dar-i bihist -  the door of paradise. A well on the lower right is labelled 
dar-i dauzah -  the door of hell, and the inverted triple-arch above the octagonal plan 
°f the Dome of the Rock is said to be dar-i taht-i rabb al-ca lam  in  -  the door of God’s 
throne. The gate to paradise, then, is said to be in Jerusalem, and is linked with the 
Day of Judgement10.
However, in the refined and cultivated courtly circles of Iran, the strong influence 
°f Sufi ideology transformed paradise into a quest for mystical love, and placed its 
gate within the heart. In the metaphorical language of Sufi poetry a locked gate 
Separates the Sufi lover from his divine beloved, whose abode is a palace within a 
Paradisiacal garden. The mounted lover in a late fourteenth century d iw d n  is obliged 
to remain in the uncultivated land, outside the carefully tended garden, as long as the 
gate remains closed to him". According to the Sufis no one, not even the most 
Prodigious lover, can open the door by himself. Therefore in many illustrations to 
Sufi poetry an inscription above the door reads: Yd mufattik al-abwab, iftah lana al- 
bdb -  Oh you who open doors, open the door for us12.
An open gate leading into a garden became a recurrent symbol in both Iranian 
and Ottoman miniature painting, especially in illustrations of Sufi themes, or tales 
°f the prophets. In a few frontispieces or endpieces for Qisas a l-anb iya ’, a company 
°f scholars or Sufis is seen studying or meditating in a paved open court, in front 
°f a garden gate (Fig. 4)13. When a similar gathering takes place inside a mosque, a 
171adrasa , or a zdwiya, the open gate is replaced by a mihrdb. In real architecture the 
171ihrab  is a niche without a window in the innermost wall of the prayer hall, but in 
the miniatures an opening in the m ihrdb  offers a view of a blossoming garden, thus
9 Berlin, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, Ms. Or. quart 1837, fol. 10b. Medieval maps of Jerusalem often 
depict a round wall w ith  several gates. See, for example, V ilnay 1963:52, 58.
10 Haifa, The National Maritime Museum, Inv. No. 4576, fol. 49a. The manuscript is discussed in 
Milstein 2001.
11 D iw a n  of H waga K irm ani. London, The British Library, Add. 18113, fol. 26b, reproduced in 
Gray 1977:46.
12 See Milstein 1977:365-367.
13 A frontispiece to Qisas a l-anb iya ', Istanbul, Topkapi Saray Museum, H. 1226.
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representing paradise14. In fact, the m ihrab  as a directional mark for the prayer 
symbolizes the direction of the right way, that is paradise. The paved open court and 
the garden of the previous miniature are repeated in another context -  the expulsion 
from paradise. The same gate, which in the Sufi assembly suggests a direction from 
the court into the garden, here leads in the opposite direction -  out of the garden 
(Fig. 5)15. Adam, Eve, Satan and his accomplices are seen going out of the garden 
to the paved court, and out again through the pavilion gate. We see, then, that the 
gate of paradise, being a symbol of passage between the two worlds, can open in two 
directions. Adam and Eve went out, but being pardoned by God, they were shown 
the way back. In spite of his sin Adam received as a gift the black stone of the Kacba, 
and Gabriel taught him the rites of the ha gg  (Milstein et al. 1999:109; Kister 
1993:159).
In the biblical myth Adam and Eve became aware of their nakedness after eating 
from the forbidden fruit. In a common Muslim version, on the contrary, Adam was 
endowed with royal robes, a crown and a throne as soon as he was brought into 
paradise. The angels in paradise were ordered to prostrate themselves before him, 
because he was a deputy of God -  a ha lifa . Iblis/Satan, who refused to bow before 
Adam, was punished by banishment from the presence of God in paradise, and he 
swore to revenge himself by leading the human race astray16. Persian miniatures 
which depict Ibl is ’s refusal to prostrate himself vary in their interpretations of this 
act according to the artists’ religious affinities. Besides the common iconography 
which depicts Ibl is as a sinner, a few paintings by extremist Sufi circles reveal 
another point of view. Mainly in manuscripts of Magalis al-cussaq, Satan in Muslim 
garb is seen kneeling on a prayer rug, worshipping Gcd. These Sufis, following the 
celebrated al-Hallag, claimed that Ibl is was a true monotheist, who refused to 
prostrate himself before anyone but God. They even argued that the true lover of 
God, Ibl Is, was gladly prepared to be banished from paradise, if this was the will of 
his beloved God17. This iconography, however, is limited to the manuscripts of 
certain Sufi circles; other manuscripts depict the adoration of the angels, with or 
without the presence of Ibl is. In an illustration for a Fal-name from Safawid Iran, 
Satan and his company are pushed to the back, outside paradise18. In some Ottoman 
miniatures Satan is not even present. There the real subject of the painting is
14 E.g. M ilstein 1990: figs. 6, 21.
15 Qisas a l-anb iya\  Berlin, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, Diez A Fol. 3, fol. 13b.
16 On the origins of the legends, see Sidersky 1933:15; Nagel I960-; Pedersen I960-; Altman 1944-45; 
Milstein e t  al. 1999:106-17. Some illustrations of this episode are discussed and reproduced in Milstein 1986.
17 M ilstein 1986:551. For illustration, see BNP, SP. 1559, fol. 10b; Schimmel 1975:194.
18 A royal Safawid F a lnäm e , Sacklar Gallery, D. C., S 86.0251, reproduced in Milstein 1995: fig- 2-
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apparently Adam in court, as a deputy of God, a model of a ruling prophet19. This 
Ottoman insistence on the absence of Ibl is echoes an early Islamic interpretation of 
Adam’s status as a substitute {halifa) of God upon earth, based on Qur’an 2:30. In 
this verse God says to the angels “I am setting in the earth a deputy”. The term 
halifa  was a pivotal point of disagreement in the Sunnite-SIcite dispute about A li’s 
r'ght to be the successor of the prophet Muhammad (Kister 1993:116-128; Rubin 
1975:79).
Having eaten from the forbidden fruit, Adam lost his kingly status. The crown, 
the throne and the royal robes flew away from him, declaring that they refused to 
adorn a sinner. In al-Kisa’ i ’s words, “As soon as Adam ate of the wheat, the crown 
flew away from his head, his signet rings were scattered, and all the clothes and 
)eWelry that were on him and on his wife left them, saying that they could be used 
°nly by faithful servants of God. The throne, too, flew in the air and cried ‘Adam 
has sinned’. Everything in paradise and all the angels from all directions reproached 
him, until he was obliged to flee” (al-Kisa’ i , Qisas 40). The inhabitants of paradise 
Wanted to kill him, and several illustrations depict one of them raising a stick against 
Adam (pis. 5-6)20. The authors of the later Persian qisas literature, who wish to stress 
Adam’s spiritual attributes rather than the fall, tell that all those who were in 
Paradise intended to attack Adam, but when they saw the prophetic light radiating 
^om his forehead, they said: “This light has not disappeared, and therefore no one 
ls allowed to raise his hand against him.” The presence of other people in paradise, 
and the introduction of this rather strange legend suggests that the image may be a 
Metaphor dealing with the ever present question in Islamic political history -  when 
does a ruler lose his right to lead the community. According to this myth, the right 
to rule is in the hand of God. The origins of the composition may be in the S icite 
regime of Safawid Iran. In the context of a heated conflict between the Ottomans and 
'•he Safawids, the position of the community with regard to a disgraced ruler may 
reflect dynastic propaganda or debates among partisans of this or that dynasty. Beside 
Adam, Eve, and Ibl is, the other sinners were the serpent, who introduced Satan into 
Paradise, and the peacock, who introduced Satan to the serpent. The peacock’s sins 
were pride and vanity, linking him with some ancient Near Eastern myths of descent 
'nto Hades. In all the Islamic illustrations of the episode, Satan and the other two 
accomplices follow Adam and Eve on their way out, but in several paintings the first
19 Illustration in Christie’s catalogue 1976:24. Here Adam is represented standing on a typical 
Ottoman m in b a r , instead of a throne. The illustration may be based on an early tradition, according to 
Xvhich Adam was given a m in b a r , as in al-Kisä’ i ,  Qisas 29. A m in b a r  instead of a throne suits the notion 
°f the Ottoman sultans as caliphs.
20 Another example, Istanbul, TSMK H. 1225, fol. 14b, illustration in Milstein a t al. 1999: fig. 2.
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couple is seen riding the serpent, before it lost its legs, and the peacock (Fig. 6)21’ 
We cannot engage here in a detailed interpretation of the symbolism of these two 
animals, which are prominent in Salguq architecture and in all media of Islamic art. 
I can only suggest that the serpent and the peacock symbolise desires, and that riding 
them may mean that Adam and Eve were carried along by their desires or, converse­
ly, had to learn to control them22. Satan in this painting is seen as young and 
handsome, with wings like an angel, apparently due to the heterodox Sufi views of 
the artist.When they left paradise, the first man and woman took with them a few 
gifts or remembrances, each of which is an aspect of the future civilization. The ears 
of corn, which Eve is seen holding , are a symbol of food production and material 
culture; a rod from paradise, which later passed to Moses, is a symbol of the true 
religion, and in some circles a magical sign; a seal-ring, one of Adam’s royal insignia> 
and later given by heaven to King Solomon, represents the power of kingship. The 
ears of corn occupy a central place in an illustration by an Ottoman court painter, 
thus presenting the expulsion from paradise not as the catastrophic end of a golden 
age, but as the beginning of a new civilization23. In this later historical age kings 
play a crucial role, and the Ottoman sultans based their claims of legitimacy on 
Adam and his kingly progeny. The ottoman sultans, who appropriated the title 
ha lt fa  after the conquest of the holy cities in Arabia, supported their claim by 
attributing their lineage to Adam. Thus we find in a royal Ottoman manuscript of 
Zubdat a t-taw a rih  an illustration of Adam and Eve and their progeny24. This image 
refers to an early tradition, according to which God showed Adam his famous 
ascendants, among whom the two most frequently illustrated were King David and 
the Prophet Muhammad. The sultans, in their writings and their arts, constantly 
referred to the two lines of their spiritual ancestors, the prophetic and the royal, both 
originating in the figure of Adam. In this light the image of the angels’ adoration of 
Adam, without the presence of Ibl 1 s, can be explained as a portrayal of Adam in the 
role of a ruler. In this frame of reference several illustrations depict S it (Seth) and 
Idris, the children of Adam who received m a sa h if-  copies of the Holy Book -  fro«1 
heaven, and who taught humanity the skills of reading and tailoring. Idris, the 
Muslim name for the biblical Hanoch or the Christian Enoch, entered paradise while 
still alive, and managed to remain there for eternity (Huart I960-; Vajda I960-). Some 
illustrations depict him in a garden, surrounded by angels, and tailoring a coat (Fig’
21 Qisas a l-a n b iya ’, Istanbul, Topkapi Saray Museum, H. 1225, fol. 14b.
22 R um i, M atnaw i III, no. 4035.
23 Istanbul, Topkapi Saray Museum, H. 1703, reproduced in Milstein 1995: fig. 2.
24 Istanbul, Museum for Turkish and Islamic Art, Inv. 1973, fol. 18b. Discussion and illustration i°
Renda 1977: fig. 3; and Renda 1976:195, fig. 26.
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)̂2r>. In the Near Eastern civilizations clothes have always been regarded as the first 
and foremost symbol of culture, status and initiation. In the Iranian myth, the 
'nvention of garments was attributed to the first king, Gayumarth, who in a complex 
syncretism was integrated by Muslim writers with Adam, Seth, and Idris (Hartman 
1966:266-273).
An example of this confused identity can be seen in a fourteenth century isolated 
Miniature, most probably from a Book of Kings26. It depicts King Gayumarth and 
bis court in the mountains, in a period which according to Iranian mythology 
represents the golden age of harmonious relationships between nature, human beings, 
atld animals, in other words a lost paradise. In this semi-paradisiacal age Gayumarth 
founded civilization by establishing the institution of kingship and by introducing 
lbe robe. He and his people wore animal skins, but his son and heir to the throne 
'nvented weaving. King Gayumarth, then, has some points in common with the 
Muslim Adam and his sons. An owner of this painting identified the hero erroneous­
ly» and wrote the name Adam next to the image of Gayumarth. A later owner 
disagreed and added the name of Seth. We have seen that the concepts of paradise and 
°f earthly kingdom interchange and enrich each other in Islamic painting. But 
Painting in Islam was a limited medium, reserved to courtly circles. The public 
Medium being architecture, Muslim rulers invested their monumental buildings with 
religious and political messages. For example, following the tradition of the Dome 
°f the Rock they further developed the symbolic octagonal ground plan in palaces 
a°d especially in funerary architecture. Topped by a dome, which symbolizes heaven,
* mausoleum represents paradise and is often called rawda  or raw/.a -  that is to say 
a garden”. Royal palaces in Iran were called best bihist -  eight paradises, and were 
Planned as a complex of eight radial units. This royal and funerary architecture, often 
c°rnbined with a large quadrangled garden around a central pool, probably influenced 
'■be painters who depicted paradise, and therefore in the fifteenth century Mi‘rag-nam e 
'Hustration, the black-eyed beauties of paradise are depicted within an octagonal 
Pavilion27.
To sum up, the image of paradise is based upon terrestrial forms and institutions. 
Like a mirrored image, it is an inverted form, the contradiction of this world, and 
^et it reflects a certain material reality. While at the same time gardens and royal 
tombs were invested with the ideal image of paradise as a means of conferring 
Political legitimacy28, Abu l-cA la’ al-Ma carrl used the image of a heavenly voyage
25 Qisas a l-a n b iya ’, Istanbul, Topkapi Saray Museum, H. 1227, fol. 21b.
Istanbul, Topkapi Saray Museum, H. 1253, fol. 55b, reproduced in Ipsiroglu 1966: pi. 12.
27 Fol. 51, reproduced in Seguy 1977: pi. 43.
2H This phenomenon is discussed by Jonathan Bloom in this volume.
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as a poetic pretext for his literary ideas and criticism. In this paper I have tried to 
show that like al-Macarri, some painters may have invested their illustrations of 
paradise with concrete historical references or modeled them on terrestrial rea lities . 
Thus a material object, the gate, heavily loaded both with political, moral and 
spiritual symbolism, became a necessary part of the artist’s image of paradise.
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COME HELL OR HIGH WATER 
AFTERLIFE AS A POETIC CONVENTION 
IN MEDIAEVAL ARABIC LITERATURE
Zoltán Szombathy 
Budapest
The Qur’àn, as is well known, confers an outstanding role to detailed descriptions 
°f Heaven and Hell, and it is equally obvious that the Islamic religious sciences and 
the popular culture of the Muslim Arabs were not a jot less preoccupied with this 
subject. It was quite natural that the theme, so conspicuous in the Islamic scripture, 
should captivate the minds of the common people and the educated classes alike, 
regardless of their social standing or level of literacy. Being thus a firm part of the 
cultural heritage of the Muslim Arabs, afterlife naturally occupied a prominent 
Position in the imagery of their poetry and prose works as well, in addition to 
constant references to it in the everyday speech and joke repertoire of the common 
People, two strata of language use that we shall see interacted with each other 
frequently, lending and borrowing witty phrases or thematic conceits. What I want 
to discuss briefly in the following is to what lengths poets and prose writers could 
go in utilizing images and phrases borrowed from the religious tradition, and the 
actual ways in which the eschatological material was handled in non-religious 
literature.
The various terms and elements appearing in the Qur’ânic description of Paradise 
and Hell, not surprisingly, proved to be a constant inspiration to most people’s 
Pagination. The Qur’an commentaries offer obvious instances of how every single 
name, phrase etc. referring to the afterlife was surrounded with ever more meticulous 
details and explanations, and apparently popular culture did not lag behind in 
embellishing these well-known Qur’ànic passages with like details, as attested by 
stories about the qussâs and other bearers of the new, urban, Islamic folklore. Even 
a cursory look into m uhdat poetry will not fail to persuade us that littéra teurs were 
extremely fond of incorporating religious imagery, including concepts of Heaven and 
Hell, into their poetry and prose, often in very profane contexts indeed, this being 
regarded as one of the finest tools of z a r f  that is (in one of the term’s manifold 
senses) wittiness and urbane elegance in the use of language.
To begin with, the very words denoting Paradise (ganna, g in â n ,firdaw s, cadn, etc.) 
and Hell (gahannam , an-nâr, saqar, a l-gah im , etc.) were turned into hackneyed 
literary metaphors that expressed little more than something very pleasant and very 
unpleasant respectively. Examples of this are so plentiful and well-known to every
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scholar of Arabic as to make any mention of them really superfluous here. Hell is 
also often used in poetry as a simile of, or metaphor for, extreme heat1.
The houris, lovely maidens of Paradise who are reserved for pious Muslims as part 
of the charms and joys of Heaven, are, understandably enough, a conspicuous 
presence in Arabic literature. Likening one’s beloved girl to a houri is a real 
commonplace if ever there was one2. Occasionally, however, we do encounter 
examples of more original variations on the evergreen theme. A famous intellectual 
of the Buwayhid era, Abu Ishaq as-Sabi’ offers his beloved, in a charming poem of 
his, the compliment of possessing so supernatural a beauty as to serve as evidence of 
their religious doctrines for the followers of all religions. Beginning the list with the 
Muslims, the poet says that the beloved person, by virtue of his or her beauty, will 
prove to them the existence of the houris (at-Taca lib i, Yatima  II, 259). The Egyptian 
poet Abu Muhammad al-Hasan b. cA li b. W ak ic at-Tinnisi, displaying the charac­
teristic m ubdat preoccupation with w itty paradoxes, likens his non-Muslim beloved 
to a buriyya , then proceeds to add that this beloved person cannot be regarded an 
infidel since the houris’ dwelling-place, as is clear from the Qur’anic text, is Paradise 
and certainly not Hell3. Finally, the poet Abu l-cAtahiya is said to have been 
occasionally criticized and suspected of heresy, but was apparently unharmed, on 
account of his line suggesting that the model for the creation of the houris had to be
1 To list just the harvest of a very cursory survey: Ibn al-Muctazz, Tabaqât 6 (“y â  rabm a ta  i ld b i  b u l l i  
f i  m anâz ilin d , b a sb i  b i-râ ’iba ti l- fird aw si m in  f i  k i"); a t-T a'â lib ï, Y atim a  IV, 210 (“' a d i r i  m in  dah ik in  g a d i  
sababa l-bukâ w a -m in  g a n n a tin  qad  a w q a 'a t f i  g a b a n n a m i”)-, a t-T a'â lib ï, T a tim m a l , 139 (“¿n takun gannaM  
n -n a ' im i  fa - f ib â  m in  adâ  l-gah li w a -l-bum âri gabim ü")\  op. cit. II, 38 Ç 'ham m âm ubu k a -ga b im in  m in  
ha râ ra tib i lâk in  m a ta  ta ’tih i yabdum uk a  R id w â n u ’)\ al-Bàharzï, D um ya  I, 114 Ç'kild râbatayka nadan  
radan  ka-annaka li-n -nâsi n â ru n  w a -gan n a”)-, Ibn Sacïd , R ayâ t 61 R m oda t g a n n a tu  l-m a ’w â  w a - g i ’̂  
ga b a n n am ü , fa -hâ  a nâ  asqd balda m a  kuntu  aríam u')\  Ibn Sarïd , M uqta ta f 107 (“idd  adba ltabu  n -nâ ra  bak i 
r â ’ibata l-ganna"); a l-ô u rgân î, Wasdta 303 (“/ ï m aba llin  ba yn a  l- g in â n i w a -bayna  n -n â r i a r g ü  taw ran  îw*' 
taw ran  ahdfu"); Pseudo-Tawhïdï, Risâla b a gd â d iy ya  113 (falsely attributed in this edition to at-Tawhidi> 
it is in fact a w ork by Abu 1-Mutahhar al-Azdi) and at-Tacà lib ï, Pgâz  246 (“ilâ  a rd in  ga n â b â  m in  gand  
g a n n a t i  R idwdni")-, Ibn Dihya, M utrib  3 (“fu tt ib a t i  l-ga n n a tu  m in  ga yb ih i fa -b ittu  f i  da lw a ti R id w d n i" ) ’ 
Ibn al-H atïb , 6 a y s  14 (“[...] fa -a 'âda  n -nâra  ganna" , in a m uwassab  [by Ibn B aq ïJ . To this list of poetic 
examples, I might add an idiomatic usage cited in a late mediaeval source: a stupid plus obnoxious 
individual would be referred to as baqar saqar (‘hell’s cattle’), while a stupid but harmless one would be 
called baqar a l-ga n n a  (‘heaven’s cattle’); see al-Ibsïh ï, M usta tra f 22.
2 E.g. Ibn Sacîd , R âyâ t 71; Pseudo-Tawhîdi, R isâla b a gd â d iy ya  358; a l-H illï, ‘Â til 31, 174 (in a z a g d  
and a qù m â  respectively); Ibn al-H atïb, 6 a y s  161 (in a m uwassab  by CIsâ ibn Labün); al-M arzüqï 1967:110 
(in a Tunisian vernacular poem of the m ahzùz  genre).
3 at-Tacà lib ï, Y atim a  I, 371: “li-annabu  ka-l-hüri f i  ta sw ir ib i  wa-l-hûru lâ  yu sk inuhâ  í lá b u  s-saqar”-
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the girl he loved and not vice versa (“fa-hada bi-qudrati nafsibi hura l-ginan i cala
m ita lik y .
As widespread as images of the houris is the recurrent thematic fixture of al- 
Tvildan al-muh_alladun, or the handsome young lads waiting on the inhabitants of 
Paradise, whose conspicuity in the Qur’anic passages describing the eternal bliss of 
Paradise has lead to numerous fixed expressions and conceits in literature as well as, 
apparently, in daily chat. A usual turn of speech in poems in describing some 
uncommonly beautiful boy is that he used to belong among these heavenly creatures 
but escaped from Paradise for some sin committed there and came to live among 
humans. Quite common in poems, this expression is also found in prose works like, 
for example, the al-Asadiyya maqama  of al-Hamadani, where a young Turkish 
Warrior is described thus; „we had no doubt that he must have started a row with the 
[rest of the paradisiacal] lads and had [consequently] left Paradise, fleeing from 
R-idwan” (fa-md sakaknd annahu hasama l-w ildan, fa-faraqa l-gindn, wa-haraba m in  
Ridwan) (al-Hamadani, Maqdmdt 42). This is very similar to a passage in the Yatima 
°f at-Tacalib i where an exceptionally comely young servant called Nastus of the 
Hamdanid court is characterized as looking “as though, in a moment of Ridwan’s 
'^attention, he ran away from Paradise” (ka-anna R idwdn  gafala canhu fa-abiqa m in  
al-ganna)5. Yet another poem puts a little twist on the theme, the sort of slight 
change that appealed so much to the mediaeval Arab audience, by saying that a 
lovely-looking boy was banished from Paradise by Ridwan himself lest he should 
Prove a temptation to the houris6! A m uwassab of the Andalusi poet Ibn Sahl al- 
fsra’ i l i  modifies the theme again; here it is a houri sent to mankind by Ridwan that 
the beloved is likened to (as-Safadl, T awsic 159). We will return to the topic of al- 
ivilddn al-mub_alladun further on, when speaking of more risque thematic conven­
tions.
The various named rivers of Paradise, like Kawtar, Salsabil and T asnim , have 
always been a staple of Muslim popular imagination, and were readily utilized by 
ruen of letters as metaphors for pleasant sensations, gustatory or otherwise, such as
1 Ibn Qutayba, Si‘r  411. In fact, this appears to be either a poetic convention or an instance of 
Plagiarism, cf. an expression of the same idea in Abu Nuwas, D iw a n  B 403 ("fa - la m m a  ba ttabu  basaran  
SaTviyyan bada  b u r a l-g in a n i La la  bidabu").
5 at-Tacalib I, Y atim a  I, 89. Cf. also Ibn al-Kattani, T asb iba t 162; Pseudo-Taw hidl, R isdla b a gd a d iy ya
362.
6 at-Taca lib i, Y atim a  II, 205: "abragahu R idw anu  m in  d d r ib i m abd fa ta  tu fta tana  l-buru"  (by a poet 
°f Mosul called Sacid  b. Hasim al-H alid i). That the paradisiacal virgins might be susceptible to the charms 
°f mere mortals already appears in a verse by Abu Nuwas, cf. Abu Nuwas, D iw a n  A 433 (“w a-ta saw w aqat 
huru l- g in d n i m in a  l-bu liid i ild  m itdlik").
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the saliva of the beloved person. Again, examples of this convention are so 
conspicuous that I omit to make an inventory here7.
Of the constituents of the Muslim conception of Hell, M alik the gate-keeper of 
the Inferno is often mentioned in w itty contexts, as are the horrible workforce of 
Hell, the zabaniya8. One of the striking characteristics of the uses of ‘hellish’ images 
in poetry is the fact that they are subject to apparently no constrictions when a sense 
of humour palpably permeates them, a general observation to which I wish to return 
at the end of this paper. The secretary Abu 1-Fath cA li al-Busti complains to a vizier 
of the latter’s gate-keeper by stating that while the vizieral palace is a heavenly abode 
for all visitors, its doorman rather reminds one of Malik (“daruka l i  ganna tun  wa- 
lak inna bawwdbahd Maliku l - g a h im i”)9. In a poem, the famous Buwayhid vizier as- 
Sahib b. cAbbad ridicules a man of parasitic habits with the hyperbole that he would 
probably try even to prey on the hospitality of Malik, if only by asking for some 
free zaqqum  fruit, which of course is normally regarded as a disgusting trial awaiting 
sinners, one of the punishments of Hell10. A pleasantry popular in mubdrtt 
lampoons is the suggestion that someone’s presence would be regarded an added form 
of torture even in Hell and a cause for complaint for its inmates (Ibn al-Mu°tazz, 
Tabaqdt 168). A light-hearted, easy-going attitude is also evident in a verse referring 
to a roast chicken as a crucified sinner who has been punished by hell-fire11. Loaded 
as it is with eschatological imagery, the following line describing a bath was no doubt 
relished by the educated mediaeval audience as a particularly w itty accomplishment: 
“Its pleasantness recalls Eden, its heat does the Inferno; its servants are [like] houris 
working next to the zabaniya” (hakd l-cadna tib an  w a-l-gah im a hardratan wa- 
huddam uhu hurun  ta lih im  zabaniya) (al-BaharzI, D umya II, 856).
7 Cf. for instance al-Báharzí, D um ya  III, 1492 (here the cliché is juxtaposed to another popular con­
ceit of mediaeval Arab poets, the iq tibas or incorporation of Q ur'an ic phrases [this one from 55: 54], about 
which later); Ibn Sacid , R ay a t  88; Ibn D ihya, M utrib  170; Ibn al-Kattání, T asbihat 92; a l-Ibsih i, M ustatra f 
277; Pseudo-Taw hídi, R isála b a gd a d iy ya  358, 376; Ibn al-H atib, Gays 185 [Abü cÁm ir ibn Yanaq].
8 See for example al-MacarrI, G ufrán  44; at-Tacáü b í, t g á z  204; Ibn D ihya, M utrib  96; al-óáhiz> 
H ayaw an  I, 133; a l-Ib sih i, M usta tra f 306.
9 at-Tacá lib i, Y atim a  IV, 326; and cf. the same conceit by other poets in a l-Ibsih i, M usta tra f 105 (in 
•one of the verses, the figure of M álik is substituted by the two terrible interrogators of the deceased, 
M unkar and N ak ir).
10 at-Taca lib i, Y atim a  III, 270. Cf. a flippant joke about zaqqum  and other dreadful things awaiting 
sinners in Hell in a t-T aw h id i, Basa 'ir V, 9: 119. For more literary  uses of zaqqum , cf. Pseudo-Tawhidti 
R isá la  b a gd a d iy ya  180, 296, 379.
11 al-Báharzí, D um ya  I, 446. However, the word ‘fire’ in this line might also be understood as
referring to the stake rather than to Hell. (The poem, as is proudly remarked by the author of the 
anthology, is by his own father.)
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Images of the Muslim conception of the Day of Resurrection (yawm  al-qiyama) 
are also something of a commonplace in the poetic language of the m uhdatun  as well 
as in prose and in the educated conversational style of the age. So much so that the 
very word resurrection, qiydma, and the expression qamat al-qiyama (the day of 
resurrection has arrived) have become perfect commonplaces to designate a scene of 
excited confusion, and indeed the latter expression continues to be much used even 
'n contemporary Arabic dialects12. This linguistic usage is the point of an apparently 
Popular joke in which a man, when hearing the above expression on a terribly windy 
day, remarks that this looks a qiydm a  of a sparing sort, lacking as it does such 
common attributes of the last day as the arrival of the Antichrist, the M ahdi, or the 
Beast (dabbat al-ard) (at-Tawhidi, Basd’ir  II, 3: 85). As the Day of Judgement is 
conceptualized by the Islamic tradition as a preternaturally long one, spanning over 
years and years if measured by earthly chronology, it is little wonder that the phrase 
^as also popular as a metaphor for excessively long and unpleasant periods of time, 
like in a line complaining of the irritating and lengthy presence of a boring acquaint­
ance: “an hour spent together with him [feels] as long as the Day of Resurrection” 
!U-sd:atun  m inhu cin d i  f i  tu li yaw m i l-qiydma)n . Such elements of the description 
of Resurrection in the Qur’an as the scales that weigh every man’s good and bad 
deeds (a l-m izan ), or the trumpet (as-sur) sounded by the archangel Israfil to signal 
the arrival of the last day, or the extremely thin bridge over which the saved souls 
make their last walk to Paradise (as-sirat a l-m ustaq im ), all get their highly conven- 
^onal treatment in mediaeval Arabic literature and folklore, often in a less than 
Serious manner. A line by an anonymous poet says: “I have come to like the Day of 
Resurrection solely because I may see you then on the sira t” (abbabtu l-qiydmata la 
h-say’in wa-ldkin kay araka cald s-sird ti)u . The Syrian poet Abu cUmara as-Sufi says
12 Examples include the following: at-Tacá lib ¡, Y atim a  I, 299 (“wa-zabyin  aqám a q iy á m a t i  m in  qab li 
at> ta ’tiya  l-qiyáma")\ al-Báharzí, D um ya  1 ,101 (“qam arun  aqám a q iy a m a t i  b i-q aw ám ih i lam m á  ta'awwad")\  
Pseudo-Tawhldi, R isala b a gd a d iy ya  363 (“w ayha  l-qu lüb i m in a  l - u y ü n i  la-qad qam a t q iyá m a tu hu n n a  f i  d- 
d un ya '\  a l-Ib sih i, M usta tra f 284 (“la ta‘gab ii in  q ám a t f i h i  q iy a m a t i  in n a  l-q iyam a ta  y a w m a  kasfi s-s¿qi"\ 
n°te also the masterful reference in this line by Dü r-Rumma to Q 68:42); Ben Cheneb 1922:141 (" h a fi 
‘khak i f i  na fsin  qad i ’h tada ra t q ám a t q iyám a tuhü  ba yn a  l-m u sa ll in a ') ; cf. also the same idea (without the
of the term qiyám a) moulded in the form of a simile in Ibn al-Kattáni, T asbihát 291; and the use of 
Qur’anic phrases depicting yawm a l-q iyám a  to describe extreme turmoil in al-Ham adani, M aqám át 67 {"fa- 
$h a  b ina  sayha tan  kádat lahá l-a rd  tan fa tir, w a -n -nu güm  tank ad ir”).
13 al-Báharzí, D um ya  II, 732. Cf. Bilál b. ó a r l r ’s lampoon on H ammád al-M inqari in Ibn Qutayba, 
231.
14 az-Zawzanl, H amása  II, 116. See also Ibn Dihya, M utrib  59; and a m uwassah  by Ibn BaqI in Ibn 
:*l'Hatib, Gays 15 (“in  guz ta  sirá ta  sa d d i, tam atta 'ta  m in  qu rb i la d n i ”). The sira t is also mentioned in a 
k e ep in g  quasi-vernacular diatribe transferred into the famous Baghdadian Epistle: “I’ll drink you, then 
0r>ly piss you out on as-sirat al-mustaqim\"  See Pseudo-Tawhidi, Risala b a gd a d iy ya  378. In a funny 
anecdote, an uncouth Bedouin, the usual butt of many jokes, praises the luxurious sweetmeat called
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of an irritating bore, a real pain in the neck (the proverbial taq il, ‘heavy’ of 
mediaeval Arabic literature) that his weight would not only counterbalance all man­
kind if put on the Judgement Day’s scales, but also break the device15. An almost 
deaf man is described mockingly as someone who will not take note even of the 
Trumpet of the Last Day16. A seemingly very popular cliché was to praise a 
generous person by saying that, were it possible, he would be willing to share his 
good deeds with those in need of them on the Day of Judgement17. Arguably the 
most sarcastic imaginary account of the scenes of the Day of Judgement, which will 
move us on to the next point, is a well-known passage to be found in the Risdlat d i 
gu frdn , replete with a highly ironic evocation of all the details of the Islamic 
conception of this day, including the idea of intercession (safaca )K.
It must be remarked that some of the literary uses of the theme of Paradise and 
Hell strike the modern reader as positively daring or risqué if viewed through the 
lense of Islamic piety. Nevertheless, the fact remains that such uses were not 
unknown and seem to have been tolerated, indeed enjoyed, by the educated classes
fa lu d a g  by declaring that it cannot be anyth ing else but as-sirdt a l-m u sta q im  (literally, ‘the straight path’); 
see a l-Ib sih i, M usta tra f 189. For the concept of the sird t in mediaeval popular culture, see also Shoshan 
1991:84-85.
15 at-Taca lib i, Y atim a  I, 289. For another example of making fun of the concept of the ‘scales’ in 
various manners, cf. at-Tacalib I, T atim m a  I, 27 (“wa-suriqat lahu d u ra yh im d tu n  fa -q i la  Id tah tam m a  f#  
in nahd  f i  m iz d n ik a  fa -q d la  m in a  l -m iz a n i sunqat").
16 See al-Baharzi, D um ya  II, 1068 (the poem is by the anthologist himself). On the subject of the 
Trumpet, see further examples in at-Taca lib i, T atim m a  II, 32 (“aqdm u  ‘a id n -ndsi l-q iydm a ta  ga b ra ta n  it"*' 
g d ’u b i-I srd fila  f i  s-suri yanfuhu")\ al-Maca rr i, O ufrdn  126 (“hattd  ida ’n fa d da ti d -dun ya  w a -nud iya  IsrdfilH  
wayhaka ha lld  tan fu hu  s-surd”); Ibn al-Kattanx, T asbihdt 213 (“ka-anna s-sura d a m m a t na fha tuhu  i la yb i kulld 
m a n  sakana t-tu rdbd”)-, op. cit. 257 (“tabdu b i-w a gh in  m d r a ’dhu  ’m r u ’un  ilia  tam annd  n -na fha  f i  s -su r i’’)’ 
Pseudo-TawhidI, R isd la  b a gd d d iy ya  332 (“ku llu m u ga n n in  bi-kulli tu n bu rin  dim aka hattd  n - n a fh i f i  s-suri")\ 
and a lovely anecdote attributed to cAm ir as-Sacb i in Ibn a l-6 aw z i, Qussds 302. A poem by Abu 6 a cfaf 
Muhammad al-Bahhat ridicules an untalented singer by likening his voice to the screams of Doomsday 
(sayhat a l-q iydm a), see az-Zawzani, H amdsa II, 137.
17 See three examples of it in a l-6 u rg an i, Wasata 196.
18 al-Maca rr i, G ufrdn  90-99. Popular beliefs sim ilar to the notion of intercession (concerningpractices 
that might help a believer save himself on the Day of Judgement) are the butt of a joke about a qdss, or 
popular preacher, who says that by swallowing, rather than just chewing, the blessed liver of Hamza (one 
of the Prophet’s uncles), the abominable Hind bint cUtba could have saved herself from Hell despite her 
heinous sin, to which someone present p iously responds: “Oh my God, allow  us to eat of the liver of 
Hamza!” See a t-T aw h ld i, Basd’ir  II, 3: 157. As the scenes of the Day of Judgement are so familiar to any 
ordinary Muslim , it is little  wonder that jokes set in these contexts seem still to be popular among 
contem porary Arabs. For some examples, see al-Q istayni 1992:179-180, 191-192. (The latter joke features 
the two dreadful interrogating angels, M unkar and N ak ir , another well-known element of Islamic 
eschatology).
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as long as they were clearly kept within the confines of jesting (hazt) and did not 
evolve into statements of unbelief19.
To start with, one sporadically runs into highly inappropriate comparisons 
between Paradise and worldly subjects, in which a standard method of creating a 
humorous effect can be easily observed. I am referring to the deliberate juxtaposition 
of stylistically distant, discrepant things, especially the most sacred and the most 
Profane. The famous licentious poet M utic b. Iyas once said (apparently in casual 
conversation): “There is an attribute date-wine shares with Paradise, because God says 
[Q 35:34] that the inhabitants of Paradise will say: ‘Thanks to God, who has driven 
sadness away from us!’ Now, date-wine drives away sadness.” (Inna f i  n -n ab id  la- 
rna^nd j l  l-ganna li-anna ’llah ta^dla dakara can ahlihd annahum  yaquluna al-hamdu li- 
Udhi l la d i adhaba canna l-hazan, w a -n -nab id  yudh ibu  l-hazan)20. Similarly flippant 
comparisons of Paradise with pronouncedly profane and unbecoming subjects 
(especially the private parts of certain people) were by all appearances much relished 
by men of letters21.
Wine, as favourite a topic with the m uhdat poets as ever before, was the subject 
°f much light-hearted jesting among literary figures when it came to discussing the 
religious condemnation attached to it. It gave rise to a very popular poetic conven­
tion, that of openly challenging if not provoking the religious establishment by 
declaring one’s willingness to continue drinking in spite of one’s knowledge of the 
consequences of such a behaviour in the afterlife22. The most famous and probably 
°ne of the earliest manifestations of that poetic convention are some celebrated lines 
by the Iraqi poet known as as-Sari ar-Raffa’, full as usual of word-play: “Hand over 
to me that which will be [considered] multiplied sin on the Day of Resurrection; [its 
colour] as beautiful as [that of] fire, the consequence of drinking it being also fire” 
(Hdti ’l la t i  hiya yaw m a l-hasri awzaru ; ka-n-ndri f i  l-husni cuqba surbihd n-ndru)11’. 
The tone of this poem surely pales in comparison with one composed by Ibn al-
19 That jesting, exercised w ith in  reasonable and recognizable lim its, has a wholesome effect on a 
civilized person’s character was a fundamental notion in mediaeval Arabic thinking, cf. for instance van 
Gelder 1992:91.
20 at-Taca lib i, Hass 61; also at-Taca lib i, F gdz  131. On the subject of Paradise and w ine-drinking, cf. 
•'Iso the ironic proposition of Abu l-cA la ’ al-Mara rn  that those who would not abandon w ine-drinking 
during their earth ly career w ill be denied that part of the pleasures of Paradise, an idea nowhere to be 
W n d  in ‘orthodox’ religious doctrine; see al-MacarrI, G ufrdn  45, 47.
21 See, e.g. a l-6ah iz , R asa'll II, 128; at-T aw h id i, Basa’ir  II, 4: 156; ar-Ragib, M uhddardt II, 118; Yaqut, 
h a d  IV, 1685.
22 A slight shift of emphasis from the traditional theme of rejecting the interference of someone else 
lr> one’s own affairs (the ‘d d i l  or ‘dd ila ).
23 at-Taca lib i, Y atim a  II, 137. There are several other variations on the theme by as-Sari ar-Raffa’.
Cf. also the finishing lines of a poem attributed to Abu Nuwas in az-Zaggagi, A m d li  98.
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Haggâg, the poet of the Buwayhid era made famous and successful by his obscene 
language and imagery, the following line of which is sufficient hint of the rest: “Give 
me to drink, unmixed, that which the God-inspired Qur’an clearly forbade” {fa- 
sq iyd n ï m abda l la t ï  nataqa l-wahyu b i-tabrïm ihà m ina l-Q urdn ï)24.
A possibly even more daring and brazen, but still not uncommon, theme in 
Arabic literature is probably due to the somewhat ill-defined role that the paradisiacal 
boys (a l-w ildàn  al-m uhalladün) are supposed to perform. It has given rise to the 
sarcastic inquiry about the exact nature of their mission, or even a more or less 
explicit suggestion that this role might be of a sexual character, like that of the 
ubiquitous g ilm d n  of the age, a phenomenon so widespread in that period as almost 
to invite the supposition25. For instance, such is the purport of a passage in the 
Risdlat a l-gu frdn , where the author puts in the mouth of Iblis the inquiry whether, 
just like wine, intercourse with the heavenly lads has not become permitted to the 
inhabitants of Paradise after having been strictly prohibited in life26. Given the 
unequivocal condemnation of homosexuality in Islamic jurisprudence, this supposi­
tion remained a rude sort of jesting with sanctity, yet nonetheless enjoyed by 
contemporary littéra teurs as a very w itty joke.
Light-hearted joking with deliberately misunderstood or misinterpreted verses 
from the Qur’an was a favourite kind of witticism among Muslim intellectuals in the 
Middle Ages, and it was certainly not taken seriously by anyone if no harm was 
intended. What is worth noting in this context, as indeed elsewhere too, is the fact 
that playing with the Qur’anic text appears to have been as common in normal, 
everyday conversation as it was in ‘high’ literature, as testified by a large number of 
jokes or quasi-jokes in the anecdotal material of adab  collections. So much so that a 
work on political humour even regards this source of run a typical manifestation of 
the Arabs’ sense of wit (al-Qistayni 1992:27). As far as literature proper is concerned, 
allusions to the Qur’an’s verses as a source of humour are especially common in adab 
collections, that is to say in anecdotes, but they are by no means absent from poetry
24 at-Tacá lib ¡, Y atim a  III, 66. See also another extremely provocative Bacchic poem by Ibn al-Haggág 
in op. cit. Ill, 91, where the poet says that the w ine which he consumed during his earthly life he will 
urinate on ly  later, when in Hell.
25 Cf. the im plicit argumentation of sah ib  a l-g i lm án  (‘the lover of boys’) in a l-óáh iz ’s M ufaharat al- 
. g a w a r i  w a - l-g ilm dn  in al-óah iz, R asd'il II, 96 (“w a-sawwaqa ila yh im  a w liy d ’ahu"). In a later w ork, Abú
N uwás is quoted to have remarked to the statement that God had made a firm promise to m arry believers 
to the lovely houris of Paradise: “I am not a man with a taste for women. The paradisiacal lads, much 
sooner.” See ar-Rágib, M uhádardt II, 109. See also the words of the q d d i  Yahyá b. Aktam , a famous 
homosexual, in Ibn S a 'id , M uqta ta f 208.
26 al-Maca rr i, O ufrdn  138. That jokingabout supposed sexual activities in the afterlife was probably 
not an unknow n topic in educated conversation is indicated by an anecdote about a passive homosexual 
(m uhanna t) called Qaranful and certain sexual enjoyments he has found in H ell, see a t-T aw h id i, B asa l1
II, 4: 44.
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either27. For instance, one such anecdote tells of an effeminate man, a frequent star 
°f w itty stories, climbing to the summit of a mountain in Syria, then, angry with 
exhaustion, addressing the mountain: “Oh what a joy it is going to be for me to see 
you become like carded wool” (wd sam a ta ti bika yaw m  araka ka-l-cihn al-manfiis), 
^herein, of course, the last two words are a Qur’anic phrase (101:5) depicting a scene 
°f doomsday28. The horrors of doomsday are also made fun of in a story about a 
host who would postpone again and again the date of an invitation to a party for his 
friends. The latter, exasperated with the repeated postponement, chided the host with 
the Qur’anic verse “when is your promise going to come true?” (Q 67:25), which 
originally are the words of unbelievers mocking the Prophet. The host, finally 
coming round to organizing the party, invites his friends with the phrase “go ahead 
towards what you have been denying” (intaliqu ild ma kuntum  bibi tukaddiburi), 
which in the Qur’an (77:29) refers to the unbelievers being driven towards Hell (Ibn 
al-6aw zi, Z ird f 90). A scrutiny of anecdotal literature will yield a multitude of 
further examples to illustrate this penchant for jesting based on religious concepts, 
°ot least those concerning the afterlife29. In the field of poetry, an allusion of not 
■nfrequent occurrence is to the verse “when the earth begins to tremble” (idd zulzilati
27 The Arabic term  for literary  quotations from the Q ur’an is iqtibds, which was thought to have 
two subcategories, one of these being the conscious and deliberate alteration of the real sense of the cited 
Qur’anic passage; see von Grunebaum 1944:245.
28 For the anecdote, see at-T aw h id í, Basd’ir  I, 1: 98.
29 E. g. the m isinterpretation of the Q ur’anic phrase “w a -gan n a tin  a lfd fa n ” (78:16) as “one m illion 
[ d f  alj) paradises”, see at-T aw hid i, Basd’ir  I, 2: 231. A sim ilarly absurdical misapprehension (of the word 
s“lsa b il in Q ur’an 76:18) is mentioned in al-öáhiz, H ayaw án  I, 188-89. According to another joke, the 
'Snorant popular preacher Sayfawayhi added the follow ing commentary to the Q ur’anic verse that 
describes the houris as being “like rubies and corals” (55:58): “Now surely they aren’t like you r sluts of 
a 'wife!” See at-T aw h íd í, Basd’i r  II, 4: 49. In a source, an unnamed Baghdadian woman is qouted to have 
sarcastically remarked, w ith the words of a h a d i t , on seeing a religious dign itary give aw ay his old sandals 
as alms: “The believer w ill find shade under his alms on the Day of Resurrection” (a l-m u ’m in  tahta z ill 
S-odaqatihi y a w m  al-qiydma)-, see Ibn S a 'id , M uqta ta f 178. Cf. also Hammád 'A grad’s joking w ith  the verses
'04:6-8 of the Q ur’an (“in nahd  ‘d la yh im  m u ’sada") in Ibn al-Muctazz, Tabaqdt 26; Bassár b. Burd’s sarcastic 
remark on a depiction of Paradise by a popular preacher in az-Zaggagi, A m d li  137; and Abü Isháq an- 
^ a s ib i on the boredom of life in Heaven (although whether he meant this as a joke, which I would guess
did, is open to interpretation) in at-T aw hid i, M uqdbasdt 194. For further examples of p laying w ith the 
Qur’an ’s text or meaning, cf. al-IbsIhI, M usta tra f 477 (a splendid pun on the expression " fih d  ‘d yn u n  
X*riya”, Q 88:12), 539 (on a description of Heaven: “udhu lühá  b i-sa ldm in  d m in in ”, Q 15:46; “w a-m d  hum  
171inhd b i -m u h r a g in ", Q 15:48); at-Tacá lib í, Y atim a  III, 197 i^ fa-tta lda fa - r a ’dhu  f i  sa w d ’i l - g a h im ”, Q 
^7:55), IV, 435; and at-Tacálib I, T átim m á  II, 101 (a poem describing the appearance of a beautiful boy’s 
beard w ith  the phrase “idd s-samsu k u w w ira t”, Q 81:1); al-BáharzI, D um ya  II, 854 (“aw ld  b ihd s iliyyan" ,
Q 19:70), II, 1387 (an anecdote based on an extremely funny misconstruction of the purport of Q 9:63
and 4:114); Pseudo-Taw hidl, R isdla b a gd á d iy ya  230 (a joke on a well-known element of the Q ur’anic 
description of the final judgement, “hattá  y a lig a  l-gam a lu  f i  sa m m i l-h iyd t”, Q 7:40), 307 (the jestful use 
°f various Q ur’anic phrases describing the pleasures of Paradise).
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l-ardu zilzalahd\ Q 99:1), a sign of the arrival of doomsday, which we find in­
corporated in various poems to create a funny effect, sometimes in a quite frivolous 
manner30. Even these pale, however, beside a poem by the famous vizier and patron 
as-Sahib b. cAbbad, in which God’s words as cited in the Qur’an (14:7) are put in a 
sexual context, and a disgustingly obscene one at that31. Less offensive yet still 
distinctly mischievous is a poem on an unreformable drunkard whose preferred 
Qur’anic verse is one narrating a terrifying scene of doomsday: “And you will see the 
people [as though] being drunk” (wa-tard n-ndsa sukdrd; Q 22:2) (at-TacalibI, Yatima
IV, 352). Smiling allusions to the Qur’an’s text can even be found in such a 
vernacular genre as the Andalusian zagaln . The above examples perhaps suffice to 
show that the ubiquity of eschatological conceits and conventions in written 
literature is but a reflection of the popularity of this source of humour among the 
people in general, aristocrats and commoners alike. It is indicative of the general 
acceptance of this sort of humour that an often cited had i t  makes the Prophet 
himself misinterpret deliberately the Qur’anic passage (56:36-37) that those entering 
Paradise will do so in a rejuvenated body when saying jokingly to an old woman: 
“No old woman will ever enter Paradise”33.
To summarize my argument, the following observations can be made. In all the 
above examples, wittiness and esprit (zarf were apparently an excuse for jokes» 
thematic conceits and metaphors that would otherwise have been regarded outrageous 
by pious Muslims. That this should have been so at least in the high Abbasid period 
is not too much of a surprise. It can generally be observed that the stiffness of the 
old Bedouin code of behaviour, which used to weigh heavily upon ancient poets, 
underwent a more than palpable relaxation in the cultural milieu of the Abbasid, and 
especially the Buwayhid, periods, a phenomenon no doubt connected with the rapid 
urbanization of the age. Lots of anecdotes attest that jokes, remarks, and ways of 
behaviour which formerly would have been cause for murder or the capital punish­
ment had by then come to be not only tolerated but even relished by most people,
30 See at-Taca lib i, Y atim a  III, 272 (here the humorous effect is further enhanced by the incorporation 
of the subsequent .Qur’anic verse too in the second line); at-Tacalib r, f g a z  162; Ibn al-Muctazz, Tabaq*1 
141 (here the Q ur’anic phrase is juxtaposed to a breathtakingly obscene expression).
31 at-Taca lib i, Y atim a  III, 267. There is an insignificant variation of the wording of the origin^ 
passage.
32 For instance, a l-H illi, ‘A til 193: "waslun m u sa fir  w a -sududun m uq irn , m a ta  n u f iq  m in  da  l-ca d $  
a l-a l im ”, a slight allusion to a phrase of extremely frequent occurrence in the Q ur’an.
33 E.g. Ibn Sacid , M uqta ta f 173. This story is frequently met with in Arabic sources, cf. Sadan 1983:64'
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not least among the intelligentsia34. The spectacular proliferation of eschatological 
Jokes, witticisms and poetic conventions is easy to fit into that general trend. It will 
also have been noted by the reader that a lot of the poetic conceits current in the 
East found their way to the Muslim West, especially al-Andalus, which is beyond 
doubt due to the immense prestige that Eastern literary traditions and cultural 
patterns enjoyed in the West35.
There seems to have been no limit to the uses of such humour, z a r fb em g  a suffi­
rent justification for it, sometimes all but calling for such allusions to religious topics 
to give a frivolous, mischievous flavour to a poem or a prose passage. Even otherwise 
deeply pious people appear to have had no reservations about enjoying the poetic 
merits of patently irreverent works. As Franz Rosenthal put it in his work on anec­
dotes about Ascab: “The otherworldliness of Islam did little to stop the actual 
enjoyment and literary appreciation of humor”; and in another passage: “[...] there 
existed a pronounced predilection for humor and gaiety which knew few restric­
tions”36. And few they were indeed, as I hope to have shown above. The celebrated 
literary critic al-Qàdi al-ôurgànî certainly expresses the view of many of his 
contemporaries when writing thus: “If [a poet’s unsound] religious beliefs were a 
shortcoming in his poems, and wrong convictions were a cause for discarding a poet, 
>t would be necessary to delete the very name of Abü Nuwàs from poetic anthologies 
and to forgo even mentioning him when enumerating the generations of poets, and 
even more so the poets of the ùâh iliy ya  and all those who are notorious among the 
Muslims for their disbelief. [...] However, these are two very distinct fields, and 
religion has nothing to do with poetry”37. Significantly, a modern Arab author has
34 It must, however, be remarked in this context that there were some periods and special 
Clrcumstances in which this general observation might not be valid, and joking w ith religious concepts 
c°uld, and did, on some occasions lead to the death penalty. Cf. Fierro 1990, esp. p. 117. I am indebted 
t0 Maribel Fierro for calling m y attention to the fact that some genuine external or internal threat felt 
by the Muslim religious establishment (like the advance of the Christians or the ‘fashion’ of seeking 
Martyrdom through insulting Islam by the Mozarab Christians in mediaeval Andalusia) might at times 
lncrease orthodox sensitivities and low er the level of tolerance.
35 Cf. Blachère 1930:15-16; Rubiera Mata 1992:16, 22. The latter author first speaks about what he 
termes the ' ba gdad iza ción  of the Cordoba court, then later remarks that the Oriental literary influence 
did not stop at the gates of the Spanish O m ayyad capital. As the author puts it, “Si Córdoba se había 
convertido en una pequeña Bagdad, las capitales de los reinos de taifas se convertirán en pequeñas 
Cordobas [...].”
36 Rosenthal 1956:3, 4. In the introductory part of Ewald W agner’s edition of the d iw â n  of Abü 
^uw âs, the frivolous poet p a r  ex ce llen ce  among the Arabs, Hamza al-Isbahànï is cited to the effect that 
Abü N uwàs’s poetry never ceased to be recited among the religious dignitaries and the noblemen (<«/- 
ula m a ‘ wa-1-asrâj); see Abü Nuwàs, D iw à n  A, 9.
37 a l-ô u rgàn ï, Wasüta 66. It should be added that for mediaeval Arab authors, jesting had little if any­
thing to do w ith ethics, and, as a general rule, “poetry and the criticism of poetry lie outside the domain
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m ade the som ew hat im pressionistic y e t perhaps not altogether inaccurate observation  
that the freedom  o f m odern  A ra b  litera ti to  engage in all sorts o f w it and humour 
com pares quite u n favou rab ly  w ith  that en joyed  b y  th e ir predecessors in the Middle 
Ages (a l-Q istayn l 1992:38).
A n d  fin a lly , not o n ly  was such jesting apparen tly  to lerated  and accepted, but 
som e, although not all, daring conceits even evolved , as w e have seen, in to  veritable 
conventions, the typ ical fate o f successful expressions, them atic novelties, and the like 
in m ediaeval A rab ic  literature. I believe it is nothing short o f iron ic that something 
m eant to  be a bold  o r even audacious posture should fin a lly  end up being a mere 
con ven tion , but that is p recisely w hat happened to  quite a few  products o f the 
lite ra ry  attitude kn o w n  as m ugun , that is fr iv o lity  and debauchery, in A bbasid  times 
and onw ard s38. Poking fun at the concepts o f the religious trad ition , as long as it 
rem ained a lite ra ry  practice, was in this sense a m ere fashion and, in the hands of 
m any poets, w as bound to  g ro w  in to  no m ore than m annerism .
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WHAT WILL BE THE FATE OF THE SINNERS IN HELL? 
THE CATEGORIES OF THE DAMNED 
IN SOME MUSLIM POPULAR LITERATURE
Roberto Tottoli 
U niversita d i Napoli “L’O rien ta le”
1. Eschatology, the End of the World and the fate of man after death have always 
been central questions in almost every culture and religion. Islam is no exception to 
this, as is demonstrated in the Qur’an, where the question of the final Hour, i.e. of 
the Day of Doom, constitutes the major topic of the early revelations. No other 
theme involved such profound speculation, prompting the circulation of numerous 
traditions on themes such as the nature of the destination of the man and his soul, 
the consistency of the rewards and punishments to be meted out, the reality of the 
contact with and vision of God, etc. In this regard, for earth-rooted men, it has 
always been a source of fascination to learn something concrete of their destiny, i.e. 
that rewards and punishments are real in accordance with their earthly meanings. But 
even this does not suffice. In every period and age people have felt the need to 
describe not only what will happen but also to identify to whom it will happen, 
thereby giving voice to an attitude that prompts the use of descriptions of heaven or 
hell for discussions on earth.
Because there are so many Muslim traditions on this topic, the scope of this 
treatment shall be limited to a restricted number of examples. We shall try to follow 
the path of traditions through works and ages, starting with the most recent, the 
literary elaboration of a presumed author of the late Medieval period, his description 
of the punishment of the damned, the relationship of his description with the 
numerous others included in the same body of literature and the sources on the topic 
in classical literature starting from the Qur’an. In doing so, we not only aim to deal 
with the topic itself but will also attempt to discuss the question of the author in late 
medieval popular literature and, to a certain extent, to show how this literature is not 
a mere reworking of old themes, but a dynamic reshaping of the classical heritage 
including literary elaboration and original elements.
2. Manuscript no. 95 preserved in the Forschung- und Landesbibliothek of Gotha 
(Germany) is a miscellaneous collection of short stories, written in the 17th-18th 
centuries, consisting of 110 folios. This manuscript has no peculiar originality in 
itself, nor are the stories that it contains rare. It is simply a collection of stories, with 
no author indicated, put together somewhere in the Arab world. The calligraphy is 
a common na sh i including ca. 21 lines in each page. The most notable feature of this 
manuscript is that the first story which it contains is one of the various anonymous
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versions of the “story of Jesus and the skull” attested in numerous manuscripts. I 
dedicated to this story a study in which about thirty of these versions are analyzed1. 
A long passage in this story describes the damned and their punishment and here we 
shall restrict our discussion to this part of the story, first of all in the version given 
by Ms Gotha 95 in relation to all the other versions of the story attested.
If we should characterize the manuscripts preserving the story of Jesus and the 
skull as a whole, we cannot but note that they are of differing quality. There are 
books or booklets or small folios written down to record one or more texts. The 
story is sometimes assembled in a longer miscellaneous collection of stories (see for 
ex. Gotha: Ms 2757 dated 1166; Mss 95, 1740, 2760; Rome, Bibl. Vat.: Mss 1191, 
1362, Borg. 161; Paris, Bibl. Nat.: Ms 1363 dated 1204/1790; Ms 2738 dated 
1176/1762-3), Mss 2761, 3652; 3655, 5616; Berlin, Staatsbibl.: Ms We. 1785 dated 
1097/1686; Ms Spr. 2005 dated 1120/1708, Ms Pet. 110; Milan, Ambrosiana: Ms 614 
dated 1074/1663; Ms 1161) or in single collections of quite a few folios (see for ex. 
proper Gotha 2737, cf. 2736). The date of writing is usually between 16th and 19th 
centuries. What is more relevant, as discussed in my article referred to above, is the 
feature of all these versions: they are all individual versions -  i.e. each is different 
from the other with the exception of one case only -  which share the structure of 
the story and the use of the same motifs and elements, but without textual relation­
ship. Ms. Gotha 95 is the only exception in this situation: it is almost identical to Ms. 
Gotha 2737, that is the two manuscripts are clearly testimonies of the same text, 
while all the other manuscripts attesting the story are unique. So, our starting point 
is an anonymous “author” of a version of our story the only distinctive character of 
which is that we have two copies of that version instead of only one.
The core of the story of Jesus and the skull is that Jesus encountered a skull, 
brought it back to life and that it recounted to Jesus its life as a king and what 
happened after its death when it went to hell, including its description of hell. The 
skull, according to Ms Gotha no. 95, thus mentions the damned people, and tells 
how after being called back to life by Jesus it became a true believer:
“(f. lb) In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate, thus said Kacb al- 
Ahbar: (...) (3b) (...) “The 6ahannam has seven layers, one upon the other and it 
is of a huge black, blended with the rage of the Omnipotent King. The name of 
the first layer is 6ahannam and it is for those who committed great sins of the 
community of Muhammad, God bless him and grant him salvation; the second 
layer is called Saqar and it is for the Jews; the third layer is named al-6ah im  and 
it is for the Christians; the fourth layer is called (4a) Laza and it is for Rafidites, 
i.e. those who detest Abu Bakr and cUmar,.may god be pleased with them; the
1 For a comprehensive study of this story in Arabic literature and a study of all the manuscript 
versions (about 30), see Tottoli 2003.
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name of the fifth is al-Hutama and it is for idolaters; the sixth layer is called as- 
Sacir  and it is for jinn and demons; the seventh layer is called al-Hawiya and it 
is for those who utter lies and for sinners. So said the skull and then Jesus, peace 
be upon him, wept and said: “Tell me of the people of Hell, of their conditions 
in Hell”. The skull answered: “O Prophet of God! How many young people cried 
‘What a shame’! How many women cried and your people will see that! And I 
have seen, O prophet of God, people in Hell with the worst punishments. When 
I entered into it, my skin burned but I wore forty skins one upon the other and 
among them there were snakes and scorpions. After that, prophet of God, I was 
hungry, I was taken to the tree az-Zaqqum and I ate from it, but the food became 
stuck in my throat. I became thirsty and I was brought a copper basin in which 
there was melted lead and when I drank of it, my bowels fell down, but then they 
returned to where they were. In Hell, O prophet of God, I saw plenty of people 
who had in their hands (4b) good food and bad food: they were eating the bad 
one and leaving the good one. I asked who they were and I was told: they are 
those who used to eat forbidden food instead of eating the permitted food. I saw,
0  prophet of God, in Hell a multitude of people wearing upon their heads enor­
mous turbans and eating fire. I asked who they were, O prophet of God, and I 
was told: these are those who used to devour the property of orphans. O prophet 
of God, I saw in Hell people drinking pus. I asked who they were, O prophet of 
God, and I was told that they were the usurers. O prophet of God, I saw in Hell 
people hanging by their hands and the Zabaniyya beating them with fire cudgels.
1 asked who they were, O prophet of God, and I was told that they were the ones 
who used to refuse to pay the zakat. O  prophet of God, I saw in Hell people who 
were slaughtered upon the fire of 6ahannam and then returned to their initial 
state. I asked who they were, O prophet of God, and I was told that they were 
the ones who murdered others and that they were not permitted to kill and with­
out right. O prophet of God, I saw in Hell a multitude of women hanging down 
by their breast while the Zabaniyya were beating them with fire whips. I asked 
who these women were, O prophet of God, and I was told that they were dis­
loyal to their husbands. (5a) O prophet of God, I saw in Hell a multitude of 
women howling like dogs. I asked who they were, O prophet of God, and I was 
told: they are those who used to mourn the dead. Then I saw, O prophet of God, 
in Hell people crucified upon fire axles. I asked who they were, O prophet of 
God, and I was told: they are those who forgot their prayer”2.
The description of the damned given here is, as in all the versions of the story of
Jesus and the skull, divided into two distinct parts: the former dealing with the layers
2 Ms Gotha 95 is reproduced and translated in Italian in the dissertation of Torta 1993-94, see in 
particular 44-57.
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and broad categories of the damned according mainly to various religious faiths and 
the latter describing vividly the punishments assigned to specific categories of sinners. 
As regards the first part as described here and in relation to the other versions, it 
must be said that the broad categories of the various faiths cited are not original and 
are instead very common: Jews, Christians, Zoroastrians (cubbdd an-ndr) and idolaters 
(':ubbdd al-asnam ). Each has a specific layer (whatever it is) in all the versions, and it 
is notable that all the sources state that the first layer is that of the community of 
Muhammad3. A peculiar though once again not original detail is the mention of the 
Rafidites, defined as those who offended Abu Bakr and °Umar. The reference is 
clearly to the S icites -  reference which can also be found in other versions4 -  and 
this clearly indicates the Sunnite affiliation of our author. One could at this point 
expect, as in other versions of the same story, to find mention of the name of 
cUtman but the writer of this version refrained from making such reference to the 
controversial name of the third Caliph5.
Further, we note that the damned of the Muslim um m a  are sent to the first layer 
and that in the seventh layer there is another category of sinners who are surely from 
the Muslim um m a, i.e. the mukaddibiin  and the m ugrim un . This brings into focus 
the question of the position of Muslim sinners and the debate about temporary 
punishment to which they will be subjected, but our author’s principal interest is not 
the theological issue, as in the other versions of the story which also indicate a layer 
for the generic sinners: m ugrim urfi, mukaddibiin7, rebels and sinners of the Muslim 
community8, m ugrim un  and mukad d ibiin9. Some of the other versions, however, ex-
3 Ms Paris, Bibl. Nat. 3652, 93a; Ms Berlin, Staatsbibliothek W e. 1785, 50b; Ms Manchester, John 
Rylands L ibrary nr. 648, 27a; Ms Strasbourg, Bibl. Nat. et Un. nr. 137, f. 132b; Ms Damascus, M ak. al- 
Asad nr. 12685, 47a; Ms Paris, Bibl. Nat. 2761, 74a; Ms Milan, Ambrosiana 1161, 106a; Ms Milan, 
Ambrosiana 614, 201a; M unagd t 65; Ms Gotha 2757, 106b; Ms Berlin, Staatsbibliothek Pet. I 110, 48b; Ms 
Gotha 2736, 6a; Ms Paris, Bibl. Nat. 1363, 157b. Cf. Ms Paris, Bibl. Nat. 3655, 114a.
4 As to their punishment see: “those who insult Abu Bakr, cUm ar and cUtm an, their tongues are cut 
w ith  fire scissors: Ms Damascus, M ak. al-Asad nr. 12685, 47a; cf. also Ms Berlin, Staatsbibliothek Pet. I 
110, 49a; Ms Strasbourg, Bibl. Nat. et Un. nr. 137, f. 135b: w ithout cUtm an like our author.
5 On the question see Zaman 1997:50: “A ny criticism of Abu Bakr and ‘Um ar was, for all ah l al- 
su nn a , tantamount to heresy”, and 5If about the position of cUtman.
6 Ms Paris, Bibl. Nat. 2761, 74a; Ms Paris, Bibl. Nat. 3652, 93a; Ms Princeton N.S. Mansell 2160, f. 
74a; Ms M ilan, Ambrosiana 614, 201a Ms Paris Bibl. Nat. 5616, 68a; Ms Bibl. Vaticano ar. 1362, 208b; cf. 
Ms Paris Bibl. Nat. 5616, 68a; Ms Princeton N.S. Mansell 2160, f. 74b.
7 Ms Paris, Bibl. Nat. 3652, 93a; Ms Gotha 2760, 13b; Ms Paris, Bibl. Nat. 3655, 114a.
8 Ms Bibl. Vaticano ar. 1362, 208b; Ms London, British Lib. 1254, 14b; Ms Princeton N.S. Mansell 
2160, f. 74b; Ms Paris Bibl. Nat. 5616, 68a: those committing great sins (kabd’ir); W eil 1846:224.
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plore in more detail the question of the sinners in relation to the layers and indicate 
more specific categories, though not mentioning the kind of punishment: hypo­
crites10, usurpers of orphans’ money11, those committing z ind ’12, usurers13, those 
drinking and eating forbidden food14, misbelievers or idolaters15, Iblis and his 
followers16, those slandering honest women17, those not believing in the Day of 
Doom18, the cu lam d ' not applying the precepts of religious law19, women killing 
their children and betraying their husbands20, women neglecting prayer21, worshippers 
of the sun22, tyrants and their helpers23, those doubting the truth of the prophets24,
9 Both the categories, such as in Ms Gotha 95: Ms Berlin, Staatsbibliothek Pet. I 110, 48b; Ms 
Damascus, M ak. al-Asad nr. 12685, 47a. Cf. also Ms Strasbourg, Bibl. Nat. et Un. nr. 137, f. 133a: 
v iuk add ibün  and m u lb id ü n .
10 They are in the first layer: Ms Princeton N.S. Mansell 2160, f. 74a; Ms Paris Bibl. Nat. 5616, 68a; 
Ms Bibl. Vaticano ar. 1362, 208a-208b; Ms London, British Lib. 1254, 14b; Ms Copenhaghen, Kongelige 
Bibl. nr. 234, 34a; W eil 1846:224.
11 First layer: as-Saqsinl, Zabra Ms Berlin, Staatsbibliothek, Pet. II 556, 36; Ms Berlin, 
Staatsbibliothek, Sprenger 2005, 22a. Some sources refer to the first door and not to the first floor: Asín 
Palacios 1917:427; Vespertino Rodriguez 1983:346-7. Second layer: Ms Berlin, Staatsbibliothek W e. 1785, 
50b. Third layer: Ms Gotha 2757, 107a; Ms Paris, Bibl. Nat. 3652, 93a; Ms Paris, Bibl. Nat. 3655, 114a: 
third door. Fifth layer: Ms Bibl. Vaticana ar. 1191, 48b-49a; cf. Abü N ucaym , H ilya  11.
12 Second layer: as-Saqsinl, Zabra, Ms Berlin, Staatsbibliothek, Pet. II 556, 36; Ms Berlin, 
Staatsbibliothek, Sprenger 2005:22a.
13 Second layer: Ms Gotha 2757, 107a; Ms Paris, Bibl. Nat. 3652, 93a; Ms Paris, Bibl. Nat. 3655, 114a; 
Fourth layer: as-Saqsini, Zabra  Ms Berlin, Staatsbibliothek, Pet. II 556, 36; cf. Ms Berlin, Staatsbibliothek, 
Sprenger 2005:22a.
14 Second layer: Asín Palacios 1917:427.
15 Third layer: Ms Berlin, Staatsbibliothek We. 1785, 50b; Ms London, British Lib. 1254, 14b.
16 Third layer: Ms M ilan, Ambrosiana 614, 201a. Fourth layer: M unägä t 65.
17 Third layer: Asín Palacios 1917:427.
18 Fourth layer: Ms Bibl. Vaticano ar. 1362, 208b. Fifth layer: Ms Gotha 2736, 6a; M unägä t  65; cf. 
Ms M ilan, Ambrosiana 614, 201a.
19 Fourth layer: Ms Paris, Bibl. Nat. 3655, 114a; Ms Gotha 2757, 107. Sixth layer: Ms Berlin, 
Staatsbibliothek, Sprenger 2005:22a.
20 Fourth layer: Ms Bibl. Vaticana ar. 1191, 48b.
21 Fourth layer: Asín Palacios 1917:427; cf. instead Ms Vaticana Borg. Ar. 161, 61a: they are men.
22 Fifth layer: Ms London, British Lib. 1254, 14b.
23 Fifth layer: Ms Berlin, Staatsbibliothek We. 1785, 50b; Ms Berlin, Staatsbibliothek Pet. I 110, 48b; 
Ms Gotha 2757, 107a: for the arrogant.
24 Fifth layer: W eil 1846:224.
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those forbidding zakdf25, adulteresses or adulterers26, apostates27, Pharaohs28, and a lot 
of recognisable groups29.
If we were to judge the choices and peculiarities of our author at this point only 
some provisional hypotheses on his attitude towards all these categories and defini' 
tions are possible. It seems clear that our author includes broad categories about 
which there was no controversy, with a direct attack upon S icites as the most speci­
fic peculiarity. We could define this as a more sober position when compared to 
some of the other versions, probably due to the desire and aim not to include vivid 
descriptions of sinners.
3. At this point we will deal with the passage relating to the damned and their 
punishments, that is the second part of the tradition describing the specific types of 
sinners. Our author mentions in general young and women, then more specifically 
1) those eating forbidden food 2) usurpers of the rights of orphans 3) usurers 4) those 
not paying the zakat 5) murderers 6) adulteresses 7) women mourning the dead 8) 
and those forgetting to pray, and refers to their punishment. This list delineates 
common categories of sinners such as murderers and adulteresses as well as more 
specifically Muslim categories such as those connected to ritual and religious duties 
(prayer, zakat), major religious prohibitions (eaters of forbidden food, usurers) or 
categories already dealt with by the Qur’an or bad its, such as eaters of forbidden 
food, usurpers of the goods of orphans and women mourning the dead. Once again, 
to understand more about this version and its author, we have to examine a number 
of other versions.
So, if we come to the treatment of the categories and punishment of the damned 
in all the other versions it is notable that some of the categories employed in our 
version are among the most common. These are the adulterers and adulteresses30,
25 Fifth layer: Ms Berlin, Staatsbibliothek, Sprenger 2005:22a.
26 Fifth layer, adulteresses: Ms Berlin, Staatsbibliothek, Sprenger 2005, 22a. Sixth layer, adulterers: 
Abu N u'aym , H ilya  12.
~7 Sixth layer: Ms Paris, Bibl. Nat. 2761, 74a.
28 Sixth layer: M unägä t 65.
29 Sixth layer: Ms Bibl. Vaticana ar. 1191, 49a.
by their nails; cf. also Ms Strasbourg, Bibl. Nat. et Un. nr. 137, f. 135b; Ms Berlin, Staatsbibliothek Pet. 
I 110, 49a; cf. Ms Paris, Bibl. Nat. 3655, 113a; Ms Milan, Ambrosiana 1161, 105b; M unägä t  66; Ms Gotha 
2760, 14a-14b; Ms Manchester, John Rylands L ibrary nr. 648, 27b. Other versions also mention those 
th inking of forbidden acts or those committing z in ä ’, see Ms Berlin, Staatsbibliothek We. 1785, 50b.
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those eating forbidden food31, usurers32, and the murderers33. The usurpers of the 
rights of orphans is another very common category but it needs to be underlined 
here that, along with their punishment and the description of their sin, our version 
contains a further qualification: those wearing big turbans. Who are these men 
bearing big turbans? In some of the other sources, where the same reference is made, 
it is more explicitly stated: they are the powerful judges34. No less relevant are the 
categories quoted only by our author and not by the numerous other authors: those 
not paying the zakat, those forgetting to pray, and those mourning the dead. This 
point is not only significant but even astonishing if we consider the importance of 
these points in the Muslim faith, especially with regard to the first two: no other 
version of the story of Jesus and the skull identifies these categories of sinners.
The next step is to list the categories found in the other sources and not 
considered by our author. They include the following: suicides35, slanderers36, 
people who mistreat their parents37, and the wetnurses, described as women hanging 
down by their nipples38. A further peculiar category occasionally mentioned is that 
implicating a sort of critical social position: in Hell there are people bearing fire 
stones around their necks: these are those who used to exploit people in this 
world39, who used to be bullies and unjust in this world40, or who accumulated gold
31 Ms Berlin, Staatsbibliothek Pet. I 110, 48b; M unägä t 66; cf. Ms Paris, Bibl. Nat. 3655, 113a; Ms 
Strasbourg, Bibl. Nat. et Un. nr. 137, f. 134b; Ms Manchester, John Rylands L ibrary nr. 648, 27b.
32 Ms Paris Bibl. Nat. 5616, 68b; Ms Gotha 2760, 14a; Ms Copenhaghen.KongeligeBibl. nr. 234, 34a; 
Ms Berlin, Staatsbibliothek W e. 1785, 50b; Ms Berlin, Staatsbibliothek Pet. I 110, 49a.
35 Ms Paris Bibl. Nat. 5616, 68b; Ms Berlin, Staatsbibliothek Pet. I 110, 49a; Ms Gotha 95, 4b; Ms 
Milan, Ambrosiana 1161, 105b: their heads were cut off and then reattached only to be removed again; 
Ms Manchester, John Rylands L ibrary nr. 648, 27b.
34 See in particular Ms Strasbourg, Bibl. Nat. et Un. nr. 137, f. 135b: they are the judges [qudat)\ cf. 
the more generic Ms Berlin, Staatsbibliothek Pet. I 110, 48b-49a; Ms Copenhaghen, Kongelige Bibl. nr. 
234, 34a; Ms M ilan, Ambrosiana 1161, 105b-106a; M unägä t 66; Ms Gotha 2760, 14a-14b; another punish­
ment is quoted in Ms Leiden or. 14027, f. 131a.
35 Ms Gotha 2760, 14a.
36 Ms Strasbourg, Bibl. Nat. et Un. nr. 137, f. 135a. For o t h e r  punishments and categories of damned 
see Ms Berlin, Staatsbibliothek Pet. I 110, 49a; Ms Damascus, M ak. al-Asad nr. 12685, 47a; Ms Leiden or. 
14027, f. 131a: people hung by their tongues.
37 Ms Damascus, M ak. al-Asad nr. 12685, 47a.
38 Ms Damascus, M ak. al-Asad nr. 12685, 47a. Regarding Muslim conceptions and controversies on 
this point see Giladi 1999, in particular 13-40.
39 Ms Leiden or. 14027, f. 131a; Ms Berlin, Staatsbibliothek We. 1785, 50b; Ms Gotha 2757, 106b; Ms 
Paris, Bibl. N at. 3655, 113a.
40 Ms M ilan, Ambrosiana 1161, 105b.
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and silver without using them f i  sa b il Allah*1. If we compare these categories to 
those mentioned by our author it can be noted that these are rather more “specific” 
groupings of sins and sinners. The mention of the wetnurses touches upon a 
controversial point. Less controversial is the case of suicides, while those slandering 
people and mistreating their parents fall into the broad category of generic ethic 
prescriptions. The allusion to tyrants or rulers in general is far more significant here. 
It harks back to the environment in which these versions, which include this 
category, originated and it is a critical statement or attack upon a specific group of 
people. The difference with our author is clear. The problem once again is the 
definition of the damned in connection with identifiable groups of living people. 
Apart from the mention of usurper judges -  that it is a regular feature in this type 
of literature as we shall see below -  it is difficult to account for the reason that no 
other category seems to emerge as a direct reference to a “real” category of people or 
to a controversial category of sinners in our version. It should not be forgotten that 
our author is not alone in this regard: not all of the sources share this feature, and 
we must not forget that we lack information regarding the place and time, as well as 
the identity of our author and that all of these considerations suggest a need for 
caution on our part: the mention of formal and generic categories such as those 
forgetting prayer and zakdt could be far more specific than we suppose and could be 
allusions to a peculiar local situation of laxity in the fulfilment of these two of the 
arkdn, or may well be related to a peculiar group of people who were guilty in this 
regard.
4. It is time now to take a step back, to the presumed additional sources of our 
author. Up to this point our author’s version has been considered in connection to 
all the other versions of the story of Jesus and the skull. It is of no less importance 
to examine the body of Muslim literature in its entirety, since we can presume that 
Muslim literature on eschatological themes must have constituted a source of 
reference. In this regard, the undisputable starting point is the Qur’an itself in which 
Hell -  referred to with many names -  is mentioned almost in every sura as being the 
frightening destiny awaiting those who do not believe the message of Muhammad. 
In particular, there are passages of great interest to this study in which vivid 
descriptions of the damned and their punishment are given.
The Qur’an states, for example, that Hell has seven doors (Q 15:44), has angels 
•as guardians (nineteen of them, ashab an-nar, Q 74:30-31; cf. also 76:6, hazana, Q 
39:71; 40:49; 67:8), whose presumed leader is called Malik (Q 43:77). More details are 
given as we come to the punishments awaiting the damned in Hell: they will be
41 Ms Berlin, Staatsbibliothek Pet. I 110, 49a. Cf. Ms Gotha 2760, 14b: they had a different 
punishment.
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“watered at a boiling fountain, no food for them but cactus (dari\  Q 88:5-6), “tasting 
therein neither coolness nor any drink save boiling water and pus42 (gassdq)” (Q 
78:24-25), “the Fire smiting their faces the while they glower there” (Q 23:104), and 
“for them garments of fire will be cut, and there shall be poured over their heads 
boiling water whereby whatsoever is in their bellies and their skins shall be melted; 
for them await hooked iron rods” (Q 22:19-21), to the point that “as their skins are 
wholly burned, We shall give them in exchange other skins” (Q 4:56). In fact God 
has prepared “for the unbelievers chains, fetters (agldl), and a Blaze” (Q 76:4; cf. also 
40:71-72; 73:11-13), “a chain of seventy cubits’ length (...) neither any food saving foul 
pus, that none excepting sinners eat” (Q 69:32-37), and they will be “mid burning 
winds and boiling waters and the shadow of smoking blaze neither cool, neither 
goodly” (Q 56: 42-44); “seized by their forelocks and their feet” (Q 55:41), “dragged 
on their faces into the Fire” (Q 54:48, cf. 25:34), and “their faces are turned about” 
(Q 33:66), “coupled in fetters, of pitch their shirts, their faces enveloped by the Fire” 
(Q 14:49-50). When describing the prodigious tree Zaqqum from which the damned 
will eat, it is also added that it “is the food of the guilty, like molten copper (m uhl), 
bubbling in the belly as boiling water bubbles” (Q 44:43-46), “a tree that comes forth 
in the root of Hell; its spathes are as the heads of Satans, and they will eat of it” (Q 
37:64-66), and “you (i.e. the damned) shall fill therewith your bellies and drink on 
top of that boiling water (al-ham im ) lapping it down like thirsty camels” (Q 56:52- 
55>-In these passages the Qur’an does not list categories of sinners along with their 
punishments, but speaks of generic enemies of God (a‘d a ’ Allah, Q 41:28) disbelievers 
(kafirun, Q 76:4; cf. 22:19; 33:64; 35:36; 39:71; 41:28; 67:6), those who utter lies 
(;m uk add ib in , Q 73:11), those who do not believe in the Hereafter (Q 27:4), sinners 
(:m u gr im un , Q 14:49; 55:41, 43), idolaters (musrikun , Q 48:6), the insolent (td g in , Q 
38:55), and hypocrites (m unafiq im , Q 48:6) -  hypocrites which, another verse states, 
“will be in then lowest reach (dark) of the Fire” (Q 4:145). However, more specific 
statements can be found elsewhere in the holy text, as in the case of the one who 
“never believed in God the Almighty, and he never urged the feeding of the needy” 
(Q 69:33-34), or of “those who think evil thoughts of God” (Q 48:6), and when it is 
said that “surely those who cast it upon women in wedlock that are heedless (al- 
muhsanat al-gafilat) but believing shall be accursed in the present world and the 
world to come; and there awaits them a mighty chastisment” (Q 24:23). But the most 
interesting passage in this regard is that in which the Qur’an states that “those who 
devour the property of orphans (al-yatama) unjustly, devour Fire in their bellies, and
42 Boiling water (h a m im ) is a frequent reference: see Q 56:93, 55:44, 47:15: “boiling water that tears
their bowels asunder”; 44:45-46: “then pour over his head the chastisement of boiling w ater”; 38:57-58:
“boiling water and pus, and other torments of the like kind coupled together”; 37:67: “brew of boiling
water”; cf. also Q 14:16: “oozing pus (m a ‘ sad id )" .
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shall assuredly roast in a Blaze” (Q 4:10)43. From the evidence discussed above it can 
be concluded that the Qur’an mentions a range of punishments, mostly repeating the 
same motifs in various passages, and in only a few cases going beyond a generic 
definition of the sinners destined to hell. There is certainly no indication of specific 
categories and corresponding punishments as those included in our story.
We now move to Muslim literature as a whole. As regards our subject and the 
contents of our story the entire body of religious literature potentially offers useful 
data44. In fact, if works such as the Qur’anic commentaries, had i t  collections and 
specific works on the subject are of primary interest, the role of eschatological beliefs 
and even the relevance of the question of the categories of sinners suggest that we 
could expect to find material of relevance in almost all religious literature. In fact, 
apart from the Qur’an, the most significant description of the damned and their 
punishments is to be found in one of the most authoritative early works, the Sira 
of Ibn Hisam. In the chapter dealing with Muhammad’s night journey and ascent to 
heaven, a report included under the authority of Abu SacId al-Hudrl, states that the 
Prophet recounted, when he was in the lowest heaven:
“Then I saw men with lips like camels; in their hands were pieces of fire like 
stones which they used to thrust into their mouths and they would come out of 
their posteriors. I was told that these were those who sinfully devoured the 
wealth of orphans. Then I saw men resembling the family of Pharaoh, with such 
bellies as I have never seen; there were passing over them as it were camels 
maddened by thirst when they were cast into hell, treading them down, they 
being unable to move out of the way. These were usurers. Then I saw men with 
good fat meat before them side by side with lean stinking meat, they were eating 
of the latter and leaving the former. These are those who forsake the women 
which God has permitted and go after those he has forbidden. Then I saw women 
hanging by their breast. These were those who had fathered bastards on their 
husbands”45.
With this passage we are on the same ground as the description of our author. The 
first category -  i.e., those devouring orphans’ wealth -  is inspired by the Qur’an. The 
other three categories -  usurers, male adulterers and female adulteresses who gave 
birth to bastards -  are not Qur’anic and neither are the punishments.
A number of other particulars can be traced to had i t  works. The only report 
similar to the tradition quoted in the Sira  is this: the Prophet states that during his 
dscent to heaven he saw people with wide bellies from which snakes could be seen
43 On orphans see also Q 17:34.
44 Various reports on this subject are discussed by Asm Palacios 1919:8-30, 46-52, 357-368.
45 Ibn H isam, S ira  405-406; the translation here is from Guillaume 1955:185-186; cf. also at-Tabari, 
T afsir  XV, 7, 13.
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coming out: these were the usurers46. Some other statements are quoted in connection 
with some recurring formulas. For instance in al-Buhari’s Sahih there are reports 
which contain references to discussions by the Prophet mentioning the ones who will 
suffer less severe punishments in Hell (inna ahwan ahl an -ndr ciddban): the man who 
will have live coals placed in the hollows of his feet which will drive him mad47. The 
other major collections contain similar references. Muslim, for instance, adds a pair 
of had its  in which the Prophet states that the least onerous punishment would 
consist of a man under whose sandals were placed two burning embers48. Other 
traditions introduce statements from the opposite point of view: who will be 
subjected to the most exacting punishment {asaddu n-nas Hddbari) in hell. According 
to a widespread report these will be those making images (a l-m usaww irun)^ , while 
there are a great number of other differing versions to be found amongst the various 
sources50. Another particular that emerges in later reports is in the case of the 
m undfiq im  who will be confined in iron boxes51. Mention of punishment in Hell 
is used in another had i t  in which it is said that women who display golden necklaces 
and earrings w ill wear similar jewellery, but made of fire, on the day of Resurrec­
tion52.
We also expect to find useful statements regarding generic punishments in Hell 
in the numerous had its  listing sins, such as drinking from vessels of gold and silver, 
those who vilify the prophets, companions and Muslims53, the tyrannical im am s or
46 See Ibn A b i Sayba, M usannafV W , 335 no. 36574; Ibn Maga, Sunan  II, 763 no. 2273; Ibn Hanbal, 
M usnad  III, 269-70 no. 8648, 289 no. 8765.
47 al-Buhari, Sah ih  VII, 258 no. 6561; cf. also no. 6562; the text says, instead of becoming insane, that 
the live coal w ill make his brain boil; see also Muslim, Sah ih  I, 196 no. 213.
48 Muslim, Sah ih  I, 195-6 no. 211-12 see also Ibn A b l cAsim, Z uhd  399, and above all Ibn as-Sarl, 
Zuhd, who includes a chapter w ith  the sentence as its title. For an abundance of other references, see the 
occurrences of the sentence ahw an  a h l a n -n d r  ‘idaban  in al-Maktaba a l-alfvyya.
49 al-Buhari, Sah ih  no. 5606, cf. 5610. Muslim, Sah ih  III, 1670 no. 2109 (three versions) and cf. also 
the sim ilar ones ibid. I ll, 1667-68.
50 See all the occurrences of the expression asaddu n-nas ‘idaban  (259) in al-Maktaba a l-a lfvyya. Cf. Also 
the occurrences (more than a hundred) in SIcite literature, in N oor 2. Frequent quotations of h a d it s  of 
this k ind in ta fs ir  can be found in for ex. al-Q urtubi, comm, to Q 2:44, at-Tabari to 3:22 etc. Another 
quite common expression in all of the literature is that defining some sin or condemnable position saying 
that the one who maintains this w ill have his seat in Hell (m a cfadu hu  m in  an -na r).
51 as-Suyuti, B udur 367 from Ibn K atir, Nihdya.
52 an-Nasa’ I, Sunan  V, 434 no. 9439; cf. sim ilar statements, prompting the use of silver instead of 
gold also for women, see Abu Dawud, Sunan  IV, 90-91 nos. 4236, 4238.
53 See for ex. as-Suyuti, a l-Budur 362, from the H ilya  of Abu Nucaym.
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evil people who commit acts against men on earth54, suicides, those giving false 
testimony, liars, those who claim objects that do not belong to them, those who lie 
about the Prophet55, etc. We shall stop here, since to reproduce all of the statements 
found in had i t  literature would require an extended discussion and this is not 
necessary. It is clear that this literature undoubtedly mentions something related to 
the damned and their punishments with a precise intent: the reports on the lighter 
punishment serve the aim of demonstrating how cruel they are and they do not serve 
an eschatological purpose. The lesson is thus moral beyond the description itself and 
for this reason the only significant had it, as far as we have seen, seems that connected 
to usurers, which is quite similar to the report in the S ira , where a category of 
sinners and a specific punishment are joined together.
5. It is also necessary to examine the eschatological ha d it-oriented literature 
where we usually find the reports belonging to the major had i t  collections as well 
as a range of other material. The most famous work on eschatology is the Tadkira 
of al-Qurtubi (d. 1272), which resembles an encyclopaedia of traditions dealing with 
the range of eschatological themes. While he does mention sinners and the 
punishments they suffered, this only occurs in a chapter in which two traditions are 
dedicated to the categories of the most severely punished sinners and their 
punishments. In the first report there are three categories: great sinners who carry 
boxes of fire, usurpers of the rights of people whose bellies are ruptired and trail on 
the ground, their intestines on fire and people wearing amulets whose fate was to run 
without stopping. In the second report the punishments and categories are the same 
though there are four of them56. A further chapter is dedicated to a common theme 
which is also attested in the sayings of Muhammad: a definite category of the damned 
is made up of those who do not practice what they preach or those forbidding evil 
and prescribing good but not acting according to this precept. Their punishment is 
described as follows: their lips are severed with scissors of fire57. Apart from this, 
many other reports describe degrees of punishment, listed for example by the names 
of the seven doors of hell, or the chains and fire of Hell with an abundance of 
particulars, but nothing else is included which is similar to or recalls the damned of 
the story of Jesus and the skull.
54 as-Suyuti, a l-B udur 362, from the H ilya  of Abu Nu'aym .
55 as-Suyuti, B udu r  363-364. Cf. also the h a d it s  describing teeth and other particulars upon the k a fif 
in H ell, as-Suyuti, B udur 340-342.
56 al-Q urtubi, Tadkira 466-467.
57 a l-Q urtubi, Tadkira 483: this occurs in two versions traced back to Abu N u'aym  and Ibn al- 
M ubarak, and the Prophet witnessed this during his ascension to heaven.
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If we take the position of our author, it can be stated that he was not interested 
in the kind of material collected by such an ca lim  as al-Qurtubi who proceeds by 
quoting what he can from Qur’anic verses and the sayings of the Prophet. It was of 
no interest to him, it did not accord with the literary tone of the story nor, in all 
probability, did it appeal to his audience. This is made clear in a quite interesting 
statement of the same al-Qurtubi. Referring to the layers of Hell, the list of their 
names is given adding that the names and the categories of damned people (belonging 
to other religions) who are destined to inhabit these layers are usually mentioned in 
the books of Zuhd, but that these particulars do not appear in sound traditions (al- 
Qurtubi, Tadkira 444-445). We can thus safely suggest that our author could not find 
what he sought in the books of the learned authors such as al-Qurtub i because that 
Was precisely what these authors did not intend to include in their works. Taking 
into account the extent to which Muslim literature originated against a polemical 
background it can be further suggested that books like this were written to counter 
the diffusion and spread of eschatological traditions such as those included in the 
story of Jesus and the skull. But our author and the authors of the numerous versions 
of the story of Jesus and the skull simply did not care about the religious purposes 
of these learned men.
The other works on eschatological themes do not alter this picture. In ad-Durra 
al-fdhira attributed to al-Gazali we find little on the topic58, al-Bayhaql, in his al- 
Bact wa-n-nusur, reviews Qur’anic verses and had its  on the major questions such as 
the temperature of Hell or what the damned eat59. Nothing relevant to our story is 
to be found. The same attitude is clear in a later work of the same kind, the Budur 
as-sdfira f i  um u r al-ahira , by as-Suyuti. For example, when dealing with the seven 
doors of Hell he does not mention the categories of damned destined to inhabit 
them60, and whereas some other passages mention a few particulars of interest in 
connection with the long chapters dealing with punishments of disbelievers and 
sinners (such as in al-Qurtub I’s work)61, he does not mention the kind of tradition 
which is encompassed in the story of Jesus and the skull.
The same happens if we examine excerpts from popular literature, loosely defined 
as literature deemed more popular than ha d it  collections. The major example of this
58 al-G azali, Durra\ on the same arguments, see al-G azàlï, I b yâ ’ YV, 486-488, 514-519.
59 al-Bayhaqï, Ba‘t 278-330, and in part. 268 on the seven names of the doors of H ell, and 269-312, 
for other particulars about H ell: the heat, the keepers, the snakes, etc.
60 as-Suyütï, B udü r 310-312: it is on ly said that the first one is for the sinners of Muslim community.
61 as-Suyuti, B udur 354-: those prescribing right and forbidding evil but acting differently; those 
whose knowledge was not useful to themselves; women wearing golden necklaces and earrings; those 
having two tongues w ill have two tongues of fire in hell; those who drink in vessels of gold and silver; 
suicides; w ine drinkers.
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genre is the Medieval Liber Scalae M achometi, where, in accordance with what is 
stated in the first biography of the Prophet, the ascent to heaven of Muhammad is 
described and Hell and its doors are mentioned, along with names and even 
categories of damned people. According to the Italian translation of the text to which
I had access, the many pages listing the structure of Hell regularly mention 
punishments while repeating the prodigious action of snakes and scorpions against 
generic groups of sinners, without providing a description of the type translated at 
the beginning of this article62.
6. We have now assembled all of the relevant elements in order to consider the 
report translated at the beginning and to draw some conclusions about our author. 
The structure and elements of our story are perfectly Muslim and consonant in 
general with what is stated in all traditions, but if we take a closer look at the 
contents in relation to a specific point like the categories of the damned, we notice 
that the eschatological elements included in the versions of the story of Jesus and the 
skull do not correspond with those mentioned in classical Muslim literature on the 
topic. Some references or implicit hints from the Qur’an and traditions are no doubt 
included -  such as in the case of the usurpers of the orphans’ money -  but these con­
stitute an “obligatory” category included along with the new elements. The point of 
these figures is both theological and stylistic: to deal with what, from a doctrinal 
point of view, cannot be avoided, and to include elements to make the story recog­
nizable to the audience. In the treatment of the description of the damned, therefore, 
the numerous versions of the story of Jesus and the skull constitute a corpus or a 
body of literature which is, as a whole, not based upon reports taken from traditional 
had i t -oriented literature.
One of the most interesting peculiarities of this body of literature is undoubtedly 
the prominence given to the fate of (Muslim) sinners as compared to that of believers 
of other faiths. The most vivid descriptions are displayed in connection with the 
various sins committed by the Muslim damned, thus indicating that the main concern 
of this literature is not that of inter-religious rivalries, but the Muslim community 
itself. In these cases, as a rule, sins and punishments are evoked to prompt people to 
avoid acting in certain ways and the more frequent mention of a particular sin tends 
to indicate that it was a point at issue at the time that the version was composed and 
circulated. But the range of sinners and punishments was not endless: within a body 
of religious literature the originality of the various versions is restricted to a limited 
number of particulars, following the dynamics of oral/written variations on a fixed 
theme whose diffusion and importance are testified by the numerous versions in 
evidence. As regards our subject, references to the seven layers, a number of broad
62 Scala  87-96 and above all 108-111, on the doors of Hell.
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categories of unbelievers such as those belonging to other religions are obligatory 
points touched on by all the versions. Among the categories of sinners, the choices 
Were larger and so we find various differing versions portraying categories and 
punishments in various ways. Here every author displays his authorial licence, 
preferences, interests and aims, that is, given all the limits, his originality.
We are now ready to consider our author. Firstly, it must be remembered that 
his elaboration was the only one copied into another version, thus attesting that 
somewhere at a particular time it was considered useful by at least one copyist. That 
is to say, our author had a certain, though limited, success. He showed no particular 
interest in including descriptions of specific sinners in the layers of Hell, in this way 
simply reflecting a clear Sunnite and anti-SIcite tendency, while in the description of 
punishments in relation to the various categories of the damned he displays a quite 
widespread critical assessment against the judges, the usurpers of orphans’ rights, 
while not highlighting any other specific concern. The indication of those forgetting 
prayer and zakat, not attested in any other version, is probably a generic critical 
statement against the laxity of people in these precepts and does not indicate a 
specific category. No social polemics against rulers are expressed, and no other 
peculiar categories -  such as in those other versions which are more explicit in this 
regard -  are enunciated. Our author probably aimed to produce a “sober”, non- 
polemical version in contrast to the other versions in circulation, avoiding as far as 
possible making polemical points in relation to the categories of the damned. 
However, while producing his work, he remained completely within this body of 
literature and did not introduce other traditions, for instance from hadit literature. 
This is a significant point as it clearly indicates that this late popular literature 
constitutes a genre which shares something with “high” literature and yet is complete­
ly autonomous and in a certain way antagonistic towards it.
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W örterbuch zu den  griech isch-arabischen Übersetzungen des 9. Jahrhunderts, Supplement, 
Band 1: Ä-I. By M AN FRED  U LLM A N N . Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz Verlag, 
2006. 826 pp. ISBN 3 447 05390 9 / 978 3 447 05390 7. -  W örterbuch zu den  
griech isch -arabischen Ü bersetzungen des 9. Jahrhunderts, Supplement, Band II: D-Ü. 
By M A N FRED  U LLM A N N . Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz Verlag, 2007. 972 pp. 
ISBN 978 3 447 05609 0.
Ullmann’s W örterbuch zu den  griech isch-arabischen Ü bersetzungen des 9. Jahrhunderts 
(WGAÜ) appeared in 2002'. It is not a comprehensive dictionary, nor is it possible 
to compile one at the present state of our art. However, it contains a rich collection 
of Greek words and their Arabic equivalents, both in their respective contexts, 
mainly from the Greek original and the Arabic version of Galen’s De sim plicium  
m ed icam en torum  tem peram entis a c facu lta tibus, but the author also drew important 
material from a considerable number of related works. The Arabic version of Galen’s 
aforementioned work has not been published yet thus the author primarily relies on 
various manuscripts. As a corollary to the results of his work in the field of 
lexicography, in the extensive foreword (pp. 15-63) Ullmann publishes the significant 
insights he won concerning the history and relationship of the Arabic translations of 
this important work of Galen’s. Having finished work on the basic volume of the 
dictionary he gradually got access to works, both printed and in manuscript form, 
in medicine and pharmacology as well as in other areas of secular learning such as 
agriculture and science, but he also extended the sphere of his investigations to 
include works from the fields of religion and humanities too, e.g. the Septuagint (Jesus 
Sirach), the New Testament, speeches by Gregory of Nazianzus, works by Nemesius 
of Emesa, etc. Thus the author managed to collect a considerable amount of 
vocabulary of primary importance which is not contained in the works of Arabic 
national lexicographers, whose vocabulary more or less covers the habitat of the 
Bedouins while they basically disregard the diverse and important fields of urban life. 
With his magisterial opus the author has set the course for future research too: he 
himself admits that “notwithstanding the richness of the material contained in these 
volumes one has to admit that it was not possible to offer more than bare sketches 
and sidelights” (Suppl. I, p. 47). On the basis of the rich material amassed in the 
present work the author stresses once again how important it is to include the
1 See our review on the pages of the present journal in P ro ce ed in g s  o f  th e 20th C ongress o f  th e U nion  
E urop éenn e d es A rabisan ts e t  Islam isants, Budapest 2 0 0 0 .  Ed. b y  A L E X A N D E R  F O D O R .  Part Two. The 
A rahist, Budapest S tudies in  A rabic 2 0 0 3 ,  2 6 - 2 7 . 3 1 7 - 3 1 8 .
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vocabulary of all these fields in a comprehensive dictionary of Arabic, like the 
W örterbuch d e r  klassischen arabischen Sprache (WKAS'), a view with which one cannot 
but wholly agree: it is absolutely unacceptable to reserve the vocabulary of these 
fields for specialized dictionaries, one might even say “banish” it to them, as has been 
suggested repeatedly. Of course, this means also that this dictionary is meant not 
only for the specialist in translations from the Greek and in the history of sciences 
in Islam but that the average Arabist can also derive great benefit from its perusal and 
that henceforth it will become a basic reference work in the field of lexicography 
along with Lane, Dozy, WKAS, the Greek and  A rabic Lexicon (GALex) by Endress 
and Gutas, and Joshua Blau’s recent D ictionary o f  M ediaeval Judaeo-A rabic Texts. As 
a corollary to the rich yields of his efforts in the field of lexicography, Ullmann’s 
work abounds in significant new insights into the various aspects of the history of 
the translation movement: in addition to new insights into the development of the 
vocabulary of Hellenistic sciences, many interesting and important details concerning 
the history of some translations, such as Dioscondes, can be found in the pages of 
the present work under review. The elucidation of the history of the translated texts 
will enable us to identify the translators with more precision and important 
contributions in this field can already be found in the forewords to this work. The 
two volumes are beautifully produced and the present reviewer has to admit that in 
the meantime he has also accustomed himself to the circumstance that instead of 
having been set in type the work has been reproduced from a holograph manuscript 
in the author’s own handwriting, which after all, is very clear, pleasant and easy to 
read. Everybody working in the field of Arabic and Islamic studies is greatly in the 
author’s debt for the magisterial WKAS alone; with the present work Ullmann has 
considerably increased our debt to him. We can only wish that his stunning industry 
and energy will not abate and that he will surprise us with similar works -  perhaps 
further Supplementa to the present work?
István Ormos
A lltagsleben u n d  m a terielle K u ltu r in d e r  arabischen Sprache u n d  Literatur. Festschrift 
f ü r  Heinz Grotzfeld. Hrsg. von TH O M A S BAUER und ULRIKE STE H LI-W e r BECK
u. Mitarb. von TH O RSTEN GERALD SCHNEIDERS. {Abhandlungen fü r  d ie  K unde 
des M orgenlandes, hrsg. von Florian C. Reiter, LV, 1.) Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz,
• 2 0 0 5 .  4 5 7  p p .  I S B N  3 - 4 4 7 - 0 5 0 0 9 - 8 .
The present volume dedicated to Heinz Grotzfeld on his 70th birthday, besides 
properly honouring a great German scholar, provides the scholarly public with an 
immensely useful and very special collection of papers in a field which interests many 
nowadays but was neglected in the past: the everyday life and material culture of the 
Arab world (mainly, but not exclusively) in the Middle Ages. Most of the contribut­
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ors took the burden on themselves of remaining within the framework of the topic 
indicated by the title. This resulted in an uncommonly homogeneous volume which 
is the merit of the editors.
This topic was one that perhaps interested most the celebrated scholar. In the 
Congress of the U.E.A.I., Salamanca 1992, he read a paper on a biographical work 
which, unlike the other pieces of the well known tabaqät literature and the annals 
of different townships, concentrates not on the middle and upper classes of the 
society but on the lower strata of artisans and craftsmen. It was an engaging and 
noteworthy lecture which has aroused my interest towards this theme and I feel 
sorry for the lack of the edition of this invaluable MS until now.
There are 24 papers in the volume under review, published in alphabetic order, 
which is far the least appropriate way of ordering from the point of view of the 
future readers. These articles could be ordered in two ways: (i) from the point of 
view of the materials used in them or their subject matters, (ii) or considering their 
topics.
(i) There are 9 papers based on Arabic language and linguistics (grammar, 
lexicography, Arabic script and dialects), (a) Grammar (1): Ramzi Baalbaki’s paper 
“Theoretical Coherency Versus Pedagogical Attainability. The Conscious Bias of 
Arab Grammarians”. The author points to the specific position of Arabic grammar 
between science and educational purposes, (b) Lexicography (2): Werner Diem “Das 
Bäb as-Sarica der Alhambra und seine Inschrift”, and Stefan Reichmuth “Nachricht 
von den Inseln der Seligen. Mythos und Wissenschaft im Tag a l-a rü s von Murtadä 
az-Zabidi (gest. 1205/1791)” Reichmuth investigates in this article how the 
commentators worked, (c) Script: Ewald Wagner “Schrift, Schreiben und Schreiber 
bei Abü Nuwäs”. (d) Dialects: Heikki Palva “A Traditional Narrative from al-Balqä’, 
Jordan”. Manfred Woidich “Kindersprache in ilBasandi. Ein Text aus der Oase 
Dakhla”; Mohand Tilmatine “Das Lautarchiv von Berlin. Bemerkungen zu einer 
unbekannten Quelle für arabische und masirische (berberische) Sprachen”, (e) Jewish- 
Arabic: Otto Jastrow “Linsen mit Reis -  und doch keine mzaddara\ Jüdisch arabische 
Kochrezepte aus Mossul”. (f) One paper deals with languages other than Arabic: 
Kerstin Eksell’s “The Verb w gm  in Safaitic Inscription”.
(ii) There are 9 papers dealing with Arabic literature: (a) In the field of classical 
literature there are seven papers: Thomas Bauer “Das Nilzagal des Ibrahim  al- 
Micmär. Ein Lied zur Feier des Nilschwellenfestes”; Sabine Dorpmüller ‘“Und Er goß 
aus das Wasser in Strömen ...’ Eine Nilpredigt von Ibn Nubäta al-Hatib?” (d. 984-5); 
Wolfdietrich Fischer “Der Schleier der Frau in der altarabischen Stammesgesellschaft”; 
Jaakko Hämeen-Anttila “Ibn Wahsiyya on Substitute Foods”; Anke Osigus ‘“Ich 
schade nur und nütze nicht.’ Zum Bild des Skorpions in arabischen Quellen”; Otfried 
Weintritt “an-Nasir al-Hammämi (gest. 712/1312): Dichter und Bademeister in 
Kairo”; Hinrich Biesterfeldt “Ein Philosoph trinkt Wein”. (On Sahl al-Balhi d. 934). 
(b) Modern literary themes stand in the centre of two articles: Abdallah Abu Hasha
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“Monologisches Dasein im kollektiven Geschwätz. Kritik von Ideologie und 
Tradition in Christoph Heins D er fr em d e  Freund, D rachenblut und Yüsuf Idris’ al- 
Baydä and Wiebke Walther “Komik als Kontrast. Schwänke, Ränke und 
Rollenspiele in der schiitisch-irakischen Stadtkultur zwischen 1890 und 1950”. (c) One 
article deals not with Arabic but Sumatran literature: Edwin Wieringa “Punning in 
Hamzah Pansuri’s Poetry”.
(iii) Popular religious beliefs are treated in 2 articles: Alexander Flores “Unter dem 
Grabstein schaut niemand nach. Gelebte Religion im Palästinakonflikt” and Stefan 
Wild “Alle Tage ist kein Freitag. Bemerkungen zu Freitag, Feiertag und Alltag in der 
islamischen Welt”.
(iv) Cultural history, not based on a text, is the subject of three papers: (a) There 
are two articles on the Middle Ages: Barbara Freyer Stowasser “Time Sticks” and 
Stefan Leder “Damaskus: Entwicklung einer islamischen Metropole (12-14. Jh.) und 
ihre Grundlagen”, (b) Finally, there is an article on a sociological topic in our age: 
Thorsten Gerald Schneiders “Die zabbd lin  in cIzbat an-Nahl, Ägypten. Modernes 
Alltagsleben am Rande der Gesellschaft”.
Now, if we want to arrange the material of the volume according to the topics 
dealt with in them we receive the following picture:
(1) Two papers relate to architecture: Werner Diem’s on the Alhambra and Stefan 
Leder’s on Damascus.
(2) Geography is dealt with in Stefan Reichmuth’s paper on the commentary of 
the 18th century lexicographical work Tág aUarüs.
(3) 1 he description of an animal, the scorpion, which plays an important but 
dangerous role in the everyday life of the rural parts of the Arab world is 
investigated by Anke Osigus.
(4) Arabic script is the theme (but not the material) of Ewald Wagner’s literary 
research.
(5) Heikki Palva examines how to tell a tale in popular narratives.
(6) Children’s talk is what Manfred Woidich’s paper is about.
(7) Food, cooking and drinking stand in the centre of the articles written by Otto 
Jastrow, Jaakko Hämeen-Anttila and Hinrich Biesterfeldt.
(8) Kerstin Eksell tries to disentangle the cultural context of a text.
(9) Social life in a narrower sense is the theme of 11 papers, (a) Sociographical 
questions interest Abdallah Abu Hasha, Wiebke Walther and Thorsten Gerald 
Schneiders, (b) Ramzi Baalbaki’s paper concentrates on education, (c) Wolfdietrich 
Fischer’s article is on Arab women, (d) The following authors are interested in 
different festivities: Thomas Bauer and Sabine Dorpmüller write on the Nile festivals, 
Stefan Wild speaks about the relationship between festivities and everyday life, while 
Alexander Flores’ interest lies in the cult of saints, (e) Otfried Weintritt writes about 
the public bath, (f) Last but not least folk astronomy is the theme of Barbara Freyer 
Stowasser’s paper.
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G rammar as a W indow on to  Arabic Humanism. A C ollection  o f  A rticles in H onour o f  
M ichael G. Carter. Ed. by LUTZ EDZARD & JANET WATSON. Wiesbaden: 
H arrassowitz, 2006. 264 p. ISBN 978-3-447-05444-7
Michael G. Carter is one of the most significant Western scholars in the field of the 
historiography of Arabic linguistics whose two outstanding works, the translation 
and commentary of S irb ln l’s commentary of the Â gurrüm iyya  grammar and his 
article on SIbawayhi in the Encyclopaedia o f  Islam  (one of. the few really ‘precious 
pearls’ of the second edition of), can be considered landmarks in this very important, 
and earlier much neglected, field of Arabic studies. On the occasion of his retirement 
from his chair at Oslo University some of his colleagues from the regular colloquia 
of Arabic grammar and some other academics of the new generation offered their
papers in his honour.
The editors successfully avoided the usual clumsiness of similar laudatory volumes 
by arranging the articles thematically instead of the alphabetical order. T he first two 
articles, Ramzi Baalbaki’s “Unfamiliar morphological terminology from the early 
fourth century A.H. Mu’addib’s Daqà’iq a l-T a srïf’ and Kees Versteegh’s “A new 
treatise about the Hlal an-nahw : Ibn al-Warràq on ‘inna wa-’axawdtuhd” treat an 
important question of the traditional Arabic grammar, that of interpreting the 
ancient grammatical terms in their ever changing context. Arabic grammatical 
description, and especially the terms used in it, does not possess such a unified theory 
as it seemed to even half a century ago. Ramzi Baalbaki and Kees Versteegh helped 
us with their essays in the past in many ways to understand this and they do the 
same now in the present volume.
Adrian Gully steps in the trace of Ramzi Baalbaki in investigating similarities 
between the two main branches of Mediaeval language studies, grammar and rhetoric 
in his article “Two of a kind? Ibn Hisâm al-Ansârl on nahw  and Ibn al-A tlr on 
baldga”. It is only to be hoped that he will continue his fruitful research in this 
direction.
The other excellent studies published in this volume are: Yasir Suleiman Arabic 
language reforms, language ideology and the criminalization of SIbawayhi”; Pierre 
Larcher “Un texte d’al-Fâràbï sur la ‘langue arabe’ réécrit?”; Georges Bohas & 
Abderrahim Saguer “Sur un point de vue heuristique concernant l’homonymie dans 
le lexique de l ’arabe”; James Dickins “The verb base in Central Urban Sudanese 
Arabie”; Werner Diem “lahiqa bi- ‘to join s.o.’ and alhaqahu bi- ‘to join s.o. with s.o.’ 
as euphemisms paraphrasing death”.
The volume closes with the papers of the editors: Ronak Husni & Janet Watson 
“Arabic as L2: Linguistic and intercultural issues in composition” and Lutz Edzard 
& Adolf Kôhnken “A new look at the Greek, Syriac, and Arabic versions of 
Aristotle’s Poetics".
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A uthority, P riva cy  an d  Public O rder in Islam. P roceed ings o f  the 22nd Congress o f  
L’Union E uropéenne des Arabisants et Islamisants. Ed. by B. M lCH ALAK -PlK ULSK A 
& A. PlKULSKI. (O rienta lia Lovaniensia A nalecta, 148.) Leuven, etc.: Peters, 2006. 
484 p . ISBN 9789042917361; 90-429-1736-9
This conference volume contains 37 papers in four sections. Interestingly enough the 
main theme of the Congress suggested by the organizers, which is the title of this 
volume as well, was accepted by the authors in a more than usual number. The first 
section on theology and philosophy comprises ten articles. Carmela Baffioni deals in 
her paper (“History, Language and Ideology in the Ikhwàn al-Safà’ View of the 
Imàmate”) with the political visions of the Ikhwàn al-Safà’ who attributed great 
importance to the evolution of Arabic language (or rather lexicon which was the 
exact meaning of the word lu ga  in the Middle Ages). Baffioni examines some 
important terms such as mulk and d in  in the Ikhwàn’s encyclopaedia and states that 
they may have been the disguised adversaries of the Imàmate Sh icite Büyids and may 
have had ties with the Fàtimids.
Paolo Branca undertakes the task of clarifying issues which have become in our 
time even more important than they were in the classical period: the relationship 
between the representatives of the sarVa and the ashâb al-sultân (“Pouvoir d e iu re et 
pouvoir d e fa c t o  dans le pensée politique islamique classique”). Wilferd Madelung 
dedicated his excellent paper, “cAbd Allah ibn Ibàd and the origins of the Ibádiyya”, 
to the living memory of the great Polish scholar, T. Lewicki, a devoted researcher 
of Ibàdite studies. The paper seeks answers to some important questions in connec­
tion with the person and role of the supposed founder of the Ibàdite sect: When did 
he live? What did he teach concerning kufr? and so on.
Christopher Melchert’s paper, “Whether to keep Women out of the Mosque: A 
Survey of Medieval Islamic Law” deals with a theme which has great relevance in our 
days, while Zoltán Szombathy sheds light on the cultural m ilieu  of the high Abbasid 
age (“On Wit and Elegance: The Arabic Concept of zarf'). One of his most 
interesting assertions is that the famous adab work, al-Muwassd, written by al-Wassà’, 
is far from being a true mirror of the urbanised culture of his age, since he gives a 
highly idealistic picture of witticism and elegant behaviour and tries to find its 
source, contrary to all other writers, in the Bedouin culture of the pre-Islamic age. 
All in all, however, it is not easy to understand why this paper was put into this 
section instead of that of the literature.
In the literary section there are 11 papers. Krystyna Skarzynska-Bochenska 
examines an old theme from a new angle in her paper entitled “Qays et Lubná. 
Victoire de l ’amour sur l ’autorité du Père et de la tribu”. Giuseppe Scattolin, who 
published the first critical edition of the anthology of the most important Süfï poet 
of the Arabic language, Ibn al-Fàrid, writes about the difficulties encountered by him 
during his work (“A Critical Edition of Ibn al-Fàrid’s D ïwàn. Reading a Sufi Text”)-
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Mirella Cassarino’s paper (“Le tarassul selon as-Sàbï: aux origines de la prose arabe”) 
introduces some new ideas into an old topic: Where does Classical Arabic prose 
literature originate from?
In the section on ‘History of State and Society’ 14 papers have been published. 
Maria Areas Campoy in her paper, “Sur l ’autorité (Sultàn) dans l ’administration de 
la justice: le juge, le gouvernant et le juriste”, deals with the same theme, but from 
a different aspect, as Paolo Branca. The two put together give evidence of the 
contemporary relevance of this topic (cf., for example, Christian Lange’s interesting 
book: Justice, Punishm ent and  the M edieval Muslim Im agination , published in 2007, on 
roughly the same theme). Even Svetlana Kirillina’s “Muhammad Ali vs. Wahhabis: 
religion and Power in the Holy Lands of Islam in the First Two Decades of the 
Nineteenth Century” tackles the same opposition of the two possible sources of 
authority in Islam.
Although all the other papers in this chapter are very attractive for the possible 
reader, I personally enjoyed the following two the most: Richard Van Leeuwen’s 
“Social Functions of the waqf Institution” and Paulina B. Lewicka’s “When a Shared 
Meal is Formalized. Observations on Arabic ‘Table Manners’ Manuals of the Middle 
Ages”.
In the chapter on Arabic philology and linguistics only two papers were 
published. Michael G. Carter, whose research in the last forty years helped us to a 
better understanding of the first and greatest Arab linguist, S i bawayhi, now tells us 
his views concerning Arabic linguistic terms (“Approaches to the Technical Terms 
of Arabic Grammar”). Pierre Larcher also deals with an important question: the 
language of the Koran (“Neuf traditions sur la langue coranique rapportées par al- 
Farrâ’ et alii”).
The editors must be thanked for this uniquely excellent bunch of papers, among 
which there is not one uninteresting and unworthy, including those left unmentioned 
by the present reviewer.
Abu l-Husayn al-Basri, Tasaffuh al-adilla. The extant parts introduced and edited by 
W ILFERD M a d e l u n g  and SABINE SCHMIDTKE. (.A bhandlungen fu r  d ie  K unde des 
M orgenlandes, hrsg. von Florian C. Reiter, LVII, 4.) Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 
2006. xxiii, 145 pp. ISBN 3-447-05392-5.
The book under review is the edition of extensive fragments of a theological work 
hitherto considered lost. The author, Abü l-Husayn al-Basri (died in 1044), a 
Muctazili scholar of kalâm  theology, is considered the founder of the Bahsamiyya 
school of the Muctazilis. According to the editors’ introduction, the Tasaffuh al-adilla 
critically reviewed the proofs and arguments (adilla) used in theology. The fragments 
have been discovered in the Russian National Library in St. Petersburg in three MSS. 
The first six fragments deal with the divine attribute of knowledge, while the
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remaining five fragments are about such questions as God’s omnipotence, His living 
and knowing from eternity, His power over the jinns, His power to do evil (qab ih ), 
and similar important theological problems. The edition of this fragmentary work 
signifies an important step towards a better understanding of the theological debates 
of the 11th century.
Tamás Iványi

